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Middlemarch a
modern fairy tale

DIVERSE
requests
met by BC

enchanted forest, most found the
waitwell worth it once the magi-

By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGTHS NEWS EDITOR

cal evening got underway.

By Stephanie Patafio

"There weresome problems
at the door, but nothing major
except a long line." said Bridget
McDonald, SOE '96, and amember of the O'Connell House staff.
Each room was decorated
in a different fairy tale theme
including the Gingerbread
House, where students could eat
Gingerbread cookies and ice-

Boston College students
stepped through the looking glass
and emerged as their favorite
fairy tale characters during the
22nd-annual Middlemarch Ball
Saturday night.
O'Connell House was overtaken by Little Red Riding
Hoods, Cinderellas, Mad Hatters, Aladdins, a myriad ofPrince
Charmings and many other creative fairy tale folk who enjoyed
an evening of fantasy provided
by the O'Connell House staff
and 45 student volunteers.

HEIGHTS EDITOR

While many students spent
their Spring Breaks sunning
themselves on the beach, administrators were busy responding
to requests for a better campus
presented by the group DIVERSE (Diverse Individuals
Vowing EverlastingResponsibility for Superior Education). DIVERSE emerged in response to

?

cream sundaes; Ali Baba's Pal-

ace; the Wonderland Garden;
Rumpelstilskin'sspinning room,
where students could gamble
away fake money in games of
roulette and fortune; the Nursery, where students tired from a
mad night of dancing collapsed
on comfortable beds; Captain
Hook's ship lured many students
in to throw away their pirate treasures in card games; and the
Giant's castle in the air provided
a heavenly array of hors

As the costumed students
approached the normally plain
back doorsof O'Connell House,
they were surprised to find a
drawbridge entrance to a medieval castle.
"I wasreally impressedwith
the castle and drawbridge the
Middlemarch staff built in front
of O'Connell. It was the perfect
touch," said princess-for-aneveningTaraMcGrath,A&S '96.
Although some students had
to wait on long lines to enter the

d'oeuvres.
"I liked Captain Hook's
ship. I played cards and black

See BALL, p. 19

the racial tensions that surfaced
during the UGBC presidential
elections. Although the elections
are over, members of DIVERSE
say their work has only just begun, and they have been working diligently with administrators and other students to make

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MELISSA ST. HILAIRE

Where are the dwarves?
Snow White (Jen Wall) and her Prince Charming (Kevin
McCarthy) danced the night away, without running into the
wicked queen, during the 22nd-annual MiddlemarchBall.

Thatcher unable to attend dinner
BC's directorof Public Affairs.
Since the University decided to honorThatcherlast fall.
BC has been publicly denounced
by several Irish nationalist organizations and individuals who
oppose Thatcher's positions, specifically in relation to Northern
Ireland, including the Irish National Caucus in Washington,
D.C. and its president, Rev. Scan
McManus.
"To honor Maggie Thatcher
anywhere, anytime is an offense

By Erin Parks
HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Amid rumors of potential
protests at Boston College's annual Wall StreetCouncil Dinner,

former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's office contacted Boston College to announce that Thatcher would be
unableto attend the dinner, where
she was to accept the University's
prestigious Ignatius Medal, according to Douglas Whiting,

to Irish-Americans and an offense to human rights,"

McManus said. "To award the
Ignatius Medal! named after the
founderof the Society of Jesus,
to a person who is on record as
saying there is no such thing as a
society, that we are all just a

collection of individuals [is an
offense].

McManus continued: "It
was her own Tory party that got
rid of her because she was so
hated in England. She was anti-

Lyons and Quinn elected
vice-president. Lyons and Quinn

By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

On April 15, Bill Lyons,
A&S '96, and Mea Quinn, A&S
'97, will take on the roles of
UGBC-president and executive

defeated Chris Stephen, A&S
'96, and write-in candidate
Michael Asseff, CSOM '96. in
theUGBC presidential elections
held in early March.
Lyons received 1748 votes,

Stephen amassed 675 votes, and
Asseff received 146 write in
votes. There were 36 ballots that
were not included in the tally of
2605 votes cast.

education. She was anti-poor.
She was absolutely insensitive
to minorities ... Under her the
incidence of racism and intolerance rocketed. Homelessness
rocketed."
Whiting has defendedBC's
decision to reward Thatcher's
international leadershiprole during the 1980s.her efforts toward
world peace, and her "visionand
firmness" in dealing with a
troubled British economy.
"The Ignatius Medal was
established to recognize people
who have made significant
achievements in human affairs
with a religious dimension in
their lives," he said.
Whiting denied rumors that
BC, yielding to protests andcriticism, influenced Thatcher's decision to decline the invitation.
"It's unfortunate that in
some press accounts the por-

their goals a reality.
On February 28. DIVERSE
haditsfirstoftwoin-depth meetings with the administration,
during which it presented its proposals for a more diverse and
accepting campus..
Topics discussed included
the recruitment of AHANA students and professors, mandatory
"sensitivity workshops" on
multi-cultural issues for all faculty, a multi-cultural workshop
as part of the freshman orientation, additionalblue lights, self-

defense courses for women, the
re-establishmentof a Center for
Social Justice,increasing awareness of hate crimes committed
on campus and changingthe core
to include a more multi-cultural
perspective, said Fatima
Castellanos, A&S '95 and a DIVERSE member.

Over spring break administrators met and discussed
what could be done to meet the
needs DIVERSE presented to
them,'SaidVicePresident for Student Affaris Kevin Duffy. He
and other administrators met
with members of DIVERSE on
March 14 and explained that
while some of DI VERSE's needs
could be met immediately, the
results ofother efforts wouldnot
be seen as quickly.
The Center for Social Justice is being reestablished, Duffy
said, and will begin as a special
interest living floor in Ignacio

"There were more ballots
trayal has been that the Univercast than in the primaries," said
EammonGill. A&S '96, co-chair sity or the president of the Uniof the Election Committee. Gill versity [J. Donald Monan, SJ] in
also said that voter turnout was
among the highest in past years.
See THATCHER, p. 32
See DIVERSE, p. 33
Gill said he believes that
there was higher voter turnout
?NEWS: Author Joyce Carol Oates
because there was "greater stuvisists BC.
dent interest in the campaigns"
and the "debates werea lot more
?BUSINESS: Concert costs, p. 11.

Inside

heated."

Rumors of an open ballot
box and ballot tampering were
quickly dispelled by Gill.
"It was physically impossible that someone could have
tampered with the ballots or the
ballot boxes The only open ballot box that was in the UGBC
HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/KEVIN P. BREEN

Bill Lyons and Mea Quinn will take office on April 15.

See ELECTIONS, p. 32
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Renowned author shares works in reading
By Mary Beth Bennet
HEIGHTS STAFF

Well known and highly renowned author Joyce Carol Oates
spoke at Boston College last
Thursday evening as part of the
Lowell Lecture Series. Oates, an
established writer and professor
at Princeton University said she
was happy to return to BC because of the "special atmo-

sphere" it has.

Oates is the author of numerous books, poems and essays. Her works also include several plays and short stories.
For her readings Oates
chose a fewpoemsfrom her collection, including several works
in progress. Before beginning her
reading, Oates warned the audience that some of the poems were

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/HIDEKI AZUMA

Author Joyce Carol Oates read her own works as part of the
Lowell Lecture series.

still in manuscript form and had
never been read out loud.
Her first reading was a short
poem whose title was the symbol of the dollar sign. The poem
was a monologue spoken by the

voice of an angry and bitter man
about concerns of wealth and the
problems that arise because of
the lack of money. After reading
the poem Oates said, "This is my
Donald Trump poem."
Oates also read her poem
entitled "Oh Crayola! To John
Updike." She dedicated il to her
aquaintance Updike after reading his book Consciousness. The
poem explored the mystery of
creativity.
Between poems. Oates took
the opportunity to talk about herself and her writing. Although
Oates said she works hard at her
writing, she doesn't consider
herself a professional. She said
that she is surprised when her
writing has commercial value.
Oates uses the wordplayful
to describe her creative writing:
however, she sees herself in a
more practical light when teaching her students at Princeton
University.
After reading a few of her
shorter poems, Oates introduced

a longer poem as her Valentine
to men. Oates said she wrote the
poem because of all the verbal
abuse that men have suffered in
recent years. While the speaker
of thepoem is female, Oates took
pains to explain that the poem is
not autobiographical.
The poem is an account of a
female and a male shopping in a
grocery store. The woman, who
in the traditional sense is considered the superiorcoupon clipper
and shopper, is surprisedby a
male who triumphs over her in
the food shopping department.
In response to an audience
inquiry about the source of
Oates' childhood decision to
write, Oates replied that is was
Lewis Carol's works, Alice in
Wonderland and Alice Through
the Looking Glass, that most inspired her.
"I identified myself with
Alice. She was a well rounded
and believable child, and this
inspired me to create and write,"

Oates said.

FIST 'speaks out' on Miller's tenure denial
Robert Barth, SJ, claims He sup-

By Christopher Miller

ports greater diversity in the
faculty...but he refused to approve tenure for the only black
woman in his (?) A&S faculty of

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

As students prepared to
leave for Spring Break, several
members of the newly created
FIST (Family In Struggle To-

364 professors."
Mario Wilson. A&S '98,
spokesman for FIST, said, "Ten-

gether) organized a speakout in
protest of the denial of assistant
history professor Karen Miller's
tenure. The decision not to promote Miller was made by University President J. Donald

ure is security. We want to know

why
Karen
Miller did notreceive that re-

This issue
is about power.
Racism
is
spect.

Monan, based on recommendations by the College of Arts and
Sciences PromotionCommittee.
Miller has been teaching
courses in Afro-American History, American History, a graduate seminar in American Studies
and the study and writing ofhistory at the BC since 1990. Miller
received her Ph.D. in history
from the University of California at Santa Barbara.
Leaflets handed out to students at the speakoutstated. "The
Victim: Karen Miller. Last seen
being denied tenure by J. Robert
Barth." Another leaflet said, "J.

Voices

power."
"If we are

such

a

the College ofArts and Sciences,
would not comment on Karen
Miller's denial of tenure citing
University Statues that prohibits
discussion of the tenure proceedings and decisionsoutside of the
Promotionscommitteeand Presi-

academic achievement, fulfillment of the duties and manifestation of personal and professional standards of the faculty,
and reasonable expectation that
these achievements will continue.
"It breaks down into three
areas of consideration. Teach-

Barth cites BC's desire for
increased national recognition
for the greater emphasis on increase publication.
Although many of the students attending the speakout
pointed to Barth as thesole cause

of Miller's tenure denial, Barth
explained that the tenure proing, scholarship cess actually takes several
published remonths and involves many
search
and people. Departments must first
want to
service. The decide if they w*ll recommend
weight given to candidates for promotionand this
each of these recommendation is then passed
may be different on to the Promotion Committee
at
different chairman.
Voting members on the A&S
?Mario Wilson, A&S '98 kinds of institutions," Barth Promotion Committee include
said.
four tenured faculty, as well as
representatives from the schools
waysmysterious. Even when you
"There is a very strong emphasis on teaching, but increasget it, most of the student body
of Nursing and Education and
doesn'tknow," said Paul Breines, ingly over the years, since BC the Dean of the GraduateSchool
an associate professor in the his- has become more nationally visof Arts and Sciences. The memtory department.
ible and prominent, there has bers then weigh the three areas
According to University been increasing emphasis on of merit and decided whether to
statues, the conferral of tenure is
scholarship. For the last 10to 15 recommend tenure.
Monan then notifies the progranted or declined upon the years BC has increasingly embasis three major aspects of the phasized published research," spective candidate as to the deprospective tenure candidate: Barth said
cision of tenure.
dent.
"The tenure process is al-

?

"Tenure is security. We
know why Karen Miller did not
receive that respect."

diverse

college, then
why
doesn't
your faculty reflect what you
scream in our ear," Wilson con-

tinued.

"They say she can work
here, but she can't get tenure.
She has done her job and the
history department recommended her." said Naima
Robinson. A&S '98.
J. Robert Barth, SJ. dean of

from the

?

Dustbowl

by Tania M. Vazquez

What did you most regret doing
during Spring Break?

Alfonso Cortes,
A&S <97

Kevin Hayes,
A&S'9B

Corri Joyner,
A&S '97

"Not going on one."

"I shouldn't have
drunk before my
flight."

"I regret spending
all my time in the
library."

The views expressed in VoiceOrom

Eamonn Gill,
A&S '96

Young Soo,
A&S '97

"Going to New "Nothing, because I
Jersey." was in bed with my
remote and my
fridge was full 0f..."

the Dustbowl do not necessarily represent

those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff
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BC hosts lord mayors of Dublin and Belfast
onciliation at the BC reception.
"We promote practical cooperation between people of
Northern Irelandand the Republic of Ireland. A lot of it is not
malevolence. A lot of it is that
people just do not understand.
We encourage small and me-

beauty ofBelfast will increase."
"Belfast is a city which for

By Erin Parks
HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

over 25 years has witnessed a
Boston College fixed its real sense of pain and loss,"
own small niche in the on-going Smyth said. "I invite all of you to
movement towardpeace between play your part in firmly continuIreland'snorth and southwhen it ing the peace process. One way
to cement the peace process is
hosted an Irish delegation including the Lord Mayors of through inward investment."
Pointing to the success of
Belfast andDublin, Hugh Smyth
and John Gormley on March 1. Dupont, an American company
The lord mayors' visit to that has endured in Northern IreBoston was the conclusion of an
land through 35 years of struggle,
unprecedentedjoint tour ofU.S. he said, "Help us to help you
make America great. Rebuild a
cities designed to focus on comnew, peaceful, and prosperous
munity-based economic regeneration and encourage business Belfast and Northern Ireland."
Gormley emphasized the
investments in both Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. "human" element of peace proUniversity President J. cedures.
"There are so,many things
Donald Monan, SJ, introduced
the mayors and lauded their efthat Dublin and Belfast have in
common," he said. "We need to
forts for peace at a Burns Liemphasize theirsimilarities, not
brary reception for local busiby
BC's their differences. Peace is about
ness people sponsored
consensus and democracy."
Center for Irish Management.
Father Monan received gifts
"It is cities that really express the essence of a people," of Irish crystal from both mayMonan said. "I think of these ors, on behalf of their cities.
Tony Kennedy, the chief
two cities in two different words.
Dublin: true hospitality. Belfast: executiveofficer of Corporation
North, an organization whose
a marvelously beautiful city. I
would hope that as the peace purpose is to promote underprocess continues the hospital- standing through cross-border
ity of Dublin will open up even cooperation, accompanied the
more to people around the world Irish delegation. He spoke about
and from the north and that the his company's role in Irish rec-

") witn
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an Army

find one. But if you're a nurs

deserve. And with the added

NflttV
Corps.
You'llbe treatedas W®J
the Army Nurse

benefits only the Army can offer?a $5000

patients andresponsibilities commensurate
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officer, you'll command the

respect you

a competent professional, given your own

Happy Birthday to our
favorite Mac Daddies,
John and Ed.
The Heights

leve °f experience. As

ing student who wants to be in

command of your own career, consider

mayors' three-day stay in the
city, which included meetings
with government officials. The
delegation met with Massachusetts Governor William Weld and
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino.
and took part in a presentation at
City Year headquarters.

Lord Mayor of Belfast Hugh Smyth (left) andLord Mayor of Dublin John Gormley spoke of
common goals at a recent BC reception. They are pictured here with Monica Lawton, BC '74,
executive directorof the Boston Center for InternationalVisitors.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST INDEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
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Any nurse who just wants a job

dium-size enterprises to work
together...with a joint mission,
with a message that is common
despite acknowledged differs.nces," Kennedy said.
The Boston Center for International Visitors, a nonprofit
organization, hosted the Irish

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

weeks paid vacation?you'llbe well in command of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY
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Rosie's Place founder speaks on social issues
of many women's books, including NotableAmerican Women: A
Biographical Dictionary and
Women in American Religion.
she has been called "a pioneer in

By Kelly Welch
HEIGHTS STAFF

Kip

founder of
Rosie's Place, the first drop-in
center and emergency shelter in
Tiernan,

the Eleanor Roosevelt Award,
the Woman of the Year Political
Award, and several honorary
degrees from institutions such
as Harvard University, the College of the Holy Cross, and Regis
College, hailed James as "a visionary" and focused her speech
on the need for women to make a
difference in today's world.
"As women who stand to
suffer the most, what are we going to do about it?" Tiernan asked
the faculty and students in attendance.
"Women are still making 70
cents to every white man's pay-

women's studies."
"It is fitting that KipTiernan
is the first Janet Wilson James
Lecturer. Kip Tiernan amplifies
the voices of women crying out
now," said Professor Mary Ellen

Boston for women, spoke last
Tuesday at the first-annual Janet
Wilson James Lecture on Women
and Health.
James was a member of the
Boston College history department from 1971 until her death

Doona (SON), chairperson of the
lecture committee.
Tiernan, a past recipient of

from cancer in 1987. The editor

check of a dollar," she continued
Tiernan said there is a need

eliminate the causes of
homelessnessand suffering and
women are the peoplecapableof
to

doing it.
"Homelessness is not a phenomenon. It is a chronically imposed economic position on a
particular group of people
....What we need is change not
charity," she said. "I am furious
women have not stood out as one
to this outrage. We need women
like Rosa Parks and Anita Hill,
and we need these women now."
Tiernan also reflected on

Rosie's Place and what it provides for women in need.
"We have yet to take a dime
from the city or the federal government. We place faith solely in
what people believe," she said.
"We have moved from being a
shelter to a solution....Every
womanwho comes to us is absolutely loved by us unconditionally, and none of it could have
happened without you."
In conclusion, Tiernantold
the audience, "In the great tradition of Janet Wilson James, you
too can make a difference to
someone. Just do it."

Clearinghouse to promote
volunteer opportunities
coordinatorofthe campus-based
project.
"The primary goal of the
program is to provide a mechanism to coordinate volunteer information for the whole BC community," Meinhofer said. "The
principal approach is to collect

By Matt Scamardella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

In an effect designed to improve and expand the volunteer
programs and opportunities at
Boston College. Kevin Duffy,
vice-presidentof Student Affairs.
has created the Volunteer Infor-

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/SHAWM T. MEAD

The founder of Rosie's Place, Kip Tiernan, focused on
women's roles and social issues during her presentation to
BC students last week.

information from campus organizations, programs, and departments, and other entities that
belong to the BC community that
are involved with service. After
collecting this information, we
will bring it all together in a
detailed database that will be
available in the O'Neill Computing Facility (OCF)."

mation Clearinghouse. The
project will attempt to coordinate and distribute all the information about volunteer and service opportunities to members
of the BC community. Bill
Meinhofer, a student in the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, has been appointed as the

HB CAREER UPDATE

Jonathan Duke, a computing consultant Information Processing Service (IPS), and Rose
Mary Donahue, executive assistant to the President, have developed a BC volunteer database,

Meinhofer said.
"The databaseis a comprehensive management tool, is easy
to use and manage, and is accessible to the BC community
through the OCF." Meinhofer is
currently interviewing outside
agencies about volunteer opportunities and entering the information into the database, which
will be on-line at the OCF within
See SERVICE, p. 31
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Alumni Hall/Student Center/Multi-Purpose Room

We need volunteer members for our
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Help .students in their career planning! Run resume/cover letter writing workshops & interview skills
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Melissa St. Hilaire

An intelligent approach
to an emotional situation
Although controversial issues cannot be solved in a week's time, the situation
of racial tension on campus has greatly improved after the cooling off period
provided by Spring Break. Taking stock of the situation has not been particularly
easy given the complexity and emotion characterizing the debate initiated by a
UGBC campaign slogan. Out of that debate has sprung some necessary reform, as
well as exciting attempts at progress in the way Boston College approaches
questions concerning the marginalization of certain groups within the University
community.
The administration hasresponded in unprecedentedfashion to the suggestions
posed by the newly formed interest group DIVERSE (Diverse Individuals Vowing
Everlasting Responsibility for Superior Education). This group has negotiated with
the administration to secure more extensive awareness training of faculty and staff,
multicultural curriculum during freshman orientation, additional self-defense
measures for students, more blue lights on campus, development of themulticultural
core requirement, a Center for Social Justice in Hillsides, more detailed reporting
of incidents deemed hate crimes, and a better defined policy of improving the
number of AHANA faculty. Theresponse by the administration
at first considered inadequate after the fractious meeting in Gasson 100 on February 22
has
been swift and sound at this stage. Executive Vice President Frank Campanella,
Academic Vice PresidentWilliam B. Neenan, SJ, VicePresident for StudentAffairs
Kevin P. Duffy, Student Development Dean Robert Sherwood and Housing Director Robert Capalbo have been among the most responsive. Their work has been
coupled with therecently re-energized efforts of AHANA Student Programs, where
Don Brown, Sheilah Shaw Horton and Joana A. Maynard have diligently attempted
to increase awareness of racial concerns at BC.
DIVERSE has enjoyed early success because of a core of dedicated student
leaders who have researched and addressed some of the most pressing concerns in
the country and on this campus today. Their dedication to student life issues
regardless of whether or not you agree with their specific ideas or beliefs
is
impressive and should serve as a model for others. Their philosophical priority
might be social justice, but in a more pragmatic sense, they combat deeply rooted
apathy at BC by provoking students to think, argue and act. Perhaps the entire
situation was difficult to weather in the short term, but the long-term results will
most likely be extremely positive. Rarely in recent years has the campus been so
engaged by issues of similar seriousness.
Another group formed in reaction to current campus events is FIST (Family In
Struggle Together). While this group showed great dignity when it appeared on the
court at the last home men's basketball game on February 25, its follow-up agenda
has become vague and cryptic. The group's attacks on the tenure process have not
been as well-reasoned as those inquiries made by DIVERSE, and members ofFIST
have acted counterproductively by disrupting meetings and activities. By co-opting
history professor Karen Miller's case and dubbing her a victim of racial indifference and insensitivity, FIST engaged the University in an angry polemic. If these
students wish to attack issues and not people with any credibility, they should
return to their original motivation and act in a respectful and responsible fashion.
All of those students, faculty members and administrators who have dedicated
themselves to progressive and proactive steps concerning issues of community and
tolerance have started to make BC a better place in a very short time. For the rate
of change to be maintained or even accelerated, however, unity among activists is
key and communication between all of the interested parties must be upheld. The
University can only benefit from their success, and the early results of this dialogue
have been profoundly heartening.
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In the February 13 issue of
The Heights there was an article
referring to the fight for official
approval of LGBC by the BC
administration.
In the past the administration has argued that BC, as a
Catholic institution, could indeed
tolerateand welcome on campus
any person, regardless of sexual
tendencies; but that BC could
not in any way promote or approve this type of sexual conduct, and therefore could not
officially recognize LGBC.

Some questions then arise:
What is the purpose of the meetings being held every Monday in
the Women's Resource Center
since the February 6 meeting was
titled "Lesbian and Bisexual
Questioning"?

If the administrationdenies
full recognition to an organization on campus that seems to be
promotingnothing else than what
the meetings at the Women's
Resource Center are doing, what
justifies the Women's Resource
Center to organize such meet-

ings?
Are these meetings indeed
only intellectual discussion on
lesbian and bisexual issues, or is
support and encouragement to
these women being provided,
thereby encouraging or at the
very least approving certain
types of sexual behavior?
Is it that anything that suggestsbeingpoliticallycorrect can
be done and held in theWomen's

Resource Center even if these
events go against principles of
morality that the university is
supposed to be holding as its
own? "I'm not a straight
woman...but I play one at BC."
"Do you have questions concerning sexuality?" "Are you in the
process of coming out to yourself and friends?"
If flyers on campus asking
these questions are not promoting or at least approving lesbian

?

women.
Furthermore, many women
on campus wonder at the help
that theWomen'sResource Center provides, since it seems to be
only concerned with pro-choice,

lesbian, bisexual, and extreme

left issues.

When was the last time anyone heard that the Women's Resource Center was organizing an
'intellectual' discussion on the
beauty of forming a family, or
the immeasurable price of the
lifeof a baby, on how to combine
a family and a career, or on ways
to live abstinence before mar-

riage?
The impression is given that
if these issues were ever mentioned it would only be for a
good laugh.
If indeed, the Women's Re-

source Center is a resource for
all women at BC its idea of neutrality to any ideology must enhance a more tolerant and
broader view?for example, by
holding "intellectual" discussions on these issues as well.
Unless this starts to happen,
the Women's Resource Center
well continue to be called by
many women on this campus
"TheExtremeFeminist Resource
Center."
Ana Paula Tostado. A&S '95
Mary Gallagher, A&S '96
Alice Reynolds, SON '96
Luisa Rocke, grad school
D'Arcy Lynch, A&S '98
Elizabeth Cirillo, A&S '95
Moja Kos, A&S '98

O'Connell House
seeks process equity
To the Editor:

?

?

and bisexual conduct as something good, but only 'intellectual' discussion, BC has failed
in its purpose to teach students
critical thinking.
It seems that the "intellectual" discussions held at the
Women's Resource Center are
nothing else than extreme feminist ideology that, instead of liberating women, enslaves us to
attitudes and concerns that seem
to be far beyond those of most

To the entire student body
of Boston College: the
O'Connell House Managers
would like Boston College students to be informed about the
circumstances surrounding the
recent sale of MiddlemarchBall
1995 tickets. An agreement was
made between The Heights, Inc.
and the O'Connell staff that the
clues for ticket sale locations to
be printed on February 27. 1995
were to be kept secret. The

O'Connell House staff kept this
agreement: it appears that some

of the Heights staff did not.
It came to our attention on
the morning of February 27 that
several students already knew
the locations of the ticket sales,
and were near the locations to
purchase tickets hoursbefore The
Heights copies were even delivered to campus. Signs were
posted on the office door of The
Heights and by the delivery bins
stating an incorrect, later dcliv-

cry time. Also, a staff member
from the newspaper told students
that delivery time was 4 PM,
when the papers were actually
deliveredas expected between 1
and 2 PM. All these instances of
inaccurate information prevented many students fromhaving a fair chance at getting the
clues and solving them in order
to buy Middlemarchtickets.
We hereby apologize for

trusting The Heights to keep the
clues secret. We understand that
only one or a few Heights staff

members may have leaked this

information; therefore, we donot
place responsibility for this action on the entire Heights board.
However, we will recommend to
next year's O'Connell House
staff to supply the Middlemarch
clues to the public by another
means. Hopefully, this will make
the process more equitable.
Bridget McDonald SOE '95
and The O'Connell House
Managers 1994-95

Editor's Note: The Heights normally has a turnover time of
between 10and 12 hours. Since the paper was sent to press at
4:15 a.m. that week, we anticipated that it would return between
3:00 and 6:00 p.m. on 2/27/95.
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The Opinion Page

False alarm disturbs peace and quiet

Spring

To the Editor:

Break is over, and 1
have had a delightful time,
sharing stories with all my
classmatesand friends abouthow
they spent the week.
Nothing has pleased me
more than to know that so many
overworked, hard-laboring students had the opportunity to just
get away from it all and enjoy
some good, old fashioned fun.
We all need abreak; the demands

Have you ever watched the
sunrise? How peaceful, how

beautiful. Now picture watching

it to thesound of whoo-op,whooop! Riing-riing whoo-op, whooop! Yes, because it is a quarterof
six in the morning and that lovely
sound of the fire alarm has finally quit to leave me to the midnight(or rather dawn) oil of writing this letter - alas, without its
thrumming accomplishment!
No birds are chirping keeping me companybecause they've
wisely cleared out a long time
ago. (5:52 a.m. and the alarm
system takes a final gasp.) Not
like the Edmonds residents who
are trapped within misery's windows, holding theiraching heads
mourning elusive sleep.
Forgive me if Isound a little
nuts, but I suppose thinking about
the craziness of institutional bureaucracies at 6 a.m. after having been awake for a solid hour
of the fire alarm sounding does
that to a person. A call to BCPD
by my roommate at 5:20 a.m.,

on

lose that intense, scholastic
drive. Kudos, you fresh, young
student body, at a week wisely
spent!

while doing her homework. I
wonder how I am going to meet
institutionalbureaucraciesdeadlines Monday morning. My body
system is thrown off, as well as
my plans for a productive Sun-

To the Editor:

Hardey second floor was
angered and outraged by this

ening students'perspectives during Black History Month, in one

The second floorof Hardey
Hall is a community. We are a
floor comprised of diverse outlooks, talents, and ethnicities;
we live, and work, and laugh
together. Each room houses
unique membersofthis residence
hall community; every person
deserves respect, consideration,
and nourishment. Recently, a
member of our community was
harassedand threatenedbecause
of her race. We stood behind her
in word and deed as she courageously confronted these acts of
cowardice and hatred.

abomination; we had, however,
no one to blame. No one stepped
forward to claim responsibility.
We were left, as a floor, feeling
that our community had been
attacked.The pain we saw in the
eyes of our floormate, coupled
with our growing understanding
of the perverse power of ignorance, frustrated our sensibilities and wounded our spirits.
Then on February 24, while
our community was still recovering from this incident, racial
epithets were scrawled on an article, posted in hopes of broad-

of our bathroom stalls.
This deplorable racist act
was met by immediateconfrontationof the situation, frank discussion of race issues with BC
community members outside of
ourresidence hall, and great pain.
We have all been tormented
by the actions of this individual
or these individuals.The dignity
of our entire floor has been assaulted by the violence of their
words. When a member of our
residence hall community, and,
in a larger context, our human
family, is make to feel ostra-

day morning. This new alarm
is not working.

system

Mary Beth Esposito

A&S '96

Intolerance deemed inacceptable in dorm

cized or inadequate because of
their race, our humanity is diminished.
We implore whoever is
sending these rancorous messages of intolerance to stop. We
ask you to understand that your
ignorance and persecution will
not find a haven here.
Hardey second floor will not
tolerate discriminationorharassment. We support measures to
eradicateprejudice on our floor
and throughout the entire BC
campus.
The Residents of Hardey
Hall Second Floor

Prospective RA is
Intent not in doubt
angered by red tape for one BC alumna
To the Editor:
I would like to address what
I perceive to be a problem at BC.
Two weeks ago, I was excited to
discover that I had been offered

a position as a Resident Assistant for next year. As many of
you realize, this is a position that
requires a great deal ofresponsibility and time.

It is also a position that affects one's junior year to a large
degree. That is why I decided to
try and make an appointment to
see Mr. Robert Jose, the associate director of Residential Life,
and learn more about the position and my particular concerns
before I committed to accepting

the job.

The day after I received
notice of the RA job, I went to
the Housing Office for this very

reason.

To my dismay, I was
shuffled to two separate secretaries and then told that Mr. Jose
had a "jam-packedschedule" and
would not see any students. Last
week 1 again attempted to speak
to someone,anyone, in the Hous-

ing Office and was again played

off of two secretaries and told
Mr. Jose was out of town for the
week.
The rudeness and indiffer-

ence that 1 encounteredfrom the
Housing Office brings up a concern that I have heard other students here at BC express. All too
often, administrators at this
school place bureaucracy before
caring for students.

To the Editor:

We are not going anywhere. In
fact, we are committed to in-

A few weeks ago. signs were
erected on campus to promote
the candidacy of Chris Stephen
for UGBC President. The signs
bear the message. "Bringing
UGBCback to you." These signs
are an affront to the AHANA

creasing the number of AHANA
studentsand faculty on this campus. We are committedto ensuring that the present AHANA students experience college life as
pleasantly as one can in the homogenized environment that is

community. They are a thinly
veiled reference to the fact that
people of color hold the top two
positions in UGBC. In addition,
they make no sense. If students
are currently running UGBC,
how can it be brought back to the

BC.

Stephen and students like
him need to recognize that the
United Stales is becoming an
increasingly diverse country.
Many corporations have set up
programs to educate their employees about diversity. They
recognize that there is much to
be gained from celebrating diversity. A community will not
prosper if some of its members
are made to feel like secondclass citizens. The increasing
level of racial intolerance at BC
is not acceptable. It is hoped that

Now, please, shut the hell
up about it.
That is not sour grapes. I'm
just not in the mood to listen
about how manypairs of perfect,
bouncing breasts you counted on
the beach between the hours of
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on Tuesday. I
could do without hearing yet
again the story of how you and
your roommates got so drunk
one night that you couldn't find
your hotel room key and had to
climb up the outside wall and
break into your room, only to
break into the wrong room and
barely escape getting arrestedfor
it. And please make sure I'm out
ofearshot when you tell the story
aboutthat dirtyold man whoyou
thought was following you home
from the beach, only to find out
he wasn't following you at all,
but the people in front of you.
It's not that I have anything
against you, you pampered,
spoiled little wastrels, you. And
it's not thatI didn'thave a smashing good time myself in beautiful, sunny, tropical Albany, New
York. It's just that I hate to see

mistake themselves for
someone who deserves the good
fortune they've had. You don't
deserve it. May you rot in hell.
I hate you all. 1 hate your
tans. I hate your hilarious, gripping stories. I hate your souvenirs. And I hate that postcard
you sent me. Fine! Go to Florida!
Go to the Caribbean! Go to the
Ivory Coast Club f?ing Mcd for
all 1 care! I don't want to hear
about it! I've had it! Next time
you go away on Spring Break,
anyone

why, I hope you catch some horribly debilitating neurological
disorder! We'll see who's laughing when you come home drooling and unable to say the phrase
"More Jell-0 please" without
wetting yourself!

As for that exotic Colombian sweetie you met? I've got
some advice for you: start taking
some penicillin; that painful
should show more respect for
burning sensation isn't going to
their students. While I realize students? Since students are curtake care of itself, you know!
that certain employees of the rently running UGBC, one can
And you know how pleased you
school do have tight schedules only infer that these signs are a
were with yourself at smuggling
and responsibilities, they should poorly disguised form of bigthat ounce through customs?
not overlook the fact that it is the otry.
Well, sorry old chap. I liked the
The message behind these
students that make up BC, and it
story so much I just had to share
is the students' interests that
signs are clear. People of color
it...with Sergeant Spanksfun
should not be forgotten. It is my
are not perceived as being part
down at 5-0! Enjoy.
of the Boston College commuhope that some of you adminisAnd I don't buy that. "Oh.
tration and faculty members keep nity. They certainly have nobusiFather Monan and the BC ad- but we were doing volunteer
this in mind that next time a
ministration will communicate work, building housing shelters
ness holding positions of influstudent comes before you with a
ence in the student government. this message to the students of for the poor and disadvantaged!"
legitimate concern.
The AHANA community BC.
Shove it, I say! What you should
has a message for Mr. Stephen
havebeen building is a nice sumCarolyn E. Davis
Michael R. Bottaro and his followers. We are an inmer home on the Cape for me.
A&S '97
tegral part of this community. BC '84
Then you should have made me
a big lobster and steak dinner,
chocolate moussefor dessert, and
Policy
to the
lots of really good booze, and
some coffee and Sambucca. and
Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
then massaged me with oils and
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
fed me fresh fruit. But no! You
include the author's name, school, year ofgraduation, and phone number were too busy, wrapped up with
yourselves, caring for the needy!
(for verification purposes only).
You selfish, self-centered, selfThe Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
loving, well-vacationing bastards! You make me sick, doyou
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.
hear? Sick!

Today, especially with the
price of education so high, faculty and administrationmembers

Letters

The Heights is printed on
100% recycled paper.

our time are so very, very

heavy that, if we don't take a
minute to relax, we might just

RA's returned to theirrooms, revealed that we're waiting for the
alarm company to srri ye and turn
off the torture in 5 to 10 minutes.
Or rather after25 more minutes.
My roommate pops Advil

after the firetrucks left and the

Teige Patrick Sheehan

Editor
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Town Meeting focuses on race relations at BC
By Sandra O'Sullivan
HEIGHTS EDITOR

A pre-Spring Break Town
Meeting on race relations provided students, faculty, and administrators with an opportunity
to openly discuss the issues of
racism affecting the Boston College campus during a two-hourplus meeting in an overflowing
Devlin lecture hall.
Pat McCabe. assistant dean
of Student Development, and
Sheila Shaw Horton, associate
director of AHANA, were the
mediators of the UGBC-sponsored Town Meeting.
The meeting's purpose,
McCabe explained, was to both
promote awareness of the issues
and attempt to find solutions to
the problems facing Boston College. A handout was given to
each member of the audience
explaining the guidelines that
had been set.
Vanessa Rodriguez, A&S
'95, described the events of the
previous week when over 300

then defined the new organization formed to deal with many of
the issues brought up during the
previous weeks' meetings. DIVERSE, Diverse Individuals

Vowing Everlasting Responsibility for Superior Education, has
members from many cultural
backgrounds that were committed to dealing with all the social
justice issues that plague the
campus. Walker said.
Members of the group FIST
entered the meeting half an hour
late, causing many members of
the audience to stir.

groups promoting events that
students may believe are
solely intended for the AHANA
community follow the example
of the organizers of Latino Night
and write all our welcome on
their advertisement.
One senior suggested tolerance training session for students
during freshman orientation.
many

Many students discussed the
apathy at BC. Robert Lafferty,
A&S '97. said he was outraged
when he heard students say "they
are interrupting my lunch" when
students held a Speak Out on

Brown, directorofAHANA, was
joinedby a several students when
be able to communicate with the he asked the group to stay for the
remainder of the meeting.
administration."
Approximately half the
Bill Forry, A&S '95,amemberof DIVERSE, interrupted the members of FIST remained as
criticism of FIST to state his Brown began speaking. He stated
belief that there is a need for a that "If FIST is about diversity,
then I'm supportive of it." He
strong Black rights group at BC.
"FIST has shown a lot of also stressed the need for everycourage and initiative, so let's
one at BC to come together to
not damn them yet," Forry said. solve the discrimination probHe stressed that he would like lems before the situation became
for his organization to sit down irreversible.
with FIST in the future.
Cecilia Gutierrez,executive
FIST stressed throughout vice-president of UGBC and
A&S '95, said that she was disthing if we can't communicate
with ourselves because we won't

"Get as many members of the community
as possible involved in coming up with
solutions to the problems."

Mario Wilson, A&S '98,

students met with University
President J. Donald Monan, SJ.
to discuss what many believed
to be racial undertones in the
Chris Stephen campaign slogan
"Bringing UGBC Back to You"
and a subsequent letter written
by Dom Atteritano, A&S '95 and
chairman of the College RepubIicans, endorsing Stephen's cam-

briefly describedtheirorganization by explaining the meaning
of theirname.Family In Struggle
Together. "That is what we are,
and right now it is good enough
for you to soak in the name. Our
organization will make itself
known to you in due time," Wilson said. He went on to say that
any questionsdirected at a mem-

paign.
Rodriguez explained that
while the Stephen's campaign
slogan may have sparkedthe initial protests, "these issues have
been on this campus for a long
time. The campaign wasn't the
only issue."
Omari Walker, A&S '97,

hand.
A freshman suggested that

ber would be answered on an
individual basis, and not on behalf of FIST.
Audience comments during the question and answer period focused on forming concrete solutions to the issues at

appointed that the meeting had

focused on individual problems
rather then the greater social issues at hand. "Fighting for equal
rights is my life. Don't play
around with my life," said
Gutierrez.
At the close of the meeting.
?Kevin Duffy,
Academic Vice President Willvice president of Student Affairs
iam Neenan, SJ, described the
evening as "powerful and painful" andindicatedhis willingness
Women's Issues on the the meeting that they are not a to help students in any way.
Dustbowl.
violent organization, but that
"Get as many members of
UGBC President William they will make sure that their the community as possible inDorcena, CSOM 95, said, "We
demands are met. "We're about volved in coming up with solutalk a great talk, but when it taking care of business, not viotions to the problems," urged
comes time for action, no one lence," one male member said. Kevin Duffy, vice president for
does anything." He urged each
Les Jean-Paul, CSOM '98, Student Affairs.
person to take the first step and a member of FIST, invited evBob Sherwood, dean for
go to an event that they normally
eryone to join him on the Student Development, said that
would not attend, instead of just Dustbowl the following day to he would be "proud to serve as
saying they don't feel welcome. shake people's hands. This an advisor" if DIVERSE is sucStudents also directed many simple gesture, he said, would cessful in reestablishing the Soquestions and some criticism tohelp peopleto know one another cial Justice Board. In addition,
ward FIST.
on a personal level, the first step he urged students to keep strivSeveral students comto ending discrimination.
ing to solve the social justice
plained that they were being preAt this point, Wilson anproblems on campus. "You
vented from joining FIST and nounced that the members of people have the power to do it,
from learning more about the FIST had to leave but a repreand from what I've heard toorganization. One female junior sentative would stay for the renight you have the maturity and
said, "We won't accomplish anymainder of the meeting. Donald intelligence to do it."
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Romero award honors BC juniors
Chestnut Hill, MA
Over three years ago the Organizationof Latin American Affairs
(OLAA) advocated the creation
of a scholarshipfor Latin-American students who attend Boston
College. The organization petitioned the Society of Jesus for
seed money to inaugurate a
scholarship what would honor
the late Archbishop Oscar A.

Romero.
Romero, the archbishop of
San Salvador, was shot and killed
at the altar by a death-squad as-

sassin on March 24. 1980. In his
years in San Salvador, Romero
shared in the lives of the poor
and took their hopes and sorrows as his own. Because of his
courageous stand for justice, he
has become a martyr for poor
Salvadorans struggling to overcome repression and poverty.
The Jesuits agreed to fund
the honorary scholarship, and
during the summer of 1992 a
committee of BC students, faculty and administrators was
formed to launch this scholarship in memory of the martyred
Archbishop Romero. The scholarship, which is awarded annually, recognizes a Boston College junior of Latin American
descentwho best exemplifies the
values that were inherent in Oscar Romero's life and career.
The primary factors to be

I

considered in awarding the
scholarship are devotionto learning
as evidenced by the students' academic records at BC
dedicationto community service both on and off campus, and
financial need.
The award winner will be
announced at a ceremony in
Gasson 100 onThursday, March
?

?

23, at 6:30.
The four finalists are Christian P. Bolanos, Ingrid Irene
Ramos, Xiomara Enid Ramos,
and Beatrice Anne Reaud.
Bolanos is a finance major
in the Carroll School of Management. He is also completing
the requirementsfor a mathematics major in Arts and Sciences.
At BC he has served as a Eucharistic Minister and has been active in the Mathematics Society
and the Finance Academy. As a
manager for movie theaters near
his home in Valley stream, New
York, Bolanos has organized a
number of events to benefit the
community, including a food
drivefor the homeless and a visit
from Santa for area children.
Irene Ramos is an English
major from Paterson, New Jersey, where she has worked with
church groups helping recently
resettled residents from Latin
America. At BC. Ingrid was a
memberof the Emerging Leader
Program in her freshman year

Nick & Dick's
The finest family style restaurant on Cape Cod serving
breakfast, lunch and dinner is currently seeking
experienced individuals to join our team,.

\u25a0

Dining Room Supervisor

Waitstaff
Ice Cream Counter Help
Bus Persons

Cashiers/Hostess

I

oJm-V^J

/amlsiS&^K

'

n

ft^V

restaurant

ICE CREAM
*
Allpositions are seasonal. Interestedcandidates

should call

Cheryl at (508) 432-1000 to arrange an interview.
Interviews arebeing heldMarch 20th thru April Ist.

Route 28 ? Harwich Port, MA ? (508) 432-1000

(

and aresident of the Community
Living Floor during her sophomore year. She has volunteered
at the Women's Shelter in
Brookline and as a tutor at El
Centro del Cardinal in Boston.
She also volunteers for Student

Admissions. Herexperienceas a
tutor has led Ingrid to look toward a career in teaching.
Xiomara Ramos is a psychology major also completing a
Biblical studies minor in Arts
and Sciences.She is secretary of
the Organization of Latin American Affairs at Boston College
and a memberof the Ignacio Volunteers. As part of that program,
she worked in Jamaica during
Spring Break. In the summer of
1993 Xiomara worked with
VISTA volunteers in Boston on
a literacy campaign, teaching
computer literacy to children and
the elderly. She also served as a

936 NantasketAvenue
Hull, Massachusetts 02045
Deadline: Please submit letters by April 30. The
award will be presented during the following
October.

Cruise the Information Highway
Free training on library resources on the internet is available every Wednesday from 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. at the Instructional Research and Development Laboratory in Gasson 001.
Forfurther informationcall 552-4477 or stop by to register at the
reference desk in the O'Neill
Library.
Stop ViolenceAgainst Women

Week

has assisted with fundraising for
Stop Violence Against
the Children'sDefenseFund and Women week will be held from
in the summer of 1994 worked March 27 to March 31. Gail
as an intern with the Child Care Dines will present a lecture on
Action Campaign in New York pornography in the media on
City. She plans to attend graduMarch 27; Take Back the Night
ate school in law and social work rally will take place on March
and to continue to work on be28; Marcia Gillespie, editor of
half of children's issues.
Ms. Magazine, will speakon racism and sexism on March 29;
Katie Koestner will lecture on
sexual assault and violence
against womenon March 30 and
the Clothesline Project, a display of T-shirts by women affected by sexual assault or domestic violence, will be on display in the Dustbowl on March

Participate in a Social
Psychology experiment for
half an hour Call Sharon
Morrison at 552-2982
SNEAKER BLOW-OUT
NIKE, REEBOK,
AVIA,ADIDAS,WILSON,
PRINCE

-

reg.s4B.Qo $75.(H0
NOW $25.00 $35.00
CHAMPION SWEATSHIRTS
reg. $38.00 NOW $15.00
GUARANTEED LOWEST SNEAKER PRICFS
IN THE AREA. IF YOU FIND ANOTHER
STORE BETING OUR SNEAKER PRICES WE
WILL TAKE ANOTHER $10.00 OFF. EXCEPT
SALE PRICES BY OUR COMPETITION.
ADOLF SPORTS
841 BEACON ST.
NEWTON CENTRE
TEL. (617)964-6633

-

The Boston College

Annual Seavey Joyce,
SJ Award for Community
Service Efforts for Boston

Award:slsoo, a bronze medallion and the assistance of the Committee in the future work of the
recipient.
Criteria: For leadership by a BC junior in
community service, advocacy, political, or other
work to improve the city of Boston or the plight of
its more underserved people.
Letters: l)Boston Organizations: discuss nominee
& project
2)BC Staff: discuss nominee's leader
ship& project
3)Nominee:Define your motivation,
project & impacts
Address: W.Seavey Joyce, SJ Award

BRIEFS

EARN $5-$lO

Nominations Sought
/gp3||A for BC Juniors

i si

preceptor for the Options through
Education program in the summer of 1994. Xiomara plans to
become a clinical psychologist
and use her resources to better
the Latino community.
Reaud is majoring in history and English and is a member of the Honors Program in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
She is one of the original members of the a cappella group
Acoustics and she has volunteered with 4Boston, Student
Admissions, and the AIDS
Awareness Committee. Reaud

BC

Pie-Law Advisory Board

will offer an

LSAT Preparation

Workshop
March 27

- April 26, 1995

Sessions will mccl Monday through Thursday
4:30 6:00 PM

-

First meeting: Monday, March 27
4:30 6:00 PM
Cushing 001

-

The fee for the Workshop is $50.00.
The first session will cover general information regarding law school
implication strategics. All are welcome to attend the first meeting free
of charge.

Further

information and registration materials are available
in Gasson 109.

31.

BC bOp! to perform annual
spring concert April 1
BC bOp!, the student vocal
and instrumental jazz ensemble,
will perform its annual spring
concert on April 1 at 8 p.m. in
Robsham Theater. The concert
will include pieces by Count
Basic, Buddy Rich, Rob
McConnell, .the Manhattan
Transfer and other jazz artists.
Admission in $6 for adults and
$4 for students. Call the Bands
Office at 552-3018 to reserve
tickets.
Peace Corps Recruiters Visit
Boston College
Representative Anthony

Roberts of the Peace Corps, an
international volunteer organization, will conduct an on-campus information activities session at BC on Thursday march
23 from 7 to 8 p.m. in O'Neill
Library room 253. The Peace
Corps currently has 6,500 volunteers serving in over90 countries. Benefits include transportation to and from their country
of service, intensive language
and cross cultural training, medical and dental care, a monthly
cost-of-living stipend and a
$5,400 readjustment allowance

upon completion of 27 months
of service.Applicants must be at
least 18 years old and U.S. citizens.
Vale Russian Chorus to perform at BC March 31
The Vale Russian Chorus
will make its 26th appearance at
BC on March 31 at 8 p.m. The
all-Russianprogram will include
folk songs, marching songs, ballads and the music of Russian
Orthodox Church. The concert
is being sponsored by the Humanities Series, which began in
1958 with poetry readings by
T.S. Eliot and Robert Frost and
has since brought a steady stream
of distinguished writers of poetry, drama, fiction, philosophy
and literary criticism to BC. The
concert will take place in Gasson
100 and it is free and open to the

public.
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Northern Ireland group seeks reconciliation
By Christopher M. Ahearn
HEIGHTS STAFF

Two
members
of
Corrymeela, a community in
Northern Ireland dedicated to
bringing together Protestants and
Catholics to discuss issues of
reconciliation from an ecumenical perspective, spoke at BC last
Thursday.
"Corrymeela provides a
'safe and shared space' where
people can meet and trusting relationships can grow, providing
hope of a new way of living together." reads a Corrymeela bro-

chure.

Colon Craig and Alistair
Kilgore, both Corrymeela members, said that the warring Protestant and Catholicfactions that
meet at Corrymeela often bring
their experiences at Corrymeela
to theircommunitiesthroughout

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/HIDEKI AZUMA

Alistair Kilgore detailed Corrymeela's efforts to reconcile
Northern Ireland's Protestants and Catholics.

an Corrymeela every year are
mostly between 18 and 25 years

of age. According to Craig, the
program's director, these students of mixed nationality are
offered an opportunity to "meet
as humans across divides. This
is the essence of Corrymeela."
Corrymeela works with
groupsattempting reconciliation

using the ideas of respite and
focused learning. "People can
take a break from the hard life in
Northern Ireland," Craig said,
"and we allow them a safe place
to tell their stories."Corrymeela
also allows people from the two
sides to talk about issues of religion and conflict and see the
other as human.
One of Corrymeela's goals
is to destroy the stereotypes that

Northern Ireland.

impede reconciliation between
Protestants and Catholics. Craig
told the story of a Protestant girl
who surprised a number of

Ballycastle, the region in the
Ulster area of Northern Ireland
where Corrymeela is located, is
host to 220 groups per year. The
nearly 6.500 people who meet

Catholic girls at a Corrymeela
group with her uncommon ability to speakGaelic. "She broke a
stereotype." he said. "Once broken, they can never be made

again."

"There was a point in evolution before we were self-aware,
when we were one with reality,"
Kilgore said. "We lived together
in a sort of harmony as part of
the Earth."
"Celtic spirituality had a

relationship with the Earth as
part of its understanding. This is
part of our program." Craig later

added.

Kilgore also described
Corrymeela's theory of conflict,
saying that in Northern Ireland
the land is not important, but
that Protestant and Catholics
only fight over it because the
other side wants it.
The two men also commented on the current situation
in Ulster saying, "The cease-fire
is dramatic.People are discovering a way of living that has been
denied."
"Northern Ireland is one of

the greatest embarrassments of
the Western world. Lots of
money is therefore being poured
See CORRYMEELA, p. 31

Moonwalk connects BC women with nature
By Emily Tiberio
HEIGHTS STAFF

Sixteen Boston College
women took advantage of the
full moon last Thursday night,
participating in a silent 'Moon
Walk' sponsoredby theWomen's
Resource Center (WRC).
Kathryn Cantrell, a local
wilderness traveler,led thewalkers on an exploration of the

Hammond Pond Conservatory, a
land reserve located behind
Bloomingdale's in Chestnut Hill.
Sarah Councell, A&S '95. said
the walk was conducted in silence to allowthe women to fully
connect with their surroundings.
Following the moon walk,
participants met with Cantrell at
the ARC in McElroy to share
personal feelings and experiences the walk had inspired.

"The moon walk was about
women trying to get in touch
with nature." Councell said. She
pointed out that traditionally the
full moon represents a celebration of women's strengths.
"Many women grew up in

the country and have been separated from nature since living in
Boston," Councell said. "The
moon walk allowed the participants to regain wholeness with

nature and explore their earthbased spirituality."
Cantrell read from the literature of Native American
women, who she said she believes are especially attuned to

the environment around them.
She also discussed safety tips
for women who want to explore
the wilderness, either as individuals or in groups, focusing on
letting people know where you

are and always carrying the right
equipment.

Based on the success of the
moon walk, the WRC plans to
organize other walks in the fu-

ture. According to Councell, the
possibility of holding a walk at
dawnis also under consideration.
All activities sponsored by
the WRC are open to both the
women and men of the BC community.

SPRING FEVER j Top 10 Creative Ways
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Stock of the Week

General Motors Corp.
Symbol: GM
Price: $411/8

Beta: 1.25
P/E: 6.6
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Low ticket costs, small-band concerts all add up for students
AvalononApril 13th.Those tickets are $12 as well.
Of course there are always
the extras that one must consider. Tee-shirts aren't cheap. If
you want a nice one, it is going
to cost you approximately $20-$25. Beverages are another expense and this could really get to
be costly.
One way to cut your cost is
to call Bostix (a full service
Ticketmaster). They are located
in Copley Square and Faneuil
Hall. They sell many tickets half
price the day of the concert.
Many students are concerned with the cost in attending

By Elizabeth Taranto
HEIGHTS STAFF

Well, Spring Break is over
and like the rest of the students

at Boston College, you probably
don't have much money left for
spending.
Most midterms are over, so
you have a little more free time
on your hands. Luckily for all
you troubled students, a solution to the mid-March blues can
be to attend a concert. It may
involve a couple of phone calls
and a little research, but it is
possible to find a great concert
at a fairly inexpensiveprice in
the upcoming weeks.
Beinglocated just right outside of Boston, our access to big
music concerts and local clubs
is extremely easy. The Orpheum
Theatre is an easy commute. This
theater is where all the big concerts take place.
Some of the upcoming
shows include Sheryl Crow, The
Black Crows and Laurie Anderson. Sheryl Crow is playing
March 22nd. These tickets may
be slightly more difficult to come
by. City Tickets in Providence is
still advertising thesefor $35.
The Black Crowes are performing March 24th-March 26th
at the Orpheum as well.
Finally, Laurie Anderson is

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/KEVIN P. BREEN

REM tickets were a hot item this winter.and the group is not even playing until July.
playing there as well on March breakers, and Robert Plant and option. Weezer with the Archers
31 st. Those tickets cost approxi- Jimmy Page. Tom Petty is playof Loaf and Tuscadero are playmately $19.50 and $22.50. She ing at the Garden April 4th and ing March 26th. All tickets are
is performing The Nerve Bible April sth. The tickets are rang$ 15, which isless expensivethan
ing from about$20 up to $28.50. most other concerts.
Tour.
The Boston Garden is anThe Robert Plant and Jimmy
Bettie Serveert is also perother good spot to catch a show. Page show is April 9th.
forming there April 6th and those
It is only an $.85 T-ride away.
If you don't want to travel tickets are running at $12. This
that far, The Avalon on is an 18+ show. Finally, Bob
Two of the upcoming concerts are Tom Petty and the HeartLandsdowne Street is another Mould is performing at The

Stock Contest shows winners, losers
Name
Stock
Dun and Bradstreet
Karyl Astle
Dean Belle
Boltße
B.Bonifacio
Parlex
C. Broder
Merck
Bill Burns
Stone Containers
James Cesarano John Deere
TelMex
Judy Chan
JamesComer RJR Nabisco
Bill Conley
Calloway
AlvinCrocco Playboy
C. DeSimone Memorex
Elizabeth Devin Nokia Corp.
Erika Dimmler Infosafe Systems, Inc.
W. Dombrowski 3 Com Corp.
MelanieDixey Analog
DanEldredge CNS Corp.
P. K. Faherty
Fore Sys
S. Galeota
TelMex
Noe Garcia
Tencor Instruments
Jim Griffiths
Apple South Inc.
KellyHouchin RJR Nabisco
Brett Hudson
Repligen
PatMacAleer Encore Computer
BradMantel
Incomnet Inc
Mark Marino
Microtouch Systems
Anya Maurer
Envoy Corp.
Anthony Mautz Englehard Corp.
HughMcGlone Amgen
W. Mitchell
Timberland
Josh Nasbe
Altera Corp.
A. Norelline
Service Merchandise
Matt Osborne Incomnet
Y. M. Ponzo
Teletek
Mattßand
Cyrix Corp.
D. Reepmeyer Axis Health Systems
Matt Resteghini AT&T Corp.
Robby Reyes VJHexcel
S. Seaders
Peco ptF
Scan Shaffer
Resort Int.
Darren Streiler Intl Game Technology
Scott Tower
Digital Equip. Corp.
Chris Twoomey EMC Corp.
L.Williams
Televideo Systems
JimWoltmann LTX Corp.
AdaYim
Whole Foods Inc.
A.Zimmerman Microtouch

Price 2/21
50 3/4
16 1/8
18 1/4
41 5/8
24 1/4
76 1/8
29
5 3/8
1 3/16
8 3/4
15/16
73 3/4
6 1/4
48 1/4
23 7/8
15
35 5/8
29
46 7/8
13 3/4
5 3/8
2 1/8
2 11/16
11 3/4
31 1/4
22
26 5/8
66
25 3/8
47 1/2
4 1/4
11 3/4
2 3/16
22 1/2
16 5/8
50 1/4
4 3/4
25 5/8
9 7/8
14 1/4
35
16 3/8
27/32
5 3/8
13 5/8
31 1/4

Price 3/17
53
20 3/4
15 1/4
44
20 1/2
77 1/8
26 1/8
5 11/16
1 3/8
8 5/8
15/20
77 3/4
9
55
27
16 1/8
34 3/4
26 1/8
57 1/4
15 1/8
5 11/16
2
2 29/32
12 11/16
27 1/2
22 1/4
27
65 7/8
26 1/2
57 1/4
4 3/4
12 11/16
127/32
2111/16
18
52 3/4
4 5/8
25 1/8
10
13 3/4
31 7/8
15 1/2
1
6 3/8
12 1/8
27 1/2

% Change
4.43%
28.68%
-16.44%
5.71%
-15.46%
1.31%
-9.91%
5.81%
15.79%
-1.43%
-0.08%
5.42%
44.00%
13.99%
13.09%
7.50%
-2.46%
-9.91%
22.13%
10.00%
5.81%
-5.88%
8.14%
7.98%
-12.00%
1.14%
1.41%
-0.19%
4.43%
20.53%
11.76%
7.98%
-15.71%
-3.61%
8.27%
4.98%
-2.63%
-1.95%
1.27%
-3.51%
-8.93%
-5.34%
18.52%
18.60%
-11.01%
-12.00%

these events.
Matt Havens, A&S '98,
commented, "I am willing to pay
anything less than $25 for tickets."
Matt Lane, A&S '98, said,
"I agree that anything less than
$25 is reasonable."
Robin Winters, CSOM '97,
also declared, "I don't have a lot
of money to spend so I am not
willing to pay a lot to see concerts."
So, whateveryour budget is
for the rest of the semester, you
have plenty of options. It may
take a few phone calls, but you
can probably find some tickets
for thatshow you've been dying
to see at a reasonable price.

Any good story ideas?
Come to McElroy 113
and write for
The Heights
Business
Meetings
Monday at
4:00 PM
The stock contest winner will be announced next week. If your name does not
appear in the following list please drop a
note off at The Heights. Some names have
been edited due to outcome.
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Project Empowerment, Dec-Tarn team up to help the community
By Dennis Goett
HKICHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

The so-called "real world"
is not that far away for many
students at Boston College. For
one group in particular. Project
Empowerment, it is right in their
faces every time they head off to
start another service project.
Project Empowerment began as an idea almost a year and
a half ago. Professor of Finance
Timothy Mech and Sylvain Fey,
President of Project Empowerment, got together to discuss a
plan to get BC students to use
their knowledge and skills to help
the less fortunate.
'The group establishes cooperation between students, local government, local business,
non-profit organizations and offcampus volunteer groups." Mech
said. The group allows volunteers to learn more about the
world of business and. at the
same lime, work in the surrounding communities.
"We look for projects that
we can start and finish; it is a one
time thing." Alexander Wit. Vice
President of Project Empowerment, said. The group attempts
to help resolve long term problems for the organizations. The
skills that are needed for these
projects range from accounting
to painting.
"We look for students not
only from the School of Management, but anyone on campus
that wants to help." Fey said.
The group is set up so that
more than one project can be run
at a time. Each project has a
advisor that is either a professor
or an MBA Student. The group
has a membership of 46 students.

The pilot project for Project
Empowerment has cometo a finish. The Roxbury-Packard
Manse homeless shelter is a center for the community as well as

ing to do the laborforfree." Fey
said. Everything was set to go
until the city got involved. In the
process of applying for a grant
the city discovered tax problems.

has stuck with us," Wit said.This
factor held true when the application for a grant was denied.
"We contacted Brain at DecTarn to tell him about our pre-

dential Scholars Program were
the shelter applying the last
layers of paint. Along with them,
the Urban RepairTeam, based at
the Chapel of Lexington, did
most of the painting for the shelat

ter.

"These people are the real heros. We just help
empower them to do it better."
Professor Timothy Mech on Project Empowerment
a shelter. The

shelter is run and

operatedby Sarah Small. She is
a well-respected civil rights
leader and an outstanding member of the community.
"Often times when members

of volunteer groups do work on
the project the real heroes go
unnoticed," Mech said. "Sarah
Small has dedicated her life to
the service of the community and
to

God," Mech concluded.

In the fall of 1993 members of Project Empowerment
were made aware of the dilemma
that the shelter faced.
"The city had found that
there were high levels of lead
within the paint inside, and on
the exterior of the shelter," Wit
said. The group then began to
search for companies that could
help them with the process.
The cost of the project itself
would beabout $25,000. The fact
that it is an old Victorian mansion and a very old structure
added to the cost.
"We found a company, DecTarn in Andover. that was will-

Boston College's top ten

You may be wondering why there is a "Top Ten" in the business
section. Well, with the help of the Boston College Career Center, we
have obtained a list of ten of the top employers of Boston College
students. These numbers were not derived as scientific fact, so do
not worry if your company does not appear.

l)Anderson Consulting
2)Big Six Firms:

Arthur Andersen
Coopers & Lybrand
Deloitte & Touche
Ernst & Young
KPMGPeatMarwick
Price Waterhouse
3)J.P. Morgan and Company
4)U.S. Marine Corp
s)May Co.-Filene's
6)American Management Systems
7)Teach for America
B)Smith Barney
9)Goldman Sachs
10)Hewitt Associates

For a number of years the city
had been filing property taxes
against the shelter.The shelter is
a non-profit organization and
therefore is not required to pay
such taxes.
"I spent all summer at city
hall looking for the right forms
and some answers," Kate Moran.
secretary and treasurer of Project
Empowerment, said. Finally, in
the fall of 1994, the forms were
filled out and the grant process
could continue.
"Through this entire process, from beginning to end,
Brian Fitzsimons from Dec-Tarn

dicament, it was then that the
company offered to pay for all
cost related to the de-leading of
the house," Fey said. So finally
the project was on it way.Then it

was noticed that the windows in
the entire house would also need
to be replaced.
"We once again started to
make phone calls and found
Dorchester Door and Window.
They offered us a great deal on

the prices, and the shelter paid
for the windows while Dec-Tarn
installed them, free of charge."
Wit said.

This past weekend the Presi-

"The final outcome is much
better than if the shelter was all
right in the first place, now the
community, and the businesses
in it. are much more aware."

Mech said.

The group is continuing to

work on many other projects
throughout the Boston area. Currently they are installing a database at Hovey House to keep
track of donors, mailings and
accounting. Project Empowerment is also helping to create a
business plan for a newly-established after-school science program called Kids Institute for
Discovery.
If you are interested in learning more about the club stop by
Fulton 226, or attend their next
meeting on Wednesday, March
22 at 5:00 PM (Location TBA).
"In addition to having the
chance to do good work, they
develop important professional
skills. They learn all about patience and perseverance." Mech
concluded.

Stock of the Week
reasons for this sudden turn of
eventsfor General Motors, some
reasons within their control, and
Everyone must remember some that are just plain luck.
the time when they went out
As everyone knows, GM is
hunting-for theirfirst car. You a very largecompany with many
probably were forced to have prominent subsidiaries. These
yourfather comewith you (as if subsidiaries include GMhe knew anything about cars Hughes, which make the new,
anyway), and your "traditional" and very successful Direct TV
father probably said "buy system. They also own the SatAmericanbecause they're more urn Corporation, which makes
reliable."
the Very popular Saturn car.
Well, if you followedyour
General Motors is famous
Dad's advice (like we actually for its trademarknames, such as
hada choice), chances arepretty Chevrolet, Buick, Cadillac,
good thatyou bought acar made Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and GMC.
by General Motors. GM domi- Thesetrademarksarenow changnates theAmerican automobile ing their image to keep up with
industry, outselling its closest the ever changing automobile
competitor(Ford), by overone industry.
million cars and trucks annuChevrolet is celebrating
ally.
their"Genuine Chevrolet" camLike every other Ameripaign with a rather unique open
can consumer, I frown at Amerihouse that will bring a lot of
good publicity to the company.
can products becauseof the generalization that is given, being They are also modernizing their
that all American products are dealerships throughout the najunk. This generftjzation espetion, into a futuristic, and ecocially applies to cars. General nomical way, calling it the ImMotors is doing its best to turn age 2000.
that image around.
They have also decided to
This company bottomed please their workers, by putting
out in 1992, when it lost over24 in 173 millionshares of Class E
billion dollars.GM is now singcommonstock (valued at 6.3 biling a different note, to the tune lion dollars), to its hourly workof a profit ofalmostfivebillion ers' pension plan. This should
dollars in 1994. There area few appease the very powerful auto
By Gregory Halstead
HEIGHTS STAFF

union for a while.
GM is expecting one of its
subsidiaries, called the Hughes
Network Corporation, to have
its foreign salesexceedits U.S.
sales withina year or two. This,
and the devaluationof thedollar, making U.S. exports very
inexpensive,bodes well for not
only the subsidiary, but the entire company which sells its automobilesthroughoutthe world.
The data on the stock also
bodes very well for the company.The stock is selling at 41
and 5/8, which is only slightly
above its 52 week low. This
shows that the stock is rather
cheap.TheP/E is phenomenally
low at only 6.68.
Looking to the future, the
earnings per share whichis now
at 5.2, is expected to climb to
about 8 at year end. The P/E is
also expected to decrease to an
even lowernumber of 5.3. Accordingto the analysts, the numbers do not lie because Lehman
Brothers raised their rating on
GM to a "buy." The C.J.
Lawrence Corporationpredicts
GM to be selling at $60 per
share, by this time next year.
General Motors is a solid
company with a great history,
that is not only a good investment as a stock, but probably
not a bad investment as a car.
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Microsoft Is Looking For Technical
Talent In The Following Areas
SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS
Working on theleadingedge ofsoftware developmentfor personal computer systems and
applications, you will own afeature orpart of a product and will work to define product
specifications, solidify a schedule, and designand write codefor your product
PROGRAM MANAGERS
Your role will be to define the content,behavior, and appearanceof your product and find
innovative solutions to best meet customer's needs.Workingclosely with technicaland
marketing groups, customers, usability specialists, and graphic artists, you will takeyour
product through design, specification, development, testing, documentation to final release.
SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEERS
You will haveresponsibility for designing andimplementing testing softwareand test cases,
predominately for software applications. As you create and run test cases to troubleshoot
software bugs, andrecommend and implement changes to your product, you will become
an experton thevarious applications with which you work.
SUPPORT ENGINEERS
As a supportengineer, you will work with developers and information systems
professionals who are using Microsoft products, tools or systems to write software and
mission critical applications. You will analyze their technicalproblems,research and
consult with experts,and provide solutions andconsulting on design andarchitecture.
Opportunitiesexist for thesejobcategories in the following areas; personal andbusiness
applications, network ing, multimedia, operating systems, graphical user interfaces) and
integrated development environments.

Qualified candidates should be pursuing a bachelor's or graduate degree in computer

science, electrical engineering, computer engineering, ora related technical discipline.
Qualifications vary by job but will include proficiency in C, C++ or Visual Basic and
experiencedesigning, testing, supporting or writing software.
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If you are interested in applying, please send yourresume and cover letter to:
Microsoft Corporation, Attn: Recruiting, DeptCOO-Entry, One Microsoft Way, STE-303,
Redmond WA 98052-8303. Or if you prefer to send your resume on-line, send to
y-wait@microsoft.com (ASCII format). No phone calls please. Microsoft is an Equal
Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.
®
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©1995 Microsoft

Corporation. All rights reserved.
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BC students attend Earth
Conference in Philadelphia
By Jessica Braun
HEIGHTS STAFF

PHOTO COURTESY OF EAC

Members of the Environmental Action Comittee attended the
Earth Conference held in recognition of Earth Day 1995.

Seven representatives from
the Environmental Action Center at Boston College (EAC) recently attended the Philadelphia
Earth Conference, an environmental convention held in recognition of Earth Day 1995 on
February 25 and 26 at the University of Pennsylvania.
About 1800 students from
colleges all over the country attended the event in an effort to
"take back Earth Day," said Robert Matthews, A&S '97, vice
president of the EAC.
At the conference, students
discussed how to effectively organize Earth Day and how to
make better Earth Day supporters out of the community.
Congress plans to "roll back
all environmental laws." according to Matthews. "Some people
say it's to save money, others say

the laws are unjust. It's costbenefit analysis versus the risk
of public health."

the most interesting topic dis-

"Sunoco emits twice as
many toxic pollutants than it's
allowedby law." Matthews said.
Demonstrators marchedfrom the
University of Pennsylvania to
downtown Philadelphia to protest Sunoco's pollution and to
further community efforts.
Several key players in the
environmental movement also
attended the conference. Ralph
Nader, a long-time advocate of
consumer rights, spoke of the
detrimental effects big business
and politics today have on the
environment.
Amy Laurence, A&S '98.

thing," Laurence said.
Laurence said she developed a greater enthusiasm for
Earth Day at this conference.
"I'm more motivated to work
with Earth Day after going and
seeing all the people involved.
Students werethere from all over
the country, and that was neat."
The students who attended
hope to use the new information
they collectedto "act as a whole
to educate the BC community."

cussed. Laurence learned that
renewal and reduction are the
Students responded to Contwo key elements in saving the
gress' proposal at the conference rain forest.
by forming an organized voice
"We should buy less because
against it. One demonstration we don't need as much. We must
was a protest against Sunoco.
reduce consumption of every-

and also a member of EAC. said
she believed the rain forest was

Matthews said.
"All progress that has been made
in the past few decades will potentially vanish. Now is a crucial
time for the environment in the

U.S."

MAab
HysNahs,conlrted anquet
demic excellence.

other AHANA students to apply

AHANA scholars and the
life of Dr. Benjamin Elijah Mays
were honored
last
at
Wednesday's combinedAHANA
Scholars/Benjamin Elijah Mays

According to Tyrone
Simpson, event organizer and
speaker, the banquet "allows the
scholars to see their hard work
and efforts paying off dividends."
"[TheBanquet is] an honor

their shoulder to the plow and
themselves achieve the distinction of becoming an AHANA
scholar," said Donald Brown,
director of AHAN A Student Pro-

Convocation.One hundred-andseventy-eight students received
leather-bound certificates and
commemorative pins for aca-

and encouragement for the
AHANA Scholars to continue
down the road of academic excellence and as an incentivefor

By Leo Gibson
FOR THE HEIGHTS

grams.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Kevin Duffy described

the banquet as "a communal affirmation of academic achievement."

The programalso paid triblate Mays, the inspiration for the Mays Mentor Program. The mentor program is
designed to assist promising
AHANA students through conute to the

sultation with faculty mentors

on topics such as the students'
academic career and the unique
challenges facing minority students at BC.
The Mays Mentoring

Program's success in creating
friendships and understanding
between faculty and students lays
the foundation of a strong community. Duffy said.
Speakers at the convocation
lauded Mays' pioneering
Afrocentric approach to life and
academic study.
The highlight of the evening
was the presentation of the
awards to the AHANA scholars.

COMMON
ATTENTION SENIORS!

83 HARVARD AYE.
ALLSTON MA.

M

*Diploma frames may now be ordered at the
bookstore.
*Personalized graduation announcements
have arrived! Please stop by to pick up your
order.

*Nursing Students need to order pins before
March 25 in order to have in time for
pinning ceremony. No deposit is needed!
*The Bookstore is now featuring a wide
selection of graduation memorabilia, gifts,
and party needs!!

GROUND
Great Food & Drink
LUNCHES from $3.95 - $5.95
DINNERS from $4.95 - $8.95

'DSXLCTS'TECIfZCS
Guiness - Bass - Cider

Microbrews Selection
Featuring the Best of BC Sports
SATELLITE DISH & BIG T.V.'S
Completely Renovated
Live Entertainment Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.
Call For Details
Proprietors Micheal Moxley ('93) & James Cochener('9l)
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Sweaters and Jeans solves dating dilemma
By Laura Tholen
HEIGHTS FEATURES EDITOR

Since BC's beginnings way
back in 1863, it has been devoid
of a happening dating scene. Yes,
there have been vain attempts to
cure this strange phenomenon,
but all in all, nothing much has
changed since the first all-male
class graduated 132 years ago.
We all kid ourselves into believing that someday our lives will
change. Somehappy
day
couples will walk
through campus.
each being nice

and civil to the
other, but we all
know we will not
see this in our

lifetime.
But what is
dating really?

Somestudents on
the scene have
code
made
names for relationships like

"Really Random
Regrets" (i.e. it
always happens

no

matter

how

hard you try to
stop it) or "My Mod Hook-Up"
(the one you always seem to find
at the end of a night at the Mods
and pretend as if nothing happened Monday at the Eagle's
Nest).
But there is one way ofclassifying relationships which has

hit ourcampus with a vengeance.
It's the Sweater and Jean system. "The Sweater and Jean system?", you ask. Is it easier to
figure out than that stupid Dewey
Decimal system? But of course!
God knows we don't like to have
to think outside of class! Here's
out it works. Your specific relationship takes the classification
of a certain outfit:
Wedding Dress and Tuxedo:
His/her phone number is #1 on
my speed dial.
Every night we
spend together.
We cry when we
leave each other
for Thanksgiving break. We
have no other

mers and havegone out to dinner
with the other's parents. We are
in the minority and everyone
talks about how grossly cute we
are. At "peace be with you" in

going. We're not

committed;
we're honest.
We'veneverseen

friends besides
our roommates.
We've named
our six children
and two dogs.
"Honey"

and

"Babe" are the
only names we
use with one another. We would
be happy on a
desert island
reading poetry'
to one another.
Semi-formal attire: We're together. We've said the "L" word.
We snuggle. We spend at least
three nights a week together. We
meet each other for meals and
know the combination to each
other's doors and we use them.
We visit each other over sum-

that you own, but he's
neverseen it on the floor. If you
were to look through his drawer,
you'd be able to pick out your
favoritepair of boxers. Youknow
the combination to each other's
doors, but you never use them.
The question here is, "Where do
we stand?"
Sweaters and Jeans: We're together because people see us together on weekends (but not
more than once on a weekend)
and we give each
other a call on
weekdays to see
how things are
cry bra

church (we've gone together) we
kiss.
Khakis and Button-Downs:
Okay, so we're committed.We' re
not opposedto dating others, but
it's understood we'd tell each
other if we did. We talked four
times over Spring Break. Don't
worry, we still have our own
friends, but our friends are becoming friends with each other.
There has been at least two nights
where we've snuggled in bed and
watched movies together alone.
We've kissed in public.
Bra and Boxers: He's seen cv-

Pajamas: We're friends, just
friends I tell you! We talk, we
snuggle, we laugh, but we never
hook-up. People ask us if we're
together, but we always motion
a gagging face to whoever asks.
We talk every night. Okay, we
did kiss that one night, but that
was totally a mistake and it will
never happen again. There is no
sexual tension, well, unless one
of us starts seeing anyone else...
TheClosetsAre Bare: This used
to be something
beyond a sweaters and jeans, but
we broke up. One
of us keeps shopping for clothes,
but the other runs
the other way in

each other more
dressed up than in
sweaters and
jeans. Casual is
the key word.
Plex Attire (i.e.
Gym shorts and

fear we'll talk
about our dead
relationship
again. Stop shopping, the store
has been sold out.
Naked: This is
pure sexual attraction. We have
a boyfriend/girlfriend from home
and we get bored

sweatshirts):
Whoa! People
date? Not us!
We're too young!

We've hookedup more than
twice. We like to
show up at each other's place
after an unsuccessful night. We
never discuss our relationship.
We might call each other to see if
we're going to the same bar, but
we have to look each other's
number up in the Source; this is
not a number we remember.

sometimes. No
secrets here,
we're perfectly blunt.
If some gf you find yourself
mixing and matching to these

classifications, rest assured
you've got a whole wardrobe to

choose from. You know you can

wear different clothes on different days.

This senior never has a bad hair day BC

just can't keep
up with the times
By Steven Kim
HEIGHTS STAFF

By Natalie Williams
HEIGHTS STAFF

Sitting across from her at
Addie's, 1 thought to myself,
"Does this girl ever have a bad
hair day? Even a bad hair second?" I didn't think that it was
likely. With her shiny black
locks, Eileen Chung has made a
great impression on a number of
people. Eileen is a Marketing
major at Boston College and has
been selected as a finalist in the
Dial Corporation's search for
three new spokesmodelsfor their
shampoo, Breck. For those of
you unfamiliar with the Breck
Girl phenomenon, each year,
Dial chooses three women in
various age groups to be
spokesmodels for the shampoo.
The contest was started by Edward Breck, a pharmacist who
created the first pH-balanced
shampoo, nearly sixty years ago.
Past Breck girls include famous

faces such as Cheryl Tiegs. Cybil
Shepherd, and Kirn Basinger.
"A friend of the family mentioned it to me, and I decided to
enter," said Chung. Eileen sent
in a video shot at her home in

River Vale, NJ. She competed
with over 2,000 other contestants and was chosen as a finalist. She will be flown to Phoenix
in June for the final competition.
Each winner will receive a
$5,000 contract as a Breck
spokesmodel as well as a $2,000
gold and diamond pin. The winner also has a pastel portrait
drawn, and it is then hung in the
Breck Museum.
Eileen got involved in modeling when she was in high
school. "I really wanted to break
the stereotype of the 'dumb
model. I didn't start modeling
for superficial reasons; I wanted
to show that not all models are
self-obsessed and absorbed. I
also want to represent Asians in
the media; I don't feel there is

enough Asian representation out
there."
IfEileen is chosen as a winner, she will be the first Asian
Breck Girl. Eileen has also
starred in a television series
called "Road Trip". She traveled

cross country with three other
students, went to various cities
and had great experiences there.
"Traveling across the country was really interesting; we
even got to have lunch on Capitol Hill with some Senators. It
was really a great experience,"
said Chung.
Even though it may seem
that Eileen has a busy schedule,
she has always put her school-

work first. She plans on a future
in advertising, and is currently
involved in the ADLIB. a nonprofit ad organization run by over
ninety students serving numerous clients. Eileen is always on
the go, but her hair always looks
great. 1 guess the people at Breck

thought so too.

Every fifteen minutes, the
Gasson bells erupt from silence
to remind passing students to take
that last drag of the butt, chug
the rest of the Powerade, down
the last chicken finger and hurry
their feet to class. To others it
signifies the end of class and a
joyous relief that the weekend is
approaching. I've grown accustomed to the bells, and BC
wouldn't be the same without
them. Every day I pass the time
between classes standing around
in the quad, waiting for the bells.
I usually look up at the clock in
a futile attempt to deny the fact
that it's time for class, but my
hopes are dashed as the clock
confirms the time.
Last Monday at two the bell
rang, and I glumly raised my
head to the tower, desperately
hoping for some divine intervention to keep me from going
to my literature class, although
not expecting a response from
the big guy in the sky. Don't get
me wrong, my favorite subject is
English, but a class is a class. I
couldn't believe it. The clock
displayed the time, three thirty
five. My initial response was
"there really is a god." I wanted
to believe it, but my cynical nature urged me to check my watch.
The watch read 2:olpm. I knew
that my watch couldn't be wrong

because it was a top of the line
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St. Pat's Day Mod Golf not a hole in one
Best
Bets
for the
Week:
By Tom Masterman
HEIGHTS STAFF

My first experience with
Mod Golf was somewhat disturbing. Hosts wereso desperate
to find a party theme they
wouldn'thave to spend too much
time or money on that they sacrificed their integrity for a perverted sense of reality As 1 was
handeda beer at my first Mod, I
asked the student at the keg,
"What's the, uh, themehere,any-

.

What: Damon Wayans
Where: The Comedy Connection at Faneuil Hall
When: Thursday, March 24, and
Saturday, March 26
Damon Wayans, theformer

star of "In Living Color" and

the new film "MajorPayne," in
which he plays the gruff but
bumbling army sergeant in
chargeofa groupofunruly hoys,
brings his zanybrand of humor
to Boston this weekend.He appears at FaneuilHall's Comedy
Connection this Thursday and
Saturday. Call 24g-9700 for
ticketprices and otherinformation.
What: Sarah McLachlan
Where: The Orpheum
When: Tuesday, March 21
The haunting melodies,
ethereal vocals, and poignant
lyrics ofSarah McLachlan have
helped many a BC student
through a night of insomnia or.
depression. Her two albums,
most recently 1994'sFumbling
Towards Ecstasy , have gained
her a loyalfollowing.This week,
regardless of your mental state
or the amount of sleep you've
lost, hershowat the Orpheum is
not to be missed. Tickets run
from $1830 to $22; Call 931-2000.
=..#.....,
What:TheWang Center's Classic Film Series
Where: The Wang Center
When: Monday,March 20,7:30
p.m.
This week the Wang
Center's Classic Film Series
presents the horror classic
"Jaws," the film adaptation of
Peter Benchley'snovel about a
killer shark that terrorizes a
sleepy seaside town. The Wang
Center's giant movie screen will
only add to the excitement of
seeing a thirty-foot great white
shark practically leap out into
the theater. Bring someone to
grab onto during thescary parts!
Best of all, tickets are only $6,
cheaper than most movie theaters in Boston. Call 931-2000
toreserve tickets in advance.

What: Sheryl Crow
Where: The Orpheum
When: Wednesday, March 22
With last year's retro-inspired hits "All 1 Wanna Do"
and "Leaving Las Vegas,"
Sheryl Crow became an overnight sensation,as demonstrated
by her recent success at the
Grammy awards, Her tour hits
Boston thisweekwith a show at
the Orpheum on Wednesday
night. Tickets are between
$18.50 and $20; call 931-2000
for more info.

What: The Great American
Meatout
Where: Everywhere!
When: Monday, March 20

To alert the American
people of the benefits of eating
less meat, this grassrootscampaign asks all Americans to
"kick the meat habit and explore a less violent diet." More
tofu-lentil loaf, anyone?

way?"
"Hey, dude, it's like the
hood, man" he replied. "It was
easy to do, you know," he continued, "we didn't need to do
nothing but play thatTONE LOC

man for himself. I pushed my
way through, confused as I saw
people leaving the line without
cups. It was a while later that I
realized I was in line to watch
hoops on a six inch TV.
"Excuse me," I said as I
tapped the shoulder of a guy in
front of me. "Know where I can
get something to drink?"
"What?" he replied. "Ed
O'Bannon's hurt, you think?"
"No, drink. I'm looking for
a drink," I explained.
"0h... Sorry, my man, just

hoops today."
"What? Jordan'sback in the
NBA?"
"Hey, pally, you didn't just
call me gay?"
Not that there's anything
CD."
A female student added, wrong with that...
"See, we all dressed up like
I left the area in a hurry,
separated from my friends and
gangstas... Likemy baggy pants?
without drink. Carefully avoidThey're from The GAP."
We left the preppy posers
ing passed-out students and all
not soon enough, and made our the puddles in what was seeming
way through the crowds to our more and more like Mod Golf, I
next Mod. Standing in line, evarrived at what wouldbe my last
eryone had the tendency to look Mod. I met a friend on the way
around for people they knew, in. Actually, it was one of those
staring intensely at someone as "kinda uncomfortable to be
they neared, and ultimately lookaround, sort of friends that I
knew from one or two previous
ing quickly away once they discovered they did not know the conversations.
The place was unbelievably
person.
After being in line for an packed and it seemed as if evhour or two, we finally made it eryonehadtheirarms full of beer.
in. "Where're the drinks?" my I turned to my friend, "Hey, at
friend asked someone. We were least they have stuff to drink
directed to another enormous here."
"Yeah," he said with a grin,
crowd. Our group split up, every

Oddest News Item of the Week
This item appeared in the Atlanta-Journal Constitution:

New York City Police arrested Herbert Steed, 63,
outside his $4,000-a-month Trump Tower apartment
(he was preparing to buy a $5-million home in Rye,
NY) and charged him with welfare fraud. For the past
three years, Steed had been receiving $88 a week in
welfare payments by claiming he had no assets or
income. Said the district attorney, "The welfare payments he collected just about covered his health-club
dues."

"I know what you mean, Tim."
We pushed on. There was
scarcely enough room to breathe.
People were being thrashed
around, furniture was being broken. We got to the place where it
appeared all the beer was coming. Everyone was taking their
share out of a huge fridge in the
corner. "Uh, excuse me, urn,
what's going on here?" I asked a
student who was attempting to
yank a phone off the wall.

riot and back onto the muddy
pathways. Ironically I met up
with a friend from my original

group.
"This Mod Golf sucks,
huh?" I said to him.
"No kidding. Ishot freakin'
eleven over par tonight."
Baffled, I asked him, "What
did you say?"
"Just jokingwith you, man,
I shot twenty over. Wow, that
wind in Mod 18 B killed me."
"I need a phone, man," was
I let it slide. "No, but really," I said. "It was so crowded...
his answer.
Confused again I asked, And so loud. You couldn't hear
"Well, what's the themehere?" anything anyone was saying."
"Mass riot!" he explained.
"What? You root for any"Help yourself, man, this kicks one Notre Dame is playing?
ass!"
Yeah, me too. I hate the Irish."
A group of male students
My friend rushed over to
the window and proceeded to turned around and started walkpick up another,smallerstudent, ing towards us. Someone in the
and toss him through a window. group hollered, "What? You say
"What the hell are you doyou hate the Irish, eh?"
My friendand I hurriedfrom
ing?" I asked him.
"That was my RA, man. I the scene, out of the Mods and
hate that little punk. And beback to Upper Campus. I sat in
sides," he continued, "Always my room that night and contemwanted to do that, ya know what plated going to bed.
I mean, Todd?"
My friends and 1 spent the
When my sick friend was next few hours trying to salvage
busy searching for a chair with the night, discussing how we had
which to bash someoneover the wasted our time and how Mod
head I made my way out of the Golf had failed to make the cut.

Club of the Week:
Irish Society
The Irish Society ofBoston College is a club which
exists "to promote and participate in Irish and Celtic
culture around BC and in the Boston area," according
to Erin Twomey, A&S '95, who re-started the club
during her sophomore yearafter discoveringthat it had
virtually died out. The Irish Society sponsors several
Cafe Nights each year in McElroy, which feature Irish
food, music, and dancing. The society has also attended concerts by Irish bands such as the Wolftones
and Black 47 and plays by Irish authors, and it has
sponsored cultural events on campus, as well.
The Irish Society currently has about 300 official
members, about 50 of which are active. It is currently
headed by Christine O'Connor, CSOM '96.

VIEWPOINTS.
Opinions from students on current issues.

By Simran Puri

Do you approve of the way the administration has
handled the recent racial controversy on campus?
Wenyu Ho,
A&S '95
"I think for the most
part they're doing a
good job, for example,
by holding floor meetings to increase awareness of the issue. I
think Father Monan
responded fairly well
and that people are
expecting too much
from him too quickly.
He should be given
more time to assess
the situation and react
to it in the best possible manner."

Keith Traverse,
A&S '98
"I think they dealt with
it as well as they could
be expected to without
blowing it out of proportion. Father Monan
dealt with it in the best

possible way by addressing the student's
concerns through his
meetings, letters, and
actions. Ultimately it's
a student issue and the
students have to learn
how to resolve it for
themselves."
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BC Chorale sings to an Irish beat
By Meg Maloney
FOR

THE HEIGHTS

While most of us spent our
spring break soaking up rays in
some warm, tropical haven for
college students, hitting the
slopes, orresting comfortably at
home, there weresome students
who ventured across the Atlantic to experience parts of Europe. The members of the Boston College University Chorale
were among these lucky travelers, as they spent ten days exploring Ireland.
The BC Chorale, with approximately 160 members, is one
of the largest activity groups on
campus. The group mostly con-

sists of students, but there are
also some membersfromthe Je-

suit community, the faculty, and
the alumni. Every year the chorale takes a trip together during
spring break. Past years have
included trips to Rome and the
Bahamas. They have been planning this trip to Ireland since
September. The itinerary was
filled with tours, sight-seeing,
visits to discos and pubs, shopping, and, of course, singing.
Approximately one hundred
members went on the trip. They
departed Friday, March 3, via
Aer Lingus and, after landing at

the Shannon airport, visited
Galway, Dublin, and Cork before flying back to Boston Sun-

day, March 12. The trip cost
$1,100, which included airfare,
tours, transportation, hotel fees,
and many meals, including a fi-

nal banquet. However, most students spent much more than the
initial cost as they gathered mementos and gifts for people at
home.
The group was provided
with their own personal tour
buses that transportedthem from
city to city and to each of the
concert sites. They performed at
various locations throughout the
trip, including the St. Ignatius
College in Galway and the University College of Cork. At a
benefit concert at St. Patrick's
Cathedral in Dublin, the chorale, along with the University
of Dublin Chorale Society of
Trinity College, raised 15,000

pounds
Mary Grace, SOM '97,com-

mented that the events were all
"very well-attended."One of the
highlights of the trip was the
opportunity for the chorale to
perform composer Patrick
Cassidy's "Children of the Lir."
This fifty-minute cantata is per-

formed in Irish, and the chorale

had been preparing its presentation for six or seven weeks before the trip. The chorale gave
the first American performance
of "Children of the Lir" last

week.

According

to

Carolyn

Cloutier, SOE '97, Cassidy was

"really excited, content, and
happy with what we were do-

ing."

BarndieKim,A&S'97,also
commented that everyone was
"very supportive and we had a
lot of fun because we had a pur-

pose."

Students spent some of their
nights soaking in as much of the
Irish culture as possible. This
included visits to pubs, which
wereonly open until 11:00; after
the pubs closed, it was off to the
discos. The music in Ireland was
very similar to the music in
America.

Grace observed, "They
played a lot of techno at the discos, just like they do here."
Cloutier commented that,
"They seemed to really like country

music."

The group also spent a lotof
time shopping. Most of them
brought extra bags in anticipation of buying many souvenirs
and they were able to fill them
easily. Some of the most prized
mementos seemed to be claddagh
rings, Celtic crosses, and, of

who wouldn't want an
Irish sweater? Other popular
purchases included Belleek
china. Guinness glasses, shoes,
scarves, whiskey, and Bailey's
Irish Creme. Everyone seemed
to have captured their memories
on film, some students coming
home with six or seven rolls of
pictures to be developed.
Some of the favorite sights
included the Cliffs of Moher,
GalwayBay, St. Patrick's church,
the Book of Kelts, and the stop
made to kiss the Blarney Stone.
Kirn states, "I gave my first kiss
ever to the Blarney stone."
Many comments weremade
about the attitude of the Irish
people. Cloutier comments that
course,

"the people were very friendly,
helpful, and willing to do anything for you."
As with any visit to another
country, the food can turn out to
be the most foreign part of the
trip. Meals included soups, sandwiches and porridge. "The food
was good,but it wasreally hearty.
There was always food served
with a lot of fat and butter,"
Cloutier said. However, good

greasyAmericanfood was never

faraway, with many McDonald's
and Burger Kings lining the
streets.

Kirn observed that, "As a
non-Irish person, I was not expecting too much and I really
wasn't too excited, but the chorale just seems to always end up
having a good time. It gave me
the opportunity to go somewhere
that I would never have gone on
my own." Most students hope to
return someday to make another
visit. "I want to go back and be
able to really soak things up,"

Grace said.

Overall, students seemed to
have had a fantastic time and
have very few complaints. Many
students wereable to get in touch
with their Irish roots. Cloutier
said, "I saw three of my cousins
in Dublin and that was really
exciting. I also used to Irish Step
Dance and it was so exciting to
be somewhere where it means
something when it's performed.

Culture Shock
Kita Helmetag
Having lived with a Spanish family in Madrid for the past
two months, I can already appreciate the concept "to completely
immerse" oneself. Like many
American students studying
abroad, I came to Madrid with
many preconceived notions.
Sure, I had assumed that my host
family wouldn't speak English,
but I had also imagined that by
some mysterious instantaneous
reaction, Spanish would be rolling off my tongue the second I
arrived in Spain. Needless to say
my family doesn't speak any
English and whatever Spanish I
thought I knew wasn't exactly
rolling the first few days in

Madrid.

When my roommate Jenn
Giampietro, A&S '96, and I first
met our family, we wereecstatic.
We nervously tried to throw out
every Spanish phrase we could
remember. We wanted to say "Hi,
so nice to meet you... thank you
for your help... we're so excited
to be in Spain." Yet, looking
back, I realize the translation was
more like "Hi, sympathetic to
meet me... your thank my help...
we excite Spain."Fortunately our
Spanish family was very congenial and sympathetically smiled
that day, probably thinking to
themselves, "Who are these stupid Americans that will be living

with us for the next four
months?"
American students must be
I'll have the chance to go to Irequickly introduced to the Do's
land for a really long time."
and Don'ts of Spanish life.
Do turn out the lights the
second you leave a room. BC
isn't paying the electric bill and
your Spanish 'sefiora' will feel
enjoyable experience, but still free to remind you of this. Don't
accomplish what we need to. We leave any food on your plate at
want to answer student and pardinner. Saying you're not hunt ent questions, not just glaze over gry in Spain is regarded as saythem."
ing "yourfood sucks, I don't like
The new orientationprocess it." Spanish women take great
will be geared toward advisors pride in their cooking and are
as well as students. The new pronoticeably offended if students
gram provides students with an
don't ask for seconds. Don't exopportunity to interact with each pect your Spanish sefiora to like
other and with advisors, but also you if you claim to be a vegetargives the advisors a more creian. The word "vegetarian" and
ative avenue for expressing Spanish cuisine don't mix.
themselves.
BC students have quickly
The FYE office also hopes forgotten the days of needing
to improve summer orientation quarters for laundry or waiting
by including more faculty memon line at the dining hall for daybers. Normally, students receive old pasta. Ham or no ham, I can
a lecture from the dean,but have always count on two meals a
no other contact with, adminisday, and my laundry is an art in
trators or faculty. The object is
itself. Not only are clothes strung
to bring in dynamic and personacross every apartment complex
able speakers who can relate to (dryers haven't quite made it eiand enhance the student experi- ther) but every single piece of
ence. The office also hopes to laundry (we're talking undercreate an environment that alwear too!) is ironed. Even my
lows for more discussion, espemom can't compete with that
cially about student issues.
kind of service!
The office itselfis also getMany frustrations can arise
ting a facelift - a new name and when living with a Spanish fama new director. As of April 1 it ily. Inevitably there are those
will no longer be called the oftiring days when you just want
fice of Freshman Year Experi- to jump in bed and go to sleep.
ence, but that ofFirst Year ExpeYou don't feel like partaking in
rience. The office is currently
the usual dinner conversations.
under the new directionof RevAfter all, with a limited Spanish
Even though I returned pale and

poor, I don't care. I don't think

Summer orientation program revitalized
By Monica Marcelis
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Rememberthe good ol' days
of orientation? New faces, new

places, confusion, rushing and

chaos. Chances are that most of

us had a somewhat disheveled
orientation experience. Well, no
longer. BC is currently renovat-

ing the entire orientation pro-

cess.

Previously, orientation only
occurred over a period of one
and a half days, with four sessions offered throughout the
summer. Parents had little involvement, if any at all. There
were not enough advisors to accommodate the students in each

Still not ticking?

group, so there was little opportunity to meet friends or talk to
advisors. The registration pro.r

cess also suffered from severe
neglect. Students received little
guidance as to whatclasses they
should or should not take, and
were alone when they actually
went to register.

The office ofFreshmanYear

Experience,

located
in
O'Connell 109, is responsible
for the summer and transfer orientation programs. The staff is

currently instituting several
changes to the orientation pro-

cess.
Before the changes were
instituted, parents had limited
options. They had lunch with
their sons or daughters and then
each went their separate ways.
Students would join theirgroups,
and all that was offered to the
parents was a chance to visit different departments within the
university. Now the first day's
activities include students AND
family members, and there is a
second day full ofactivities that
are also geared towardparents.
Each session is now two and
half days in length, and there are
five sessionsoffered. The office
has also increased the number of
advisors. In previousyears, there
have only been twenty or so advisors. This summer, the number
of advisors has almost doubled
to thirty-five present ateach session. The office has also im-

__

proved the payment package for
the advisors, in the hopes of
making it more financially appealing.

_, .
.
Its time for BC students to set their watches.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/JEREMY LUH

Continued from page 15
and get back to me. One would have expected the clock and the bells
to be controlled by the same system, but that doesn't seem to be the
case. Understandably the peoplefrom Buildings and Grounds never
got back to me, and I assume, maybe from being naive, that they had
more pressing matters to deal with. Maybe by the time this story is
printed, the clock will be on time. With a six and one half percent
tuition increase, I would hope that 1 could at least get my sense or
security and order back.

The increase in the number
of advisors and the lengthening
of each session are the most significant of the changes. In past
years, students commented that
there was too little time and not
enough advising. The aim of the
new and improved orientation
process is to change those sentiments. According to Buscemi,
the goal of the program is to
"rt.ake the orientation process a

more casual, comfortable, and

erend Joseph P. Marchese.
The office is responsiblenot
only for summer orientation, but
also for September and transfer
orientation. There is a January
orientationsession as well. While
orientation is the office's main
responsibility, it also sponsors
lectures, seminars, and activities throughout the year. The
Food For Thought program and
the Forty-Eight Hours retreat are
just two examples.
Unfortunately, not many
students are aware of the office
and all the opportunities it provides. However, with its increasing presence and responsibilities, that will soon change. No

vocabulary, interesting conversation can only go so far. After
"how was your day", "Estoy
cansada" (I'm tired), and "do
you like the food", there isn't
much else to say.
An American student's saving grace is that with nine out of
ten host families, you know
something yourfamily doesn't?
English! Most students can relate to the old smiling "me gusto
mucho (I like it a lot)" slash
"Jenn, this is gross,I'll kill her if
she ever serves it again." At least
your Spanish sefiora is happy
and your frustrations are vented.
Most of us will leave Spain

doubt the office of the First Year
Experience will continue to have
a positive impact on BC life.

Spanish culture, an improved
vocabulary and, unfortunately,
about 10 pounds heavier.

with a better appreciation for
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The 18th Annual Greater Boston
Undergraduate Conference On

HELP MAKE
SENIOR WEEK'9S
A SUCCESS!

"YEA

3U9{10%V0L

WiJ tUL%.

c

I Bioethics I

APPLICATIONS NOW
AVAILABLEIN
McELROY 233 and 141
DUE: MARCH 28, 1995

Saturday, March 25,1995
9:00 AM in Cushing Hall 001
The 1995 Conference Welcomes:

JOIN THE SPIRIT OF '95

George Perdrizet, M.D., Ph.D.
Boston College Class of 1976

SENIORS
TICKET SALES 95

DR. PERDRIZET WILL DISCUSS CURRENT DILEMMAS AND
CONTROVERSY IN TRANSPLANTATION AND ORGAN

START TUESDAY MARCH 21st

ALLOCATION

DON'T FORGET TO BRING
YOUR BC I.D. and a
LICENSE OR PASSPORT

THE CONFERENCE WILL INCLUDE STUDENT PRESENTERS FROM
BOSTON COLLEGE, PROVIDENCE COLLEGE, WHEATON
COLLEGE AND OTHER NEW ENGLAND UNIVERSITIES.

YOU MUST BRING YOUR
LOTTERY SHEET

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY INTERESTED IN ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE
ARE WELCOME. LUNCHEON ATTENDANCE REQUIRES PRE-RECISTRATION
WITH THE MENDEL SOCIETY IN HICCINS 1362. OR BY CALLING 552-3545.

THIS IS YOUR ONLY CHANCE
TO PURCHASE
SENIOR WEEK'9S TICKETS!

WE WILL TAKE CASH, CHECK,
MASTERCARD OR VISA

PIZZAS on your meal card for $pp
If cafeteria food isn't your favorite, why not have something that is...like pizza. Any Eagle Plus Meal Card
holder can get two Papa Gino's cheese pizzas delivered at a great price. So call Papa Gino's today.

Call BC Hotline 964-8860
Please have your student photo 1.0. toady open delivery. Not valid with any other oilers, specials or discounts, limited

delivery area. No additional charge

on orders over $7.50. Orivers carry less than $20.00. Expires 3/31/95.
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Middlemarch Ball a picture perfect evening
Continued from p. 1
jack. It was amazingly set up."
said Roshanßajkumar. A&S '95.
"The house was amazing.
The rooms were awesome. I've
been to Middlemarcha couple of
times and this was hands-down
the best," said Steve Deroian,
A&S '95. "Considering all the
financial problems that went on
throughout the year 1 was glad
Middlemarch came out well."
The Sorcerer's Lair, open
only to those students with validated BC IDs. served winecoolers, wine and champagne.
"They had walls painted
like flagstone with blue "water"
running along the sides. There
was a skull in the room and filled

bottles with colored water lined
the windows," McDonald said.

centerpiece

The

of

was
House
Cinderella's Ballroom, where
students danced the night away.
"I thought the DJ was great and
thathe played the perfect mix of
fun music."
"It was also nice to see that
people got dressedup and really
into it with nice costumes,"
Deroian said.
As the clock struck one. the
ball came to an end and a group
of tired but happy Cinderellas
celebrated yet another wonderful Middlemarch Ball.
"As far as I can tell, we
were all psyched and proud of

O'Connell

ourselves," McDonald said.
"A lot of it is due to the
volunteers. If we didn't have
them it wouldn't have been
nearly as good."

The 22nd Annual
Middlemarch Ball

All Heights photos by editors Melissa St. Hilaireand Diana Pisciotta
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Heights increases its campus role in the 1950s
This is the fifth in a series of
articles chronicling the history

of The

Heights

1994.

from

1919 to

The 1950s werea period of
domesticrebuilding in the United
States
a period of stability
mirrored in the pages of The
Heights, except for occasional
references to the menaceof communism.
?

The Heights' contents sta-

bilized during the fifties, as
sports news moved farther back
among the now- 10-to- 12-page
paper, and dances, meetings,
elections and lectures moved to
the front page. More importantly,
letters to the editor began to make
a regular appearance. The
Heights letters to 'he editorsec-

'

tionhas continued asa forum for

public dialogue that might not

otherwise occur at BC.
Editorials advocated action
on different on-crtmpus issues.
They repeatedly admonished students to keep the new cafeteria
(in what is now Lyons Hall)
clean. Another editorial urged
BCmen to tone down their rough
competition during intramural

games.
But the editorials took on

important issues, as well. The
Heights continued to lobby for a

student council, while it decried
the poor performance of class
officers who failed to show up
for meetings. It also lobbied the
school to name theTower Building "Gasson Hall." Later in the
decade, the paper's call was
heeded and Gasson, Lyons,
Devlin and Fulton were baptized.
The name-game was continued throughout the fifties. In
1954, The Heights published the
news that Archbishop Cushing
wanted to change Boston
College's name to "Boston
Catholic University."
The Heightseditorialized on
November 19. 1954: "This
change has been discussed for
many years. It's been no secret
that many have felt grief at the
confusion of Boston College and
Boston University. Still others
campaigned to have the word
"university" in our title. Some
change seemed necessary.Fulton
University, Gasson University,
Ignatius University, wereall considered. At one time it was suggested that local Catholic colleges (Emmanuel College, Newton College of the Sacred Heart,
Regis) be incorporated into one

at BC. The article said the blood
would be used for the soldiers
abroad and was accompanied by
a photo of soldiers in a foxhole.
Physically, the paperlooked
the same as in years past. A
gothic-fom masthead created in
the 1940s stayed with the paper
throughout the 19505, and The
Heights still looked like a messy
Wall Street Journal with pictures
and cartoons.
While
columns like
"Through the Eagle's Eye" and
"Tower to Town" were traditions
carried over from the 19305,
there were also new additions:

Catholic University.

"Now it is to be Boston
Catholic University. The 'BC
will be retained. Some tradition
may be lost, but the change seems
inevitable."
Catholicism's influence
over The Heights ran strong in
the fifties, too, and the editorial
boardcontinued to state its dedication to communicating Christian ideals. An October 11, 1957,
editorial said, "Being a Catholic
paper, we naturally would not
print attacks on any aspect of
Catholic faith or doctrine."
On national and international affairs. The Heights criticizedSenator Joseph McCarthy's

more one-framecartoons, a"club
news" column and illustrations
of the people covered in articles.

communist witch hunts. In an
illustration of just how tense the
times were in regard to the fear
of communism, the editorial
board felt it was necessary to
preface their opinion with the

The draft and military service were still on the minds of
students at BC. To counter anxiety about the draft. The Heights
published a series of editorials,
called the "Role of a Draftee."
about the draft and published
information on how to get deferments.
The most important on-campus news included proms and
dances, group meetings, on-campus plays and.of course, sports
events. But sports news was no
longer regular front-page fod-

"[We] want to make it
clear that we are not now, nor
have we ever been, members of
the communist party."
Other than editorials, national and international news
rarely made it onto the
newspaper's pages. One of the
rare references to the Korean War
wasan article about a blood drive
statement,

der. News about career options
and job openings became com-

mon.

The BC-Holy Cross rivalry
continued to engulf the school's
attention. The Heights got into
the act by publishing the paper
entirely in purple ink (pictures
too) before one game, and a story
in the issue after the game reported: "BC men took the city by
siege in a post-game rally last
Monday." The school also got a
"day of rest" in celebration of
the victory
provided the men
would keep the apparently everdirty cafeteria clean. The week
before the game. The Heights
published a mock-Holy Cross
paper called The Infidel to boost
student spirit. It portrayed HC
players in drag and satirizedtheir
football program in-general.
?

As for the multi-colored

papers, the 1950 and '51 Christmas issues were printed entirely
in green ink. The Heights chose
red for Christmas 1952.
Women were increasingly
seen in The Heights. They were
prom queens, committee chairwomenor actresses. When it was
proposed to let women into the
school of education in 1952, the
men on The Heights rose to their
defense, saying the school of
education should be co-ed because "women are more apt at
teaching children and for this
reason have almost cornered this
section of the educational

world."

SOPHOMORE

> SENIOR

Chiropractic:

The Natural Alternative

RETREAT
on

?

Neck Pain

?

?

Headache

?

?

CAPE COD!

?

-

Sports Injuries

Low back/Leg Pain

26

No Drugs

Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Full or Partial Payment

$55

(uisttrcird}

Cost includes all transportation, food, friends &fun
just bring comfortable clothes & a sleepingbag!

Automobile Injuries

Shoulder/ Arm Pain ? Work Related Injuries

No Surgery

March 24

*"*\u25a0

VIS/

Beacon St.

Women, only admitted to
the Schools of Nursing and Education, comprised 15 percent of
the undergraduate population.
After womenwere admitted. The
Heights ran a cartoon in the May,
1952 issue that celebrated the
regular appearance of womenon
campus.
Even though BC had schools
of education, nursing and business administration in addition
to the liberal arts program,
Heights
editors felt the
University's program was not
academically
challenging
enough. In 1956. the editors advocated the end of the mandatory Latin requirement, and they
felt BC should teach philosphies
other than Christianity.

?

?

Compiled by Heights senior

staff Emily Hancock and Brian
Mcßrearity from information
taken from Heights archives at
Burns Library and from "The
Heights of Boston College" by

For more info, pick up a form outside Gasson 316 or the
main Chaplaincy Office in McElroy 215. The last
retreat sold out, so hurry & reserve a spot today!

Amy Allegrezza.

INTERNAL TRANSFER
INFORMATION SESSIONS
for transfer to
THE COLLEGE of ARTS and SCIENCES

Hormone Study
Conducted by the

Wednesday, March 29 - 2:30 p.m.

***

Monday, April 10 - 4:00 p.m.

***

Tuesday, April 25 - 2:00 p.m.

ALL MEETIGS WILL BE HELD IN
GASSON 105, THE McMAHON
CONFERENCE ROOM
PLEASE SIGN UP FOR INFORMATION
SESSIONS IN GASSON 104

Neuroendocrine Unit
at the

Massachusetts General Hospital
Are You:
non-smoking female.
- ABetween
the age of 18-45
- Experiencing
absent periods £
-

$300 Stipend
Interested?
Call:

724-7506

4 months

The Heights
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Conveniently located in suburban Westchester County, New York
Get ahead or catch up by earning credits toward your degree
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lona's summer session offers a wide range of classes to meet
your course requirements
You can even start working toward your degree during iona's
IB
summer session
9|k
Small classes, personal teaching in the tradition of the
Christian Brothers and American Catholic higher education
The credits you earn at lona can be
transferred to most colleges
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Associate Development
Program
The Associate Development Program is directed toward
May 1995 college graduates desiring to pursue a career in
Human Resources or Finance.
The Associate will
embark on three to four assignments at various locations
throughout the United States. The program's objective is to
provide the associates with a broad exposure to the
applicable business functions, preparing them to assume
increased levels of responsibility to meet the Corporation's
drive toward excellence in management.

The Boston College Recruiting Program
has scheduled an information session for
all those interested:
Date:
March 28
Time:
5:00 p.m.
O'Neill 253
Place:
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Nicaragua experience changes students' lives
By Kerry Sachs
HEIGHTS STAFF

Over spring break, a group
of 15 BC students traveled to
Nicaragua with Paula Norbert of
the University Chaplain's office,
Mer Zovko of 0.D.5.D.. and
Cindy Bevivino of PULSE Program. Some may wonder why
people would want to go on this
trip. One girl responded." 1 went
because 1 never had the opportunity to go to a developing country where people struggle for
food and the basic things we take
for granted every day. 1 knew it
was something that would be an
unforgettable experience and it
was. It was amazing."
Their trip was different from
Appalachia trips in several ways:

for example, thesestudents were
there to learn about the culture
and live among the people. The
country was so destitute and deprived that the students felt that
no matter what they did, it would
not have helped. These students
contributed to the community in
a different way. As one student
expressed. "We built a bridge
between us and themthat formed

Your

a common ground. That was our
connection and our contribution." The entire group was in
agreement that they received far
more than they gave on this trip.
There were risks, particu-

larly health risks, involved with
going to Nicaragua. The students
were inoculated for such illnessesas malaria before they left.
In addition, with Nicaragua's
unstable political history, it
seems safety would have been a
concern as well. Although the
students said they saw people
armed with machine guns, they
never felt threatened. Becky
Cacciato. SOE "97. described the
fact that they were in a conference center in a middle class
area (for Nicaragua) which foreigners frequent. Therefore,
there were gates, guard dogs and

armed men to protect them. She
claimed, "We lived like the
people and if they could deal
with it, we could. It's their life:
we were only there for a few
days."

Some of the experiencesand
conditions that these students
describedseemed almost unreal
compared to life at BC. John

Scores^H^^^^H

| THE PRINCETON REVIfeW

HEIGHTSMEN
AUDITIONS
ALL MALE A CAPPELLA GROUP

DATE:

MONDAY, 3/2 0
TUESDAY, 3/21

TIME:

6:00 to B:3OPM
(Both Nights)

WHERE:

8 0 COMM AYE.
MUSIC ROOM

Lesher described a scene from
his "family": "It was horrible:
three young babies were on the
floor, naked, urinating everywhere and screaming and crying. Yet despite devastating and
disheartening conditions, people
and children radiate warmth and
absolute love. The conditions
didn't make it wonderful but the
people did. You just love the family, they show lots of love to you
and you just respect them. You're
inspired by them because they
go on each day and they don't
have anything."
Cacciatowas amazedby the
people. They kept apologizing
for being poor and having nothing to offer. "They work their
heart out day and night and make
these beautiful beads. They were
so humble and so modest and
gave us so much more than anyone could ever give you by buying a gift. They gave us part of
themselves, theirtrust, their love.
a place in their families, and in
their hearts."
Anthony Pichione was
touched especially when all of
the people of the village lined up
to say good-bye. "Becky's
"mother" was crying and I was
amazed." The bond these students formed with "their families", as they call them, is very
evident.
Phitsamay Sychitkohong
said of the people:" I've never
been so loved and so well received. They opened their hearts
and their homes to us and it's
just so beautiful. In their simplicity they are the most beautiful people that I've ever seen."
Victoria McEvoy spoke of
one special moment: "I haven't
had butterflies in my stomach

since I thought I was in love. I
just got this feeling and I had to
write it down-I've never been
more happy than at that moment." This feeling was evoked
becam: of the connection she
felt to the group. Although the
group has been at 8 a.m. meetings all year, they all agree that
they did not really know each
other. The other students who
were not mentioned in this article but did share in the experience are Mari Ines Arroyo,
Brenda Bergman. Margarita
Goco. Todd Gustin, Joe
Palmisano, Tim Watson(who is
feeling better for all those concerned), and Jennifer Devlin.
The bond that formed while
they were in Nicaragua was intense. Just two hours after they
returned to BC they got together.
Ana Schmid said that she was
glad because she did not want to

go home and be alone and she
missed the group." Cacciatosays
of the group: "to be able to look
at someone and smile and know
that they are thinking the exact
same thing and just have a common ground that you both reach
in a look is just the most incredible feeling."

These students continually
expressed that they got more
from this trip than they could
ever explain.Lesher felt," it really tapped into a sense that we
all need to give more not monetarily or materially, just things
like love or your thoughts and
feelings." Michelle McGlyn has
taken a couple classes about

Nicaragua, but she has since
learned so much more. "It was
just a totally different perspective."They felt they learned more
that week than they have ever

learned in a class. Pichione says
he had a lot of friends who went
to Nicaragua and he'd seen pictures and slides. "I thought I'd
be prepared,but now I don't think
you could ever be prepared."
The students believed the
trip was organized very well.
First they were educated about
the conditions of the country and
then they went to the village. By
that point, they were able to understand the conditions and why
the people could not escape from
them. The students still believed
that there was great hope among
the people. Most importantly
there is the sense that these students want to take what they
learned and now apply it to their

lives.

Sychitkohong keeps making sure water isn't running excessively. "We're so wastefuland
it makes me think of all the things
we do here in the states that affect everyone's life here as well.
The food in my refrigerator could
probably feed that whole entire
village for a week. Thinking
about all the money we spend on
things when the average person
down there makes less than 100

dollars a month makes me upset.
They do so well with so little and
they are so happy with that. The
whole concept is just foreign for

as Americans."
Fatima Castellanos felt the
thing that shocked her the most,
"is the fact that is the majority of
the world.We come here and we
think that this is the way everybody lives, but its not- that is
reality for most of the world."
The effect of this trip on these
students is absolutely immeasurable. Its impact will remain with
them for the rest of their lives.
us

Graduate Study
& Research in
Ireland
,c
07ze Maeve0 ßeilly
Applications Due
March 27
Professor Adele M.
Dalsimer
and
Professor Kevin O'Neill
552-3938
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FEATURING:
The Acoustics, Bostonians, BC Children's
Theater, Contemporary Theater, Dance
Ensemble, Dramatic Society, The Heightsmen,
Hello...Shovelhead!, My Mother's Fleabag and
The BC Sharps

Sunday, March at 8:00pm
Robsham Theater
Tickets on sale at McElroy for $10.00
All proceeds to benefit local AIDS Organizations.
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Open to U.S, residents 18 or older. Void where prohibited. Entries must be received by 5/1/95. Limit one entry per enve-

lope. Grand Prize of trip for 2 includes airfare, hotel and night on the town, with dinner and nightspot entertainment.
For contest rules, by which entrants are bound, send a self-addressed, stamped envelopeto: 1-800-COLLECT, P.O. Box
4880, Blair, NE, 68009. WA residents need not affix postage to return envelope.
For l° n 9"distance calls. Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
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Track All-Americans p. 27

Marc Molinsky feature,
O'Brien Interview p. 28
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Eagles make noise at BIG EAST Tourney
Abrams' 38 paces OT
victory over Seton Hall
and the final secondsof the over-

By Brooke Higgins

time play was full of emotional

HEIGHTS STAFF

When the Boston College
Men's Basketball team finished
last in the regular season, earning them the 10th seed in the
BIG EASTTournament, nobody

and physical exhaustionfromall
players and fans alike.
Seton Hall, who had previously beatthe Eagles in their last
two meetings began the first four

minutes of the contest with a 13-4 run. They then continued on a
from the struggling Eagles on quiet rampage maintaining leads
Thursday night against Seton of eight, 11, and at one point 13.
Hall. In fact, many predicted the With 11:55 left in the first half,
Brad Christianson, the 6-7
Eagles to simply fly out ofMadison Square Garden as fast as sophomore who has seen limited
they flew in. But the Eagles had action this season, entered the
reserved hotel rooms for more game for Kevin Hrobowski.The
than one night, and they planned Eagles then marched back on a
to use them.
14-5 run. This was led by Duane
This was evident from the Woodward who shot a three
opening tip of the Eagles matchpointer and two free throws, and
up against the Pirates of Seton alsostole the ball in a four minute
Hall. Keenan Jourdonoutreached span. Not to be forgotten was a
Roger Ingraham for the ball thunderous dunk by center
which fell nicely into the hands Mickey Curley who capped the
of Marc Molinsky who in turn BC run.
dished it to Danya Abrams for an
The Eagles narrowed the
easy lay up This moment signilead to three with two minutes
fied that the Eagles came to this left in the half, b«it the best was
tournament ready to play and yet to come in the second half.
willing to answer to all of their The Eagles, playing some of the
critics. It alsbsigrffffed tHe start best basketball this season,
of the most exciting gamefor the stormed out of the gates with a
Eagles this season.
10 to nothing run. They were
After two halves and one able to slow the Pirate offense,
overtimeperiod, the Eagles ctvne led by the three point bombs of
out on top with a score of89-87.
John Leahy, for 13 minutes.
What went on between the
Abrams lay up of the first minute
See SETON HALL, p. 29
expected anything significant

.

WEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Senior forward Kevin Hrobowski rises abo.ve Seton Hall's Adrian Griffin in the Eagles' 89-87
overtime victory over the Pirates. The win allowed BC to move oh and face Villanova.

BC scares eventual champ Villanova
the talented Wildcatsfewer possessions,
and as a result, fewer
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR
chances to score. This was illusLess than 24 hours after trated by the scoreboard, as a
playing what was arguably their Marc Molinsky three-point shot
gave the Eagles a 12-5 lead with
best game of the season in a 89-87 OT victory over Seton Hall, 9:30 left in the first half.
the Boston College Eagles took
The Wildcats answered
on the Wildcats ofVillanova.For quickly, as sharpshooter Eric
the second straight night, the Eberz nailed a 20 footer to cut
the lead to five points.
Eagles had an outstanding perOver the remainder of the
formance. Although they fell by
half, the Eagles concentrated
a final tally of 68-64. they provided the eventual BIG EAST entirely on getting the ball to the
champions with their closest low post, with All BIG EAST
game of the tournament.
first teamer Danya Abrams usuPrior to the tip-off, Coach ally on the receiving end. Abrams
Jim O'Brien surprised a few
scored 14 points during the last
people by inserting 67 8:36 of the first half, going to the
swingman Brad Christianson lockerroom with 18 points at the
into the starting lineup. This break.
Despite Abrams' performove paid early dividends, as
Christianson found Kevin mance, it was Villanova that had
Hrobowski under the basket for the momentum at the end of the
the games first points.
half, thanks to a 17-7 run over
Christianson would goon to lead the last 4:30. Included in thatrun
the team in assists with a total of were three 'Nova three pointers
and a technicalfoul onBC Coach
six for the game.
From the opening moments,
Jim O'Brien, of which he spoke
it was obvious that BC was in- in depth following the game.
tent on taking the ballright at the
"I'm really disappointed in
Villanova defense. They began what transpired with the officithe game with a 9-3 run, making ating, specifically in regard to
it very clear that this would be the technical.There continues to
no repeat of the February 28 be a double standard in this conmeeting, in which the Wildcats ference with regard to how
dominated 92-68.
coaches are considered: between
A major change from the those that are struggling and
previous meeting was the pace those that are not...[The techniof the game. The Eagles elected cal] was absolutely uncalled
to patiently work the ball around for...if there had been profanity,
that would be one thing but there
on nearly every possession, taking the 35-second shot clock to was not."
around 10-15 seconds before
Whatever the circumgetting the ball inside.
stances, referee Ted Valentine
This strategy served to bacalled the "T"with 1:34remainsically shorten the game, giving ing in the half. Eberz nailedboth
By John T. Nash

free throws and then also hit a
three pointer on the ensuing
possession. After 'Nova's Alvin
Williams drilled a trey with 5
seconds left, the teams went into
the break with 'Nova holding a
33-31 lead.
The Eagles continued where
they left off in the second half,
but Nova also began to pick up
its defensive intensity. Nonetheless, the Eagles remained in striking distance, continually answering each Wildcat score with a
big play of their own.
The teams exchanged baskets for the first six minutes of
the half, and 'Nova never extendedits leadbeyond fivepoints
during that period.
It was clear that whichever
team could put together a major
run would come out on top it
was merely a question of which
one would pull it off.
After Abrams cut the margin to two points (37-39) with a
three point play at the 13:58
mark. Eagle fans were quickly
silenced by none other than
Eberz, who nailed a trey to put
his team back up by five. That
shot was just the beginning of a
14-7 'Nova run that gave them a
seemingly insurmountable 53-44
advantage with 9:25 left.
Now, the Eagles had seen
?

this situation many times this
season: they had played well
enough to win in many of their
games, only to have their opponents make final runs, to which
the Eagles were unable to answer.
But this was not the same
See VILLANOVA, p.28

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Danya Abrams drives by 'Nova's Chuck Kornegay. Abrams'
two-game total of 68 points was only eight short ofAlonzo
Mourning's tournament record of 76 in three games in 1992.
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Sports Shorts
Six BC athletes earn All-America honors

Holleran
By Lenny Keefe
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Six Boston College athletes
Mark McGehearty, Chris
NCAA rules and regulaGeorgules, Angela Graham, Mary Alice Brady, CarolinePimblett
and Amy Lyman earned All-America honors at the 1995NCAA tions?the guideline of collegiate
IndoorTrack & Field Championships in Indianapolis,Indiana,on athletics are numerous and always changing, that it is a wonMarch 10-12.
Sophomore Mark McGehearty (Providence, Rl/Classical) der anyone can keep up with
placed sixth in the35-lb. weights with a throwof 66-feet. 7-inches. them. But in every athletic adMcGehearty also earnedOutdoor All-America honors last spring. ministration ofevery institution,
Senior Chris Georgules (Worcester, MA/St. John's- there must be at least one person
Shrewsbury) placed 10th in the 3,000 meters in a timeof 8:07.48. to keep up with the rules and
regs. At Boston College this perGeorgulesalso earned 1994 IndoorAll-America honors.
Freshman Angela Graham (Pickering, Canada/Dunbarton) son is Lynn Holleran, assistant
earned All-America honors in two events. She placed fifth in the athletic director for compliance.
Holleran is a Phi Beta Kappa
mile run in a school-record time of4:43.05. In addition, Graham
ran theanchor leg on the Eagles' distance medley relay team that graduate of Beloit College in
placed eighthin a time of 11:29.24.The other membersof therelay Wisconsin where she had been a
three-sport athlete.After graduteam were (in order): sophomore Caroline Pimblett (Buxton, En800 meters), juniorMary Alice Brady ating, she worked at Northwestgland/Aquinas College
(Tewksbury, Mass./Tewksbury
400 meters), and sophomore ern University as Assistant Diof Academic and Student
Amy Lyman {Bernardston, Mass./Northfield-Mt.Hermon 1,200 rector
Services. While at Northwestmeters).
The Boston College men's team tiedfor 43rd place with three ern, she added a master'sof business administration degree in
points, while the women's team placed 34th with five points.
Courtesy of the BC Sports Information Office marketing and organizational
behavior.
Holleran is currently in her
Softball returns from Florida trip
second year as BC's assistant
The Softball team returned from their Spring Training trip to athletic directorfor compliance
Fort Myers, Florida, with a 2-5 overall record. The team began its and is responsible for overseepreseason with a loss to Evansville, which it lost by a final score of ing compliance with NCAA and
2-1. In the secondhalfof theMarch 7 doubleheaderthe Eagles faced BIG EAST rules andregulations.
She describes her position
the Crusaders of Holy Cross, against whom they earned their first
in compliance as a difficult job
victory of the year, a 10-3 romp over the squad from Worcester.
Next on the schedule was St. Joseph's, who defeatedBC by a because there are so manyrules
score of 3-1 on March 9 in the first game of another twin bill. The to be kept up-to-date with, but it
is something that she enjoys
Eagles finished the day with a loss to Ferris State, 3-2.
March 10brought yet anotherdoubleheaderto the tiring Eagles, because she would not be there
and they lostboth games.First, LaSalle prevailedby a 7-6 margin, otherwise. Keeping up-to-date
with therules and enforcing them
before the Eagles were waxed by East Carolina 17-3.
trip
State,
In the team'sfinal action of the
to the Sunshine
the are essentially the heart of what
Eagles finished on a high note with a 6-3 victory overPennsylvania. she does as compliance director,
Thenext gamefor the Softball team will take place March 23, but there is a great amount of
when they will travel to beautiful Worcesterto takeon theCrusaders duties entailed within this.
Holleran describes the fionceagain.
nancial obligation of the institution as the main guideline for
Women's Golf preps for spring campaign
being considered a member of
the NCAA. She states that the
The women's golf team is currently preparing for the spring athletic budget is what actually
golf seasonand defendingtheirMassachusetts StateChampionship. determines what division a
After the winteroff-season, Coach Natalie Galligan feels that the school competes in. At BC, a
team has improved greatly in the months since the fall season.
The team has been practicing four times a week for the past
three weeks, getting ready for their first tournament of the spring
season to be heldApril first at Vale. Practices have beenheld in an
indoor facility where they use video equipment to help improve
their putting and driving. The facility includes both a putting green
and a practice net to improve their driving.
Last week was the first time that the golf team was able to
practice outside, choosingto practice at theBrae Burn Country Club
in Newton.
Coach Galligan says that there several golfers who have improved since the fall season. "Cathy Burgess, the team captain,
should have a good spring season. She has practiced a lot and has
learned to manage courses better, which has led to her having
improved scores. Gretchen Krattke has also been another good
golfer," Galligan believes.
However, Coach Galligan admits that this team is in a stage of
rebuilding. "RhadoraFreyvogel is a freshman that we feel we can
build on for the next four years," says Galligan.
During the off-season, CoachGalliganrecruited mostly around
the northeast region and she hopes to add "one or two golfers next
?

?

?

?

?

?

year."

-By Khalilah Gambrell
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BOSTON COLLEGE
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
March 6-March 12,1995:

Mark McGehearty
Men's Indoor Track & Field
Chris Georgules
Men's Indoor Track & Field
Women's Distance Medley
Team:
Angela Graham,
Caroline Pimblett
Mary Alice Brady
Amy Lyman
Women's Indoor Track & Field
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helps BC comply

Division one athletic institution,
the financial obligation includes
athletic scholarships and sponsor programs.
When a college athletics
program violates the rules and
regs set forth by the NCAA, there
are two different categories of
violations?secondary infractions and major violations. Sec-

ondary infractions most often
involve a violation of studentathletes'eligibility,forexample,
a player competing before he is
eligible to compete. Major violations are violations that occur
repetitively at an institution and
usually are a deliberate attempt

to gain a competitive edge. An
example of this wouldbe boosters supplying athletes with cars.
The hottest issues facing the

NCAA in the mid-90s. according to Holleran, seem to be current requirements of freshman
eligibility, eligibility itself, and
possible reclassification of
NCAA. Regarding freshman eligibility, changes would involve
revisions of Proposition 48. For
eligibility itself, the issue includes a student-athlete losing a
year of eligibility if they do not
meet the rules. What the NCAA
now wants to do is to give the
fourth year of eligibility back in
the fifth year. Reclassification
of the NCAA comes down to a
matter of equity for all of the
member institutions. There are
many models, such as having
fourdivisions, but only time will
tell.
The NCAA manual? the
Bible of college athletics. How
doesanyone manage to know all
the rules in a manual so big?
While admitting that no person
can know everything, Holleran
personally keepsup-to-date with
new rules by reading the NCAA
News and by making sure she
attends all of the conventions.

She says that the best way

to

keep up with the rules is by understanding the intent of the legislationand by followingthe his-

the rule.
Recently, Holleran has been
promoted to Senior Women's
administratorin the Boston CollegeAthletic Association in conjunction with her job as compliance director. She says that in
her new position she can now
"work more hands on with the
33 varsity programs." Now she
can really get to hear coaches'
needs by being more actively
involved with each of the athletic programs.
Holleran states that the favorite part of her job is working
tory of

with student-athletes. Holleran.

being a former college athlete
herself, says that she "truly believes being a student-athlete is
a good thing." She continues to
say that the athletic administration exists for the student-athletes, a fact that should never be

forgotten.

Update: The new academicrequirementsfor incoming studentathletes has recently been released. Presently, an incoming
student-athlete had to have a
GPA of2.0 in 11 high school core

courses and a score of 700 combined on the SAT. Now the requirement, which will be implemented in 1996-97, is that the
incoming student-athlete must
have a GPA of 2.5 in 13 high
school core courses and a score
of 700 combined on the SAT. A
new sliding scale will be implemented in which a student-athlete can have a 2.0 GPA if he
offsets it with a score of 900
combined on the SAT. Also, if a
student-athlete receives an SAT
score as low as 600 combined
can offset it with a GPA of at
least 2.75 and retain three years

of eligibility.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:
SPRING SPORTS
HAVE BEGUN!
COME SUPPORT:
BASEBALL
SOFTBALL

MEN'S LACROSSE
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
MEN'S TENNIS

THANK YOU!
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Hoyas get revenge over Eagles
By

Matt Gelb

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Less than a week after
Coach Cathy Inglese and her
Boston College women's basketball
squad
shellacked
Georgetown at McDonough
Arena,

the Hoyas returned the

favor by crushing the Eagles 84-60 in the first round of the
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HAVE TOURNEY UPSETS
KNOCKED YOU OUT OF
YOUR POOL? COME WRITE
FOR SPORTS AND DO
BETTER NEXT YEAR.
MONDAYS @4:30

Baseball prepares
with trip to Florida

Women's BIG EAST Tournaon the campus of Seton
Hall University.
After destroying the Hoyas
79-50 in their final regular season contest, the Eagles were unable to keep the momentum going into the opening game of the
tourney, dropping the season series to Georgetown, 1-2, and finishing their season in the BIG
ment

Mike McKenna

the team is going to suffer some

growingpains and that it might
takea littlewhilefor some playFort Meyers, Florida may ers to come around. He points to
havehadsunshine duringSpring the football players who came
Break,
but it certainly did not out for the team, players such as
EAST basement with a conferbring too much happiness to the Porter and Steve Everson, who
ence record of 3-16 (6-21 overBoston College baseball team. are going to need some time to
all).
The Eagles suffered seven losses polish off their baseball skills
"We started out OK, but then
after joiningthe team late.
during their nine-game expedi[the Hoyas] caught fire. The way
Nevertheless,
Coach
tion
in
the
Sunshine
If
State.
we played today is the way they
did observe that many
Maloney
anything positive came out of
played last week," Inglese exthe trip, it's the fact that the of the Eagles' offensive threats
plained.
Eagles nowknow what's in store were starting to produce during
The Eagles jumped out to
for them for the remainder of the latter portion of the trip. In
an early 10-5lead on four points
their 1995 season, and they now the first six games, the Eagles
from freshman Kinzer Cohen;
know whatthey haveto workon. had scored a total of 25 runs. In
however, the Hoyas countered
HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD
"We have a lot of work to the lastthree they tallied 21, inwith eight unanswered points en
do,"
conceded BC Head Coach cluding an 11-0 trouncing of
Senior guard Joanie Gallagher, playing in her final collegiate
route to a deciding 30-5 run, takMoe
Maloney, "There's work to LaSalle. In that game,the Eagles
game,
Georgetown's
defends
Kacy
Williams.
ing a comfortable47-27 lead into
hit their first home run of the
be
done
in every area pitchthe locker room at halftime.
chipping in seven points, three
contributed her eighth doubleseason, a grand slam from Scan
rebounds, and three assists in 26 ing, hitting, fielding, catching.
Senior guard Colleen double of her sophomore camCurtin.
There
some
selfneeds
to
be
Hanrahan, Georgetown's lone paign with 17 points on 6-12 minutes of play.
Besides LaSalle, the Eagles
motivationand some self-evaluplayer toreceive All-Conference shooting and 10 rebounds. Jun*Holly Porter was named
defeated Southern Illinoisation,
a
group
they're
good
but
accolades (third team),keyed the ior Teri McCormick saved the BIG EAST Player of the Week
ofkids and I'm confident they'll Edwardsville,2-1, behind strong
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O'Brien assesses the development of his players
JOHN T. NASH

I recently had the opportunity to sit down with Jim

O'Brien, headcoach of the men's
basketball team. Due to the
length of the interview,only the
first halfof it appears here. The
second half will appear next
week.
In this section, Coach
O'Brien speaks in-depth about
each of the players concerning
howeachhas developedthisseason and how that development
coincideswith his own expectations.

Q: With the success of last
year's seniors, it was bound to
happen that these guys were
going to be overlooked. What,
in your opinion,did these guys
specificallybring to thisteam?
KEVIN HROBOWSKI:
More than anything Kevin
gave us a littlebit of versatility.
He is an 'in-between' guy, and
theone thing thatKevin hasbeen
able to do without really blinking during the course of his entirecareer is beable to play a lot
of different roles that we've
asked him to do.
He probably has had to do
more than any player that has
ever been here with regard to
playing as a second guard allthe
way up to playing as a low-post
playersometimes. I think Kevin
deserves a lot ofcreditfor that.
He was
he and Marc both
part of a team that, for three
years, won just under 60 games
during that three-yearperiod.
I think that the deficiency
thatwe had this year and that
Kevin offset to some degree
was an ability to shoot the ball.
We were not a re?#good perimetershooting team. The two guys
that really helped us in that regard were Marc and Kevin.
But I think Kevin, for the
four years that he has been here,
he's had to guard guys from
smaller people in the backcourf
to Alonzo Mourning....He's had
to do a littlebit of everything,
andhe's always madethe adjustment without really complaining a whole lot.
I thinkKevin's biggestthing
was justbeing on thefloor. You
see a lot of kids that are complainingaboutwhatpositionthey
play, andKevin wasa kid that, as
long as he was in the game, he
wou Iddoany thing thatyou asked
him to do, and I appreciatedthat
during the timehe was here.
MARC MOLINSKY:
?

?

?

?

You know the one thing that
Marc would bring us was his
ability to shoot the ball. I think
that Marc really needed to have
some other, guys to help him a
little bit, and I don't think that
Marc really appreciated
the
maybe he does this year
guys that he played with [1994
graduates Eisley, Huckaby,
Abram, and Billy Curley],
But Marc also was a guy
that showedupevery single day.
He did the things we asked him
to do, and he was as gooda threat
on theperimeteras anyonethat's
ever been here.
The problem was, as he got
older,he was notgettingas many
open looks as he was playing
with those other guys. It was a
respectthing. Guys respected his
ability to shoot the ball, so they
guardedhim. Early in his career,
I don't think that they guarded
him as closely because they
weren't sure what he could do.
But this year, the ultimate
respect foryourperimetershooting is when a team would be
playing a zone against us, then
we would put him in the game
and they'd go right to playing
man-to-man ?and only because
we had subbed one guy, I think
that they realized his ability to
shoot the ball.
JIM RYAN:
I loved having Jimmy on
the team for the couple years
that he was here. I think that
when you take Jimmy Ryan's
game to where it is now from
wherC it was when he first got
here,he benefited so much from
being able to play againstEisley
and Huckaby and Gerrod.
I'll neverforget that I would
be on him to goby thoseguys: to
make those guys have to really
work. I'd say, 'Jimmy, just goby
them: just take them to the basket," so that they'd have to work
at guardinghim. And believe me,
he would go by them occasionally and score, and then I'd get
on them, 'How can you let him
goby you? How can you let him
take you to the basket?'
I'll tell you what: that kid
never ever flinched, he never
backed down,andhe justshowed
up and practiced as hard as he
could every single day. And he
never ever opened his mouth in
practice, he.never opened his
mouthin the games.He was just
as good akid thatyou could have
on your team in that capacity.
People say that it was a nice
thing that JimmyRyan could be
apart of this, but I think that we
were the ones thatbenefitedmore
?

?

thing that has probably plagued
than him....
I think he really factored in him more than anything has just
to the success that we had prior been a little inconsistency.
to this year, because he made
It's hard. I know that he
those guys work in practice, and sometimes lacks some confihe was a great addition to our dence, and it'shard to play when
team. We were really happy that you don't have confidence. I'm
just hoping that how he played
he was here.
DANYA ABRAMS:
during that stretch when he was
Does anything surprise playing very well towards the
you with him, considering his end of theyear, that that's going
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Coach Jim O'Brien looks to next year with optimism in iight
of the development ofhis players this season.
youth?
The numbers that he has
been able to put up this year
really surprised me, Imean, especially whenyoulook at [Billy]
Curiey for example. Everyone
double-teamed Curiey, but
Curiey hadthe luxury, to a large
degree, of playing with three
clever guards....
With our inconsistency this
year out on theperimeter, teams
weregoing at Danyaevenharder
than they would Billy, and Danya
stillfound time, andways, to put
up some pretty good numbers. I
think that wasa testament to his
stick-to-itiveness....So I think
that what he was ableto accomplish is nothing short of spectacular.
I shudder to think that if
Danya did not have the year that
he had, because if he did not
have games in the thirties, or in
the high twenties, some of the
games that we had a chance to
win could have been even more
lopsided.
I think that Danya hashad a
terrific season, and I'm hoping
that he gets recognized for that.
PAUL GRANT:
Paul has given us tremendousoptimism for his senioryear
and for our season next year.
I think that all throughout
his career he has shown some
flashes of being a real goodbasketball player. I think that the

to carry him into next season.
I think thatifanybody'sever
going to be ready to step up and

have a really good year, he's
ready to do that, because he
should be cominginto this environment with a lot more confidence than maybe he's come in
with to this point.
Does having Paul play well help
Mickey Curiey, in that there's
not as muchpressurefor Mickey
to come in and play well at every
moment?
Yes, and I think that it should
be that way for both of them. I
really think that how Paul plays
should only help Mickey, and
how- Mickey plays at times
should helpPaul,because they're
going to have to both be in a
position where they're going to
have to make contributions next
year.
I don'twant it to be where it
has to be one guy, and only one
guy. I think we're going to need
both of those guys to step up.
MICKEY CURLEY:
Ithink Mickey went through
atypicalfreshman season, where
there's some inconsistent play. I
think if you analyze thebig picture once again, there's a lot of
reason for optimism.
He did not come here all
that heralded,or with that much
fanfare, so I think that it'sfunny
how things work out. When
somebody's not expectedto do a

whole lot early, and then they
surpass those expectations, everybody makes them out to be a
lot betterthan maybe they really
are at right now.
Everybody was very happy
about how Mickey played early
in the year in stretches, and the
when he didn't play as well it
was like 'What's wrong with
Mickey?' Whilefrom our standpoint there was nothing wrong
with Mickey: Mickey was just
playing how we thought he was
going to play as a freshman....
We just chalked that up to a
tremendouslearning experience.
He did enough good things, and
he works hard enough in practice that there is a lot ofreason
for optimism.
KEENAN JOURDON:
Keenan, I thought, played
very, very wellfor us towardthe
end of the year. We went through
a thing with Keenan where he's
another one of those guyswhere
there's some versatility to his
game.
Probably unfairly to
Keenan, we had him playing a
number of different positions.
He started the season playingthe
three-man[small forward], then
we got to a situation, when
Herren went down, we needed
him to play a little bit in the
backcourt, which is what he really wantedto do all along. Then
once that got kind of resolved a
littlebit, that he wasn't going to
be a point-guard type player, we
started using him a littlemore as
a forward, and even more as a
four-man, someonein aroundthe
basket. I think that Keenan's
natural positionprobably is going to be that.
I think that next yearwe're
going to have Keenan settle into
one position, and when he does
that, he's going to be able to
become an evenmore consistent
player.
BRAD CHRISTIANSON:
Brad is an interestingsituation, I mean you look at a guy
like Brad, and you think, 'Is he
ever going to be able to play
here?' And I think that the answer to that is 'yes,* but it's got
to be tn the right situation.
I think that when you determine what it is you need more
than anything, that's when you
have to start making determinations about who's going to fill
that need. Early on in the season,
we felt that there was a talent
situation. We needed to have
See O'BRIEN, p. 30

Eagles hold star Kittles to nine, come up short
Grant made a nifty up-and-un-

From VILLANOVA, p. 25
group of players that had laced
up their sneakers only five days
earlier in a 90-62 blowoutloss to

Syracuse. This was a team that
simply refused to go down easily, evento an opponent that was

obviously superior.
Finding his team down by
seven points with nine minutes

der move to knot the score at 55
with 6:13 remaining. Mark one
up for age and experience.
O'Brien later noted that,
although he didn't get the ball to
the moreexperiencedplayers on
purpose, "The fact that they were
all out on the floor at that point
says something about those players."

remaining, Jim O'Brien made
After a lay-up by 'Nova's
what might have been the easiest BIG EAST Player of the Year
coaching decisionof his career. Kerry Kittles (who followed his
Ho put the ball, and the game, in 44 point performance on Februthe hands of his seniors.
ary 28 with only nine), the Eagles
Kevin Hrobowski let fly a got a spin move by Abrams to tic
three pointer at the 8:47 mark
it up again. BC took its first lead
SPLASH, Eagles down 53-49. of the second half when Grant
Molinsky drives, then pulls up hit a free throw with 4:30 refrom 15feet ?GOOD. BC trails maining.
'Nova center Jason Lawson
53-51. Following two 'Nova free
throws, Molinsky elevates and then made a three point play,
releases a George Gervinesque which was followed by two free
finger roll about six feet from throws by Duane Woodward
(who also grabbed 13 (!) rethe tin YES.
Trailing by a mere two bounds during the game). Once
points, the upperclassmen were again, the game was tied: 60-60
not quite finished as junior Paul with 3:06 remaining.
?

?

Eric Eberz did nothing open, so he motioned to the refwrong in the ensuing play. It was eree for a time-out.
completely legitimate, but a case
Although the referee was
only about ten feet away and
could be made for bringing him
up on charges of murder, as his staring directly at Woodward, the
fourth trey of the game did nothtime-out signal was not acknowling more than drive a stake edged. Christianson passed the
through the Eagles and put a nail ball to Woodward, who continin their coffin at the same time. ued to make the gesture for the
Clutch free throws by time-out.
'Nova's Williams put them up
As a result, the ball sailed
by five. Hrobowskimade a strong out of bounds, and with it the
move and dunked the ball in traf- Eagles' hopes of an upset vicfic, making it a three point adtory.
Coach O'Brien spoke about
vantage at 1:22, butneitherteam
was able to score again until there his team's effort. "This is somewere 12seconds left andAbrams thing that our kids must be very
drilled two free throws to cut it proud of. I am very proud of
to a one point lead.
their effort. After playing very
Once again, Williams made hard last night (vs. Seton Hall),
his free throws and 'Nova lead and then having the ability to dig
67-64 with 11 seconds remaindown and give ourselves a
chance here tonight."
ing.
Woodward inbounded the
He continued, expressing
ball to Christianson, who was his happiness that his team was,
unable to get it back to "...going out swinging, instead
Woodward. As Christianson of just going out with a whimcrossed midcourt. Woodward per."
realized that there was nothing
O'Brien also assessed BC's

offensive difficulties, saying
that, "Oneof the problems we've
had all along is getting enough
shots and score enough points."
O'Brien also mentionedthe foul
trouble experienced by Keenan
Jourdon, which made it impossible to rest Duane Woodward
down the stretch, as one of the
games determining factors.
Speaking of determining
factors, Danya Abrams, whose
play was described by O'Brien
as "immense,"finished the game
with 30 points, giving himself a
total of78 pointsovertwogames.
Abrams commented, "All season long, I've had a great supporting cast. Day after day in
practice they just keep feeding
me the ball. I just go out there
and play hard."
Playing hard. That's just
what the entire team didfor these
two nights in New York City.
Only this time, they truly got a
taste (however small) of the rewards that can be received from
such hard play.
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Revenge for BC as The Hall falls in overtime
From SETON HALL, p. 25
Even with foul problems,
including Abrams temporary exit
from the contest with four fouls
at the 10:57 mark, the Eagles
defense was relentless. But with

five minutes left the Pirates chose
to not challenge the inside play
of Curiey, and a rested Abrams.
Instead, they put the ball in the
hands of their outside weapons
of Danny Hurley and John Leahy.
These two put in consecutive
three pointers cutting the Eagle
lead to two and making for a
fabulous finish.
With 1:10 left in the contest, the Pirates seemed to have
things in their control. They extended their lead from 81 to 78
following the free throws by
Leahy. Hurley and Adrian Griffin. More importantly, they had
possession of the ball and the
game was theirs to lose. The
Eagles however thought differently, and did not give up the
defensive end. In a quintessential display of seniorexperience,
Molinsky reached a hand into a
driving Danny Hurley forcing
Hurley to lose a handle on the
precious ball. Even more dramatically, Molinsky then
pounced on the ball and quickly
dished it to a streaking Duane
Woodward. Woodwardfearlessly
drove to the hoop and managed
to draw a foul and lay the ball
into the hoop. His free throw
splashed into the hoop, tying the

score at 81 with one minute left.
Seton Hall still had one more
chance. With merely seconds remaining, they were able to overcome the BC pressure to advance

the ball. Upon crossing the
timeline they called a time-out
with 2.4 seconds to go. These
2.4 seconds represented the last
chance for the Pirates, and a
chance for BC to try and push
the gameinto overtime. The ball
was inbounded to Hurley. He put
the ball on the floor and glided
outside the three point line. In
traffic he tried to launched a
bomb, but feisty Duane
Woodwardextended his six foot
body to reject the desperate
Hurley.
Still not done yet. Griffin
picked up the loose ball to toss
up an 18 footer. Hanging in the
air for an eternity, the ball
clanged of the back rim ending
the Pirate threat and ending the
longest 2.4 seconds in Eagle history. Although regulation expired, the Eagles led by Abrams.
were anything but expired for

the overtime slot.
Danya Abrams. playing with
four fouls, went on to score all of
the Eagles eight overtime points
including four consecutive free
throws with the game on the line.
These trips to the foul line, one
with 18.9 seconds left and one
with 5.5 seconds left gave the
Eagles an 89 to 86 advantage.
The Pirates only answer to
Abrams was Leahy, who previously hit his seventh three pointer
of the contest with 1:34 left, but
alas this was not enough. Leahy
did manage one of two free
throws with 1.6 seconds in the
game, but at the final buzzer, BC
remainedon top with a two point
victory. These two points represented not only the advancement
in the BIG EAST Tournament.

but

a true display of what the
Eagles could accomplish in an
emotion filled performance.
Coach O'Brien appeared to
be most pleasedwith this victory
as he addressed a post gamepress
conference by saying: "We are
naturally extremely happy to
have won this game." O'Brien
discussed the composure of the
team when heclaimed. "It would
be very easy to come down here
and say 'hey, lets get out of here
and get this over with.'"
But instead, the Eagles were
able to answer the challenge of
the Pirates. As O'Brien put it.
"We were able to weather the

storm."

This game was not only a
BIG EAST victory for the Eagles,
it was an attempt at respectability in a season full of let downs.
In so many other contests, the
Eagles were not able to weather
the storms, the Hurricanes, the
Huskies, or even the Panthers.
But in this game, even when
faced with adversity, they came
out on top. And against the Pirates, "Every time we have our
backs against the wall, we have

responded."

The game was more than
just Danya Abrams tying Dana
Barros for thesecond most points
in a BIGEASTTournament game
with 38. It was more than just a
10th seed acting as a spoiler. It
was the Boston College Eagles
playing as a complete unit. It
was Duane Woodward adding 14
points, it was Keenan Jourdon
stealing the ball five times, it
was Brad Christianson playing
29 quality minutes and pulling
down seven boards, it was
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Keenan Jourdon shows both happiness and fatigue after the
OT win over Seton Hall. Manager Larry Hare offers support.
Mickey Curiey rebounding the play all season long
full of
ball eight times including six offensive production at opporoffensive rebounds, and it was tune moments and defensive
than the team responding to 34 pressurefor4s minutes.But most
points by outside threat John importantly, it increased respectability in the eyes of many and it
Leahy of the Pirates.
In all, it was the type of extended the season" just one
game the Eagles had wished to
game longer.
?

Molinsky finishes career on high note with award
game I was ever involved with."
Molinsky would go on to be
a contributing factor in many
other big time games in his career. When games were on the
line, Molinsky developed into a
lenged Mourning by gracefully feared outside threat that many
driving to the hoop and gently big time teams had to defend.
But for Molinsky. basketlaying the ball for the most
ball was not the only big time
memorabletwo points of his cagame that he had on his mind.
reer.
That was Marc Molinsky Academics played a huge role in
during his freshman year more the careerof Molinsky. This fact
than three years ago.
wasrecognized by theBIG EAST
"My biggest thrill was the Conference as they awarded him
Georgetown victory freshman the BIG EAST/Right Guard
year. It was the first big time Scholar-Athlete of the Year.This
award is not just some token certificate given by the Gillette
Company that wants to maintain
a clean and positive corporate
image. It is the ultimate award
for the student-athlete, for it represents the quintessentialbalance
between athletic performance
and academic achievement.
For Molinsky. it is something he has workedfor since the
days of driving over Mourning.
"I did set the goal of winning the awardfreshman year,"
eran. He put in some clutch shots

By Brooke Higgins
HEIGHTS STAFF

In the 1991-1992 basketball

season, a wiry young freshman
took the court against a talented
Georgetown team. The Hoyas
boasted one of the greatest play-

ers in the country in Alonzo
Mourning. In fact, they were
heavily favored to beat the Boston College Eagles. But a certain
freshman, who played 35 minutes in the contest, had different
plans.
Down the stretch, this freshman played like a seasoned vet-

with barely minutes remaining
in the game, contributing to the
ultimate victory for the underdog Eagles. And most impressively, this same freshman chal-

he says.
Anyone can tell you that if
you work four years to accomplish a goal, and at the end of
those four years, you finally
reach your goal, it certainly is a
great feeling.
"It is a great feeling of satisfaction. It's good to be known
not just as a basketball player."
As forthe award itself, "It brings
!t all together. It is symbolic of
the complete experience here at

BC."
This
experience for
Molinsky has been at best unsteady. Freshman year he performed quite well, but the team
fell short of expectations.A similar story developed his sophoHEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Senior Marc Molinsky receives support from teammate Brad
Christianson during the BIG EAST Tournament.

more year.
As for his i'jnior year, no
one will forget the team that

played beyond all expectations
all the way to the Elite Eight.
Senior year though, ended in a
?

similar manner as didfreshman
full of thoughts of the
year
future.
The only aspect of his career that Molinsky has been able
?

to maintain with any consistency

were his grades. His grades
helped him to land a job with the
Boston office of Ernst & Young,
a major accounting firm.
His grades also led him to
win the BIG EAST Scholar-Athlete of the Year, the first Boston
College recipient of such an
award. Most of all, the grades
made him the complete studentathlete he had longed to be.
"I decided to come to BC
because I wanted to the able to
compete with the best players in
the country. Academically, I've
gotten a great education....l got
exactly what I wanted out of the
college experience."
On the court Molinsky concluded his career in a brilliant
fashion. He averagedeight points
a game and finished fourth
among all BIG EAST players in
three-point field goal percentage at .439. A case could be made
that his final year was his best
for he attained all of his career
highs in points (23 vs. Pitt), rebounds (9 vs. Miami), and assists (5 vs. Seton Hall) in 1995.

Off the court, his career is
far from over. Much like the future of the Eagle basketball teams
in the next few years, Molinsky's

future is very bright. If a job
were to open up playing basketball in Europe, the office of Ernst
& Young has allowed him to defer his placement for some time.
If not, he will stay in Boston and
exchange his team uniform for a
suit and tic.
At the Heights, the
Molinsky's name will long be

remembered. His feared three

point shots were a staple to the
Eagles for four years. But there
is more than the three pointers.
As Molinsky wishes. "I would
hope people seemore of my game
than the three point shooting."

There is no doubt that
Molinsky's wish has already
come true. His grace and
athleticism floating to the hoop
for a finger roll falls into the
annals ofBC hoops history along
with the outside shots of Barros
and Eisley, the inside touch of
Curiey, and the backboard-shattering slam of Gerrod Abram.
More than that, his presence
on and off the court will long be
remembered. His work ethic and
his mild-mannered.approach to
the game are admired.
Most importantly, his perfect balance between dazzling
plays on the floor and solid numbers on the report card will now
become synonymous with the
name Molinsky. This is the
legacy that Molinsky leaves the
Heights, and it is something he
holds dear.
The career of Molinsk) is
something BC fans will hold
dear, for he has continually acted
as a role model to the occasional

the die-hard fan and
even to other players. And symbolic of thisrole-model attitude,
some of Molinsky's final
thoughts were directed towards
the fans.
"I would like to make a special thanks to all the fans who
have been great. The cheers afspectator,

terthe three-pointerswill remain

for the rest of my life, lean never
thank the fans enough for being
so loyal."
Speaking on behalf of all
fans. I'd like to recognize all of
the hard work Molinsky has contributed on and off the court. We
all thank him dearly and wish
him the best of luck in his bright
future.
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Women's Lacrosse begins season vs. Harvard
Their fine play earned them the
national ranking of 12th.

By Dave Booher
HEIGHTS STAFF

In their first game of
season Wednesday night,
Boston College women's
crosse team lost to Harvard

Head
the

the
la12-

-2.

The Eagles found themselves down 8-0 at halftime and
stepped up their play in the second period scoring two goals

while holding Harvard to four.
Scoring for the Eagles were seniorLisa Taylor and junior Beth
Signori.
Sophomore goalie Megan

McLlvogue played well despite

the final score, stopping numerous Harvard penalty shots and
shots from close range.
A 10-pointloss would seem
to reflect a poor team, but as last
year's team proved this is not the
case for the Eagles. In the opener
last year, BC lost 24-4 to the
Crimson, who are perennially
among the elite in the country.
From then on, the Eagles went 8-6 and were seeded third in the
ECAC tournament in which they
lost to eventual champs Vale.

Coach

Sherren

Granese feels this year's

team

has the ability to obtain the same

success.
"I am confidentthat we have
the talent and determination to
again challenge for post season
play." she said.
The Eagles lost five seniors,
including their second leading
scorer, and much of their
midfield corps.
Granese commented on the
team's need to adjust. "With the
loss of five seniors, we will be
looking for our upperclassmen
to step up and fill the void and
most importantly provideus with

leadership."

She referred to senior captains Kristen O'Brien and Beth
Holleran. as essential to the
team's defensive success. Lisa
Taylor and GaffneyMcGrath are
expected to anchor the team's
mid-field. Juniors Bryn Chave
last year's leading scorer with
36 goals and 11 assists Tobin
Dominick, and JessicaDavid will
?

?

be looked to strengthen the Eagle

attack.

The Eagles will use sophomore Megan McEl vogue in goal.
Last year's starter, she posted a
8-7 record with a 63 percent save
percentage. Granese elaborated
on McElvogue's strong play last
season, "We have a strong
goaltender with Megan. She has
the ability to play well and carry
the team to the next level."
In the Harvard game, three
freshmen started: Marion
Fitzgerald, Danielle Wood and
Kris Kelleher. Granese optimistically describes the freshman
class. "I am pleased with the
progress our newcomers have
made and am expecting a number of them to make immediate
contributions." Alex Doyle and
Gabby Beig may also become
big factors for the Eagles.
"The key for our squad this
season is to continue to play with
the confidence that we exhibited
last year," said Granese on her
outlook for the team. "The big
thing is to develop a strong defense. If we have a tough defense, we should be very successful."

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD

SeniorLisa Taylor slashes to the goal in the Eagles' 12-2 loss
to the Harvard Crimson.

Men's Lax falls to Crimson OB speaks openly
By Adam Parker
FOR THE HEIGHTS

In their first home game
since spring break, the Boston
Col legeEagles faced theHarvard
lacrosse team in a dampAlumni
Stadium; the luck of the Irish
was not with the Eagles on this
St. Patrick's day weekend. Boston College entered Saturday's

game with, great aspirations,
strengthened by the return of a
number of veteran players who
were not healthy for a season
opening loss to Brown.
Taking control in the starting minutes, the Eagles soared
with a goal by midfielder Greg
Lally, who beat his defender
across the face of the goal and

converted lacrosse's version of a

lay-up. BostonCollegeextended
its early lead three minutes later
when Matt Prybylski fed freshman Kevin McLane for the second of BC's goals. Harvard finally stopped reeling from the
Eagles' opening barrage and
showed signs of life in the 20-10
victory over the Eagles.
Ranked number eight nationally, the Crimson scored their
first goal on a calculated pick
play, leaving Harvard's Steve
Gaffney with an uncontested
one-on-one opportunity with
Boston College's goalie, Keith
Lillis. Harvard battled back in

the first quarter and demonstrated their exceptional defensive ability, which would later
stymie Boston College's offense,
causing a fast break which.led to

a quick goal.
Late in the first period, the
Crimson gained the lead getting a goal on a behind-the-back,
back-to-the-goal shot which
proved to signify the beginning
of Harvard's assertion of its
power: BC was never to recover.
The next three quartersonly
revealed that Harvard really deserved their high ranking.
Harvard's Crimson caught fire
as they merely added goal after
goal to their lead, but it was not
only Harvard that defeated the
Eagles. Boston College's lacrosse players committeda multitudeof mental mistakes resulting from the loss of the composure that they possessed in the
first quarter.
Boston College fell victim
to a Harvard lacrosse team deep
in talent and drive which was
clearly seen in the way that
Harvard's isolation-orientedoffense was able to run by Eagle
defenders. The final score of 20-

From O'BRIEN, p. 28

-10 left the Eagles disappointed
because they felf that they had
forfeiteda chance to achieve recognition.
In an interview, BC Head
Coach Moy attributed Saturday's
loss to a lack of discipline by his
players, which he found disheartening because he truly feels that
this years' lacrosse team con-

utes in each of our last two
games,and we didn't hesitate to
put him in the game. I felt very

?

tains more talent than their consecutive 10 goal losses reflect.
However, Moy also said, "Our
poor ball control definitely hurt
us today, but it's a long 14 game
season and I have confidence in
the team. We played much better
today than we did last week
against Brown."
Coach Moy continued to
emphasize how pleased he was
with Junior goaltender Keith
Lillis's performance, as well as
fine play by both Matt Cooke

and the aforementioned freshman Kevin McLean.
In conclusion, the Eagles'

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD

Sophomore Matt Cooke battles a Harvard defender during
BC's 20-10 loss to the Crimson on Saturday.

all around game improved since
last week's tough loss to Brown
University, a semifinalist in the
1994 NCAA tournament, and illustrated that Harvard wields the
potential to advance to this year's
tournament. Coach Moy and his
Eagles prepare now for
Monday's game with University
Berkeley, a
of California
highly touted West Coast la?

crosse team.

when we get on you. It's time to
mature it's time to grow up a
little bit,' and I think he did that
pretty much.
ANTONIO GRANGER:
Antonio has kind of a similar situation. He was obviously
not forced into playing as much.
He had some stretches of inconsistency, but 1 think he showed
some flashes of being a pretty
good player.
More than anything with
Antonio, it was just learning. It
was learning gamesituations on
this level.There's so much more
involved than what he was accustomed to.
Antonio's developmentreminds me a lot of Kevin's when
Kevin was a freshman. There's
an awful lot that Antonio does
not know, or did not know, that
he shouldknow now. There was
a lot that he had to learn about
playing the game ofbasketball. I
think that he made some pretty
good strides.
What did we expect from
Antonio? We expected pretty
muchwhat we got: akid that has
the ability to score some points,
but somebody you know has a
long way to go and a lot to learn,
yet somebody that gets you a
somebody
little bit excited
that has some really good
stretches wherehe played pretty
well.
But he's also somebody
who,in a coupleof differentsituations, seemingly was lost at
times. I really felt that Antonio
was one of those gays that I
thought his circuits were going
to blow up sometime: we were
just giving him so much that, if
he was able to learn halfof what
that we tried to teach him, he's
come a long way in one year.
How does Mike Piwerka fit into
this team?
It was difficultfor Michael,
especially in the fact that we
decided to go with Keenan as
one of the power positions. That
kind of cut into his time.
It's going to be a bit difficult for Mike because he's got
some guys ahead of him. We've
got everyone that was ahead of
him this year back next year.
Michael is a very willing
learner...but he's going to work
even harder. He's a very strong
kid.
The reason that he didn't
get much of an opportunity was
justknowledge and experience,
and he had some guys ahead of
him.
?

moretalented,moreathletic guys
playing,and we made a commitment to Bevan Thomas, and to
Antonio [Granger].
Then as we went on, we felt
like we really wanted to take a
Shot at winning some of these
games,and who is it thatmakes
us a littlebit morecohesive, and
whois it thatdoesarea! goodjob
offinding Danya? AndBrad was
the answer to all those things.
It seems like he's one of the best
passers on the team.
He really is, and not only
one of the best passers, but he's
one of the more intelligentplayers. He really knows how to play.
So you sacrifice a little bit
of your individual talent for
someonethat fits in and helps us
as a role guy.
Brad can be a very, very
goodplayer ifhe's playingwith
other guys that are pretty talented, because then he becomes
the perfect complement.

...He's played over 30 min-

confident when he was in the
game that he was going to do
good stuff.
DUANE WOODWARD:
Well, if one guy was ableto
make strides and get forced into
this baptism underfire, he got it.
Duane came here under the
auspices of, I think, 'Hopefully
I'll get a chance to play," to being a guy that we couldn't take
out of a game.
He was averaging something
like 39 minutes a game there
for a while.
Yeah, it wasridiculous. But
if you takeDuane from where he
was early to where he was at the
end, it was a significant improvement. 1 mean, he got a world of
experience,and he improved in
every aspect ofhis game.
He benefited through this
year, from an individual standpoint, more than anybody, and I
think that this is only going to
help him for the next couple
years.
I must have had a hundred
conversations with himearlyon:
Duane, you're playing. What
more do you want me to tell you?
You are our guy, so don't be
hanging your head. Ifyou make
mistakes,you're not coming out.
Yoa'rejustgoingto have to piay
through it all. Don't be moping.
Don't be tired. Don't be sulking

?
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Clearinghouse opens door to service opportunities
nizations. and other interested Shaw Leadership Program, the
members of the BC community. Jenks Leadership Program and
the next two weeks. Included in "The steering committeestrives the Freshman Year Experience
the organization's profile will be to continue and proceed with the Program.
feedback from previous volun- development of a strategic plan
RobLafferty, A&S '97,Rick
to implement the services and Staropoli, A&S '96, and Charlie
teers regarding placements, information on time commitment, structure of the clearinghouse," Willhoit A&S '95, all members
and a contact person.
Meinhofer said.
of the Shaw LeadershipProgram
According to Meinhofer, the
"The steering committee have offered to help Meinhofer
in the planning of the project, as
guarantees a constant student
steering committee of the Volunteer Information Clearingpresence in the development of part of their program's service
the clearinghouse," Meinhofer project component.
house consists ofabout 23 repre"We hope that the Shaw
sentatives and directors of vari- said. The students in the steering
committee are drawn from the Leadership Program members
ous service programs and orgaContinued from p. 5

Corrymeela discusses the
politics of Northern Ireland
Continued from p. 10
into it. It is in the interest of the
English taxpayer to have peace
and build the economy," Craig

said.
"We need an entirely new
Ireland, with a new constitution.
in which both sides will have
influence," Kilgore continued.
"But the economy in Northern
Ireland is better than in the Irish
republic, and this is a force to
maintain separation."
"Rapid reunification would
blow Ireland apart. The systems
are totally different," Craig
added.

"I'm not sure why she got
the award."Craig said. "She created a set of politics in which the
rich get richer and the poor get
poorer. She was driven by an
ideology that was driving us into

tionships in Northern Ireland.
"They have decided to recognize the situation, and resolve
it," Craig said. The declaration
seeks to achieve peace through
three methods:peacekeeping, the
task of police, peacemaking, the
task of politicians, and peace
building.
"It is peace building that is
the task of Corrymeela," Craig

The Downing Street Declaration, made by the Republic of
Ireland and GreatBritain in 1994,
gives Corrymeela a place in the
political effort to rebuild rela-

running a programat Corrymeela
should write to: Corrymeela
House, 8 Upper Crescent,
Belfast. BT7 INT, Great Britain.

The men also commented
on BC's decision to award the
Ignatius Medal to former British
Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher.

chaos. It is sad that this position
receives awards."

said.

BC students interested in

Happy 21st Piccione!
116 BRIGHTON AVENUE

will also extend theirservices to
the clearinghouse." Meinhofer

said.
The steering committee of
the clearinghouse has been meeting regularly with Duffy since
early October. 1994. Among its
primary goals are the discussion
of new methods for improving
the educationand learning components of volunteer programs,
publicity, the use of electronic
media and plans for the Boston

College Volunteer/Community

Service Center in the new Student Center.

Meinhofer explained that
funding and approval are still
needed for the proposed volunteer center in the Student Center
to become a reality.

The office of the Volunteer
Information Clearinghouse is
currently located in Murray
House, room 21. Those interested in participating in theclearinghouse should contact Bill
Meinhofer, coordinator of the
program, or Kashleigh Greenwood, A&S '98. at 552-2912.

HAPPY
20th
B-DAY
SUE!
love, your roomie

?the Basement Boys
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will reach out to other student
groups and organizations who
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Big Event
Be There! Don't Miss It!
The Grand Opening
of Stage 1 At Gerlando's
SAT. March 25th
LIVE MUSIC
10-11:15pm Hollyward Square
Followed by Big Lick (SKA BAND)
Live music will follow each Thursday and Saturday. Also we still have free wings on Tues &
Thurs 9pm till their gone. For a schedule of who's
playing each week, Call 232-CITY
Come Join Us for good fun, food, and drinks. We
now have a pool table, dart boards, air hockey,
videos, music and dancing. Gerlando's, A good
place to meet your friends or to make new ones.
We're at 116 Brighton Aye. (Between Harvard
Aye. and Linden St.)
No Cover Charge Positive ID Required

I
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INTRAMURAL INDOOR SOCCER
TOURNAMENT
SUNDAY, MARCH 26TH AT THE PLEX.
TOURNAMENT RUNS FROM 11AM TO 7PM.

REGISTER: MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
MARCH 20-22 AT THE IM OFFICE.
APPLICATIONS WILL BE TAKEN ON A FIRST
COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS. OFFICE OPENS
AT 4PM.
THERE ARE BOTH MENS AND WOMEN'S DIVISIONS. SORRY,
NO CURRENT OR FORMER VARSITY TEAM MEMBERS ARE
ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE. ALL CLUB SOCCER PLAYERS
ARE WELCOME.

'
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Thatcher's decision made amid rumor of protest
Continued from p. 1
some way backed down. Nothing is further from the truth,"
Whiting said. "The University
had every intention to go on with
the award despite protests heard

from some Irish national
groups."
"If you believe that, then
you'll believe that Maggie
Thatcher is a poor, oppressed
Catholic from West Belfast,"
McManus said in response to
Whiting's claim.
Whiting said that Thatcher
accepted BC's invitation in Sep-

tember.
"On Monday, March 6, the
University received word from
Mrs. Thatcher's office that she
would be unable to attend," he
said. "Her office gave noreason.
There's been nofurther dialogue,
written or oral."
Although this year's Wall
Street Council dinner will not
include an Ignatius Award presentation, Whiting indicated that
BC does intend to honorThatcher
in the near future.
"The nature of that award

would depend on the occasion."
he said. "Certainly we are not
ruling out awarding her the
Ignatius Medal, but it could take
the form of an honorary degree
or some other award. The University felt it had made an appropriate choice in honoring Mrs.
Thatcher. There were good and
appropriatereasons to honorher.
and we look forward to the opportunity in the future."
McManus and his followers
intend to continue protest until
BC drops all plans to honor

Thatcher.
"Then our campaign continues full steam because the
principal is the issue here, not
the time or the place," McManus
said.
McManus will be speaking
on the BC campus at a forum
sponsored by UGBC on Monday, March 27.
"I would make a special plea
to the students of Boston College, those who are Irish and
those who are not, who believe
in justice and human rights, to
take a stand against this proposed
honoring of a person whotreated

-

Study in China Nanjing U.
Chinese language, andother ocurses taught in English

?

Earn all BC credits

?

Save almost $10,000/year

Experience Chinese culture
(what you'd spend on living expenses here)

Informational Meeting
Cushing 332

raise nearly a million dollars for
the Presidential Scholars Program, which provides exceptional BC students with the opportunity to participate in specialized service, professional,
and academic projects.

Street Council Dinner.
"The plans are to feature a

couple of our PresidentialScholars who will be graduating this
year, to have them talk about
theirexperiencesat BC," he said.
The dinner is expected to

that a new featured speaker will
replace Thatcher at the Wall

Lyons and Quinn to focus
on UGBC cabinet selections
Continued from p. 1

Selection of cabinet memHaving an educatedcabinet
bers will be based on the applimeans that core of people can
cation, interview, and recomeducateothers, Lyons said.
mendations of student leaders
After this year's programcurrently occupying cabinetpoming department's problems, a
sitions. Final decisionswill be new programming board is in
the process of being devised. "I
announced May 1.
"[We plan to] talk to the think we have to sit down
people who are directors of John Mancini, the senate and
Women's Issues now about who ODSD and talkabout exactly
would be a good person for what they want to do, give them
Women's Issues next year," our opinions and advice," Lyons
said.
Lyons said.
"We want someone who is
"Programming will defireally going to do the work," nitely not stay the same. There
are different options out there,
Quinn said.
The two have not yet de- like theUNH plan," Quinn said.
cided what positions they are
Lyons and Quinn plan on
keeping and what positions they meetingwith the administration
will be creating. "We've dis- and student groups, including
cussed it but haven'twrittenany- ODSD and RHA, in the next few
thing down yet because we don't weeks.
want to make any harsh deciQuinn saidshebelieyes that
sions," Quinn said.
strengthening the relationship
Lyons and Quinn both said betweenthe UGBC and theRHA
they hope to emphasize unity will help strengthen communiand leadership in the cabinet. cationlinesbetweenthe students
"We want to make everyone and the government.
know about each others posi"I'm already overwhelmed
tions so that the cabinet memand excited at the same time,"
bers will be willing to go to each Quinn said. "I can*tbelieve that
others programs," Quinn said.
I have an office."

office was filled with ballots
from the primaries," said Gill.
Lyons, a juniormajoring in
philosophy, began his UGBC
careerin 1993as theTown Meeting Coordinator.This past year,
Lyons was vicepresident ofUniversity Issues. Quinn, a sophomore, served asa UGBC senator
in her freshman year.
"The first thing we have to
do is start thinking about cabinet. That's our most important
first step," Lyons said. According to Lyons and Quinn, a cabinetshouldbe composedof qualified andenthusiastic people.
"Getting the cabinet together and training them that
is the basis of having a successful year next year," saidLyons.
Lyons saidboth jobdescriptions and applications for the
cabinet positions will be available on April 3. Interviews will
alsoberequired ofall applicants.
Applications for cabinet
positions will be due on April
18.interviews willbeconducted
between April 18 and 25.

?

?

?

?

?

the poor in Northern Ireland and
in Britain with contempt and arrogance," McManus said.
Due to the late date, Whiting said, it is "highly unlikely"
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(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT sl< PER SERVING.)
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2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)

1
3
1
1

1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

I

cup milk
tbs flour
tsp pepper
tsp salt

i

8

I

©
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Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
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I

nutritional convenience, Citibank
classi c cards are accepted at over 12 million
Note: For your

locations, including grocery stores.
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Administration plans to
implement DIVERSE ideas
Continued from p. 1

said, explaining that many private colleges are facing similar
problems and Boston College is
competing for the same faculty
they are.
Castellanos said she is sur-

Hall. The center will eventually
have office space on Middle
Campus to make it more accessible and visible to all students.
A multi-cultural unit has prised how far they have gotten
and is pleased that there are a lot
been added to the Freshman Orientation program which will be more people out there supporting DIVERSE than was first
put into place during the summer and fall orientations for the thought.
According to Robert
class of 1999. In addition all incidents of racial discrimination Sherwood,deanfor Student Development, the group's presenmust now be recorded in the police blotter and the facts of such tation to the administrators was
incidents will be described on so detailed that for some issues
awareness flyers to be posted
the faculty did not need to do any
additional research. Sherwood
around campus, Duffy said.
Blue safety lights will also also commended DIVERSE for
be installed in the Mods and its leadership skills.
"This is one of the most
along St. Thomas More Drive
and Beacon Street as soon as
impressive issues I have seen
students involved in," Sherwood
possible, and self-defenseclasses
for womenare expected to begin said.
as soon as an instructor is found.
On Thursday, March 16,
Duffy explained that some DIVERSE presented its proposof the more complex issues, such als to all concerned students. A
as sensitivity training, will be student attending the meeting
harder to establish simply besaid that a small confrontation
cause of the large numbers of between a memberofDIVERSE
people involved in such proand a member of the student
group FIST (Family in Struggle
grams.
Together) was the only negative
BC's slow progress in recruiting AHANA faculty is not point of the meeting.
As DIVERSE explained its
unique to this University, Duffy

proposal for adding new blue
lights on campus, FIST members interrupted the presentation
with comments about the importance of the issue to the proposal. DIVERSE asked the audience to hold their questions until
the end of its presentation, but
according to the student, FIST

members grew angry and said
they would leave if their question was not addressed immediately.
A DIVERSE member then
approached a FIST member and
assured him all questions would
be answered at the end of the
presentation. At this time, the
student said, words were exchanged between the two due to
past personal differences. BC
Police Department was called,
but the FIST members left prior
to police arrival.
Overall the meeting was
very positive. Students were very
supportive and wanted to help
any way they could, Rodriguez
said.
DIVERSE plans to hold
meetings with individualadministrators to work on each topic
and then a group meeting with
administrators on March 28 to
update progress made.

IMeeting
Monday at 5:30

Nappy B-Day Dirty Boy!
Thank God lacrosse kept you relatively sedate for the big day.
The ID is validated now and you are ready to go! Next semester,
we'll set up shop at Citysides and in our mod (fingers crossed)
and we'll ALL enjoy being 21. Until then, stay out of Brighton
District Court and stay off the floor by the bar.
Love and kisses, the 1657ers

Congratulations Jen X
Through it ail (fire alarms,
Tori Amos, chatterboxes) we
kept going. So what if we
didn't sleep. You are the best.
?Love Dirty Diana
?
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Who ZS that masked bind? ItcoiMkjou!

Selecting Two
?Professional Bartendingand liar Management Training
.ut a fraction of Ilie cost at most schools
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Dumb and Dumber: The Oscar Picks for '94
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Heights Review Editor

from the deserving to the moronic. As in
years past, the nominations have been
more noteworthy for theirexclusions, not
for the films and performances receiving

But even more surprising was the exclusion of
such acclaimed and well-

In the past month or so America has
crafted films as Little
no, not spring,
Women and The Lion
recognition.
entered a new season
but the annual ritual of award shows. If
By most standards. 1994 was not King.
In recent weeks critexactly a banner year for American cinyou have turned on the television recently, then most likely you have been ema. But with a man named Gump and a ics have pointed to the
bombarded with award ceremonies for little career boost for John Travolta, Holnominationsof films like
almost every genre of entertainment.The lywood held its ground at the box office. Pulp Fiction and Four
Grammys, the Golden Globes, the The race for best picture has only two real
Weddings and a Funeral
People's Choice and the American Comcontenders
Forrest Gump and Pulp as evidence that the
edy Awards, to mention a few, have Fiction. Of the two, Gump has the Oscar Academy has accepted
flooded the channels, blending into one edge, with warm humor, earnest perforthe emergence of indecollective pat on the back for the entermances and 13 nominations. It is a much pendent and foreign
tainment industry. On March 27 this safer choice than the innovative and riotfilms. These claims are
hoopla will end (thankfully) with one of ous Pulp Fiction, whose dark humor and only partially true. Yes,
the oldest and most prestigious shows of vulgar dialogue might offend the more the industry has become
them all, the Academy Awards.
conservative voters. Traditionally, the more fragmented and
At first glance, the Academy Awards Academy has tended to shy away from decentralized in recent
seem indistinguishable from other honor anything too controversial,too hip, or too years, with Hollywood
fests
the corny dance numbers, the original. As for the other nominations, slowly losing its
stranglehold on films.
strained jokesbetweenpresenters and the QuizShow and The ShawshankRedempobligatory speeches about vote-counting tion can be placed in the dark horse And the Academy
methods. Then why will people watch category
both films were overlooked Awards have reflected
at the box office and will most likely
this show in record numbers? Well, bethis change to some exsides its latest additionof Dave Letterman, suffer the same fate on March 27. And tent. However, the token
the Academy Awards still provide more everyone was surprised with the inclu"small" films that the
glamour and prestige than most other cersion of the charming Four Weddings and Academy has chosen to
Pulp Fiction
emonies.But this year offers a mixed bag a Funeral, which does not exactly bode honor
in its selection of nominations, ranging
well for the film's chances in the race. and Funeral
have
?

?

?

?

?

?

probably outgrossed every other independent

combined. For the

most

part, Hollywood only
seems willing to reward

Gumped Out: Forrest Gump captured a record 13
nominations while films such as Hoop Dreams lost in

.

the final round.

those independent films
that have received a great deal of publicwonderful, but he has the stigma of being
ity or revenue. For every Pulp Fiction or Travolta
people still remember him
Funeral that was recognized, there were from some of his less than stellar roles
many other deserving possibilities ig(Look Who s Talking, Perfect, to name a
nored, including Vanya on 42ndStreet or few). Paul Newman could easily benefit
Kieslowski's trilogy Blue, White, andRed. from that favorite old actor thing, but he
In the performance categories, the has won recently, and this time around he
race for best actor could be one of the does not have a good film to support him
more interesting ones of the night. Tom (Nobody's Fool ). As for Morgan FreeHanks, in his role as Gump, would be the man, he has a long history of being jilted
runaway favorite, if he had not won for by the Academy, for such strong roles in
Philadelphia last year. The Academy Glory and Driving Miss Daisy. It will be
likes to spread the wealth, so to speak, interesting to see which one of these acwhich might hurt Hanks in the final tally.
Continued on page 40
Travolta's performance in Fiction was
?

After a disappointing run at the box office, Shawshank redeemed itself with
nominations for Best Picture and Best Actor, Morgan Freeman.

Divine inspiration uplifts Angels in America
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Staff Writer
Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on
National Themes. A play in two parts by
Tony Kushner. Directed by Michael Mayer.
At the Colonial Theatre, through April 9.

Three months after Prior Walter is
diagnosed with AIDS, an enigmatic angel
crashes tumultuously through his ceiling
and declares him a prophet.
"Go away," he shouts back at her.
This reluctant oracle in Tony
Kushner's Pulitzer Prize-winning drama
is one of the most poignant characters to
appear in late twentieth-century play writing. In spite of a divine command to halt
human progress and take his place in
heaven, Prior asks that he simply be allowed to live.
"More life," he pleads with the angel. "Give me more life."
The production of Angels in America
(the 3-hour Millennium Approaches and
4 1/2-hour Perestroika form the complete epic), currently at the Colonial Theatre, is the quintessence of remarkable
theatre. Kushner's intense script provides
the notes for this angelic chorus of superb
acting, directing and design.
The cast, which features wondrously
talented Vale Drama School graduates
and Broadway veterans, is practically
flawless. Robert Sella, who portrays Prior
Walter, skillfully masters his multi-fac-

eted character and draws the audience
into his story. Jonathan Hadary plays the

powerful, but bigoted Roy Cohn with a
disarmingly appalling charm, and Reg
Flowers gives an entertaining perfor-

mance as the drag queen Belize. Carolyn
Swift handles the arduous dialogue requiredof the angel with exquisite aplomb.
With the exception of Peter Birkenhead,
who speaks too quietly as Louis Ironson,
there is no denying that these are actors of
the highest caliber.
The production elements of this play
are also impressive, particularly the intricate set for Perestroika.. Scenic Designer
David Gallo's set overflows with strikingly relevant symbols, heightening the
play's visual effectiveness. Brian
MacDevitt's lighting design is appropriately surreal, sensual, and ethereal, and
Michael Kiass's costume design?particularly for the angel? is brilliant.
This production also proved Michael
Mayer a masterfully innovative director.
Working with scenes that concurrently
present similarsituations between different couples, Mayer visually intertwines
thecharacters' motions to correspond with
the entanglements in their lives.
Theatre simply does not get much
better than this. This is the modern American drama to see. Not onl\ is this production nearly flawless, but the persevering,
fearful and passionate Prior Walter is a
divine inspiration.
Even for the Angels.

Nearly flawless production and superbly talented acting make Angels in
America the must-see dramaof 1995.
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Debuts from Slash's Snakepit and Better than Ezra
****Better Than EzraDeluxe (Elektra)
In an age when the word "Alternative" has mutated into an adjective to
describebands like the Gin Blossoms and
Toad the Wet Sprocket, Better than Ezra
pounds onto the scene, expertly combining the talents of three Louisiana rock-n-roll musicians in their Debut, Deluxe.
Drummer Cary Bonnecaze, Bassist
Tom Drummond join Kevin Griffin, who

takes charge of the guitar and vocals, to

form the trio that puts a definite edge on
their music. The sound could never be
considered heavy, but it definitely gets
under the skin much faster than anything
by the softer musicput out by groups like
the Counting Crows.
Like fellow Louisiana band
Creedence Clearwater Revival, Better
than Ezra brings sounds born in Bayou
into their songs which takes them off of
the path that many Seattle rock bands

walk. Their songwriting talentsrival those
of R.E.M., but they include an energy that
is much like Paul Westerberg's.
The album, which was recorded in
an illegal living loft in the meat-packing With their debutalbum Deluxe, Better Than Ezra puts the alternativeback into alternativemusic.
district of east Los Angeles and a vanMusically, the album is sound. Slash
The CD contains some fine perforis unusually deep and resonates at a level
turned-mobile recording unit, has distinct clarity and is full of little artistic mances from some of the veterans as well which almost skips thedisk. On the other runs the show with his guitar, but the
nuances, including violin andcello which as some of the new-comers to the local hand. Hooker does not articulate very contributionsof the rest of the band are
make the piece much broader than your ska scene. Beat Soup returns on this CD well, making it difficult to understand felt. The distinctive drumming style that
to start the album off with their classic, what he is saying. Although this is frusSorum brings to G'N'R fits in perfectly
standard "Alternative"release.
Each songtells a story, and whilethe "Coup dc Ska," followed by "Simple trating at times, it adds to his mystique throughout the album. Bass player Mike
Song" by the well-knownBim Skala Bim. and free feel.
Inez plays well, as does Clarke. Reed's
band entertains, they also manage to exThe 12 songs on Ch/7/ Out are an keyboards andTed Andreadis'harmonica,
press their feelings on the hurt, pain, and Jah Spirit teams up with the Heavy Metal
even split of Hooker playingwith a band though sparsely used, completethe musiHorns to create an appealing reggae-camaturity that come with relationships.
lypso tune, exhibiting Jah's extraordiand by himself. "Tupelo" and "Too cal mosaic that Slash has worked to cre"The Killer Inside" is a very different track with an extremely eerie guitar nary singing ability. The album contains Young," two of thesongs on which Hooker ate. If there is one problem with the alsolo that, when juxtaposedwith a violin, two instrumentals with fun-filled brass plays alone, are quiet and slow and al- bum it is the repeated mid-song transihas a unique character that distinguishes melodies, one by Skavoovie and one by most feel like Hooker is playing out of tions from soft to hard rock.
Slash is a competent musician, quite
them from other bands who simply at- Les Miserables Brass Band. In addition time.Thisrelaxed feel makes these songs
capableof putting out better materialthan
two of the best on the album.
tempt to showcase theirmediocre talent. to other notable contributions by Mr.
Two other surprises on thealbum are this. Despite its merits, It's Five O'Clock
"Porcelain"isanother highlight. The Cranky, Thumper and Pajama Slave Dancballad is an acoustic piece that includes ers, the biggest name on Boston ska scene, the appearances of Carlos Santana and Somewhere falls short of expectations.
Hopefully the band will get back in the
tastefully harmonic vocals. On this song, The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, provide Van Morrison. Santana co-wrote and conBetter than Ezra puts forth an image that "Howwhywazhowwhyam" from Devil's tributedhisclean recognizableguitarrifts studio with Axl and put out some worthexpresses their appretiationfor women. Night Out which was recorded live at to thetitle track, "Chill Out (Things Gonna while material.
Mike Silva
Change)." While Van Morrison gives
Deluxe is an impressive debut, and Avalon.
So if you are unfamiliar with ska "Serves Me Right To Suffer/Syndicator"
the trio from New Orleans should be
praised for theirefforts.The album would music and the curiosity is killing you. a boost with his unique voice and guitar.
Chill Out as its title accurately de****New Order(THE BEST OF) NEW
be an asset to many different kinds of Mash It Up is a goodcompilationto get
collections. In a time when we all seem to you started. The big and small names on scribes, is not a flashy album. Hooker ORDER (Warner)
Let it be known that New Order is a
be searching for something, Better than this album will keep you dancing. You does not exactly play at the level of a
Ezra waxes poetically while convincing can even groove right onto the T and go Stevie or the venerable 8.8. King here, strange group. Their music is wonderful,
us that the enigma known as life is much see these localbandsplay live in many of but the album does have its high points. certainly, but, at best, it is an alternative/
your favorite clubs.
Peter Yon Der Ahe techno blend that can work wonders in
easier to take with instruments.
Aaron Goldstein
Anne Marie Borrego
dance halls, while driving, or on movie
soundtracks.
Why, then, do they describe them**Slash's Snake Pit IT'S 5 O'CLOCK selves in the liner notes of their new
SOMEWHERE
greatest hits album as coming from"the
After some legal problems involving 19505, 19605, 1970s and at a pinch the
band
name,
a California
with a similar
1980s?" They also suggest thattheir roots
Guns 'N Roses lead guitarist Slash filie with the Velvet Underground and Joy
nally puts forth his soloalbum. Slash and
Division, which is certainly believable,
his Snake Pit tow along fellow Guns membut, as in the case with many bands, they
bers Gilby Clarke, Matt Sorum and Dizzy
still shy away from the categories in which
Reed as theycarry // 's Five O'Clock Somethe public has placed them.
where into record stores. This is the secCertainly, some groups are
ond solo album put out by a member of mislabeled,
but others are merely obstiGuns 'N' Roses in the past year, on the nate. But none of this detracts from the
heels of Duff McKagan's Believe in Me. fact
that New Order makes great music.
The fact that more than half of Guns
And some of the best of it i.s actually
'N' Roses play on the album would lead represented here! Their recent hit. "Reyou to expect more of their stylistic influgret." appears some months after it first
ence, but Slash's Snake Pit avoids that.
showed
up. with electrifying guitar chords
With more of a blues tinge to it. Slash beating out rhythmic power bolstered by
takes the forefront on the album, ripping electronics.
"Fine Time" with it's great
though solos and basing the songs on lead
pop sound and mild punk sensibilities is
rather than rhythm. Through 14 songs, also present, making a splash in the middle
Slash sets out to prove that his new creof the album. And the great one. "Bizarre
ation is every bit as good as his mother Love Triangle," fresh from the "Threeband. However, he falls a bit short.
of last summer, is
The bluesy feeling on the album is a some" soundtrack
present with its harp-like synthesizers
definiteplus, and the hardrock is there as and raging dance hall melody.
After forty years on the blues scene, John Lee Hooker has decided to Chill
expected. Lyrically, the album follows
Out. His album also features Van Morrison and Carlos Santana.
And, with 17 tracks and 70 minutes
the path of the less than serious adolesof music, (the best of) New Order is more
cent
wrote
or
poet.
****VariousArtists MASH IT UP
**l/2John Lee Hooker CHILL OUT
Slash
punk backseat
than a piece of musical history. New
"Ska" Lately we've been seeing
"One bourbon, one scotch, and one co-wrote 12 of the 14 tracks on the album, Order's latest is also a good value.
beer...drinking and getting stoned" sings and most of them are full of morose and
the word everywhere. If you are still unBrian J. DiMattia
sure of its meaning,it can be describedas John Lee Hooker on the fifth song of his foreboding wordsof deathand an "Iknow
an upbeat derivativeof reggae. Although album Chill Out. He might as well be this chick she lives down on Melrose"
Continued on page 38
the word seems to have been popping up prescribing the necessary antidote to be portrayal of women and sex. Exceptions
a lot lately, it is not a new type of music. taken before listening. This album reto this are "Be The Ball" and "Back &
Over the years, many bands have used quires ears which crave the blues and the Forth Again."
Singer Eric Dover has problems singhorns, trumpets, saxophones and tromfeelings associated with them.
ing on slow parts of the album, compenbones to master this smooth energizing
JohnLee Hooker, whohas been playsound, while others have combined the ing the blues for over 40 years, shows sating for the lull by overemphasizing
sound with stop-and-go punk guhar.Mash why this formof music has laid the ground words, especially on "Neither Can I." He
Instant Classic
It Up Vol. 3 is a great follow-up compiwork for much of the pop/rock of today. sounds much better screaming that singing especially on tracks like "Beggars &
lation CD, containing some of the best With his less-than-elegant guitar strumExcellent
ska bands to come out of Boston. This ming, Hooker moves in rhythm through Hangers-On," which is perhaps the best
Good
third and strongest release of a series by many of the most common classic blues
song on the disc. Starting out with a slow,
DVS will give you a great feel for this forms on this album. It is back to the methodical, Robert Johnson-like blues
Poor
relaxing genre of music, while making basics on Chi// Out..
riff, it grows in intensity until the chorus
you rise from your chair and dance to the
Hooker's voice is one of the album's explodes. The song contains the best lyrAwful
most notable qualities. Although raspy, it
happy grooves.
ics on the album.
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Boston: the concert capital of the college crowd

The Boston music scene has
been known for producing
famous bands such as
Aerosmith and the up-andcoming Letters to Cleo. But
Boston also boasts a number of nationally renowned
venues such as the Avalon
and the Paradise, that attract a wide variety of acts
and gives the area a distinctive musical edge. The city's
overwhelmingly collegeage crowd can benefitfrom
some ofthe most diverse entertainment around. Here's
a sampling of just afew Boston concerts that have taken
place in the past week:

Chieftains provide jump start for St. Paddy's Day
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Staff Writer

Road to Dublin," and "Dark is the Colour
of my True Love's Hair."
Each of the Chieftains proved himAmidst the Irish brogues and green self an extraordinarily talented musician.
vestments that filled Symphony Hall last Paddy Moloney, who played both the
Sunday evening, it was only appropriate uileann pipes and Irish tin whistle, is a
that The Chieftains be the group that had master of each instrument.
gathered this crowd together. Internationally regarded as the most famous tradi-

tional Irish musicians in the world, The
Chieftains are currently on tour in support of their newest release The Long
Black Veil (RCA/Victor).
Although it took two songs for the
band to gain cohesion and brush off their
initial sloppiness. by the third song they
tightened up and gave a fantastic performance. The band performed many traditional reels, jigs and ballads, including
"Changing your Demeanor," "The Rocky

Flutist Matt Molloy incorporated incredibly difficult bends and variations
into his extended solo, and the comical
Derek Bell mystified the audience on the
harp, piano, and synthesizer. With Kevin
Conneff on bodhran and fiddle players
Martin Fay and Scan Keane, the six-member group?together now for 31 years?
was simply outstanding.
While introducing a reel. Paddy
Moloney identified his favorite university in the area, presenting Boston
College's own David O' Hanlon, '98, who

performed an Irish dance with teacher
Donald Golben and his partner Cara Butler. The dancing added a lively visual
enhancement to the show and got the
audience, already clapping and shouting
along, even more involved.
O'Hanlon, who has been dancing
since early childhood, is a first-generation Irish-Americanwho competed in the
World Irish DancingCompetition and was
invited to tour with The Chieftains. However, for academicreasons, he was forced
to

decline.

"They're a great bunch of guys, and
amazing musicians," O'Hanlon said. "I
really had a great time. The audience was
really into the show, which made it even

better."
In addition to traditionalIrish songs.
The Chieftains also demonstrated their
ability to incorporate rock, country and
bluegrass into their style. The group
played a medley of songs from theirlatest
album (which includes guest performances from Sting, Van Morrison, and
Veruca Salt gavean exhausting performance that left the audience in sheer Mick Jagger), and even played an Irish
delight. After a night full of dancing version of Elvis Presley's "Heartbreak
and crowd-surfing, music lovers can Hotel."
With unparalleled musicianship, dry
truly appreciate a young, vibrant band
wit,
and an end-of-show jam featuring
the
style
they
and
fresh
of music that
provide to a business that, at many several guest musicians, the Chieftains
times, seems to be recycling the same provided the ideal prelude to Boston's St.
Patrick's Day festivities.
old garbage.

Veruca Salt's lively performance delights crowd
lighted only when they brought up
"Fred" to dance around on the stage
while they played. The 32-year-old
In keeping with the prominent rise roadie was obviously under the influof female rock groups, the Chicagoence of a few illegal substances as he
based group Veruca Salt has decided to paraded about the stage with a lamp on
make its own contribution to the music his head. This prank, however, was
scene. With bands like The Breeders. funny for aboutfive minutes, and pretty
Liz Phair, and Hole, this has proven to soon the audience became restless as
be the year of the woman in music and they waited for the main attraction.
Veruca Salt is likely to keep that trend
The crowd greeted Veruca Salt engoing.
thusiastically as they went up on stage.
They opened with the fiery "Get Back"
On tour for itsdebutrelease American Thighs, Veruca Salt, which includes and continued through their set with a
singer-guitarist Nina Gordon, singerfew unreleased tracks, as well as some
guitarist Louis Post, bassist Steve Lack, songs from the album. Throughout the
show, Veruca Salt displayed amazing
and drummerJim Shapiro, gave an extremely memorable performance at the chemistry
after Gordon screwed up
Avalon dn Saturday night. Veruca Salt "Sleeping Where I Want," Post turned
performed with their exhilaratingstyle to her and said, "It doesn't matter anyof modern rock and showed the Boston way. They only know 'Seether.'" And
crowd exactly why they're one of the to the overwhelming delight of the
crowd, they played their hit single and
best new bands of the year.
The concert opened with the obdemonstrated their explosivecapabilscure Hazel grinding out a set that ity. Veruca Salt then closed out the
sounded way too much like Green Day. night's concert with the equally forceThe rather tame performance was highful "25."
By JORGE RIBAS
Heights Staff

?

Joe Cocker's classic hits
improve with experience
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Staff Writer

With his over two-decadecontribution to rock history weighing down on his
shoulders, Joe Cocker look the stage at
the Orpheum Theater last Monday night
on his Have a Little Faith (Sony) world
tour. The eclectic audience
ranging
from teenagers to seniorcitizens?greeted
the hefty, sharply-dressed singer with
warm applause as the spotlight fell upon
him and the smell of marijuana filled the
air.
Recently back from a fall tour of
Europe, Cocker looked tired but still
managed to keep up constant energy
throughout the two-hour show. The comprehensive concert spanned the breadth
of his performance repertoire, including
his works from Woodstock to Greedstock
and everything in between.
Cocker sang his classic hits such as
"Feelin' Alright," "You Can Leave Your
Hat On," "ShelterMe," and "Unchain my
Heart" with vigor and passion, an energy
which enlivened the audience and got
people on their feet and dancing.
The audience was equally enthused
by Cocker's performance of "Have a Little
Faith in Me" from his latest album, and
"When the Night Comes" from his 1989
?

release One Night of Sin.
Cocker was backed by a mediocre
four-piece band in addition to a pair of
excellent female vocalists. Although none
of the musicians proved particularly outstanding during their solos, they did an
adequate job of playing the three or four

chords necessary for each song and letting Cocker keep the spotlight he

desearved.
The show's highlights were clearly
"Up Where We Belong" (a song he originally performed as a duet with Jennifer
Warnes), the 1974 hit "You are so Beautiful," and the inevitable coverof "With a
Little Help from my Friends." Cocker
sang the two ballads with an unexpected

softness and grace, and then drove the
audience into blissful mayhem with the
opening verse of The Beatles' classic.
With his solid and driving encore of
"Cry me a River," Cocker proved that he
can shoulder the weight of as many years
of concerts as he pleases.
Opening for Cocker was solo blues
guitarist Keb' Mo', who played a solid
half-hour set of Mississippi Delta-flavored blues. Alternating between sixstring acoustic and six-string electric,
Keb' Mo' covered a range of styles and
proved himselfparticularly adroirJhslide
guitar.

Digable Planets satisfied all differentkinds of tastes in theirAvalon show

Digable planets: universal appeal
the crowd erupted when they performed
their 1993 hit, "Rebirthof slick(Cool like
that)." ''Nickel Bags" was anotherfavorFriday, March 17, Brooklyn, NY's ite.
Thetnost impressivepart ofthe group
Digable Planets entered the orbit of the
Avalon and brought therebirthof slick to is their ability to perform as a cohesive
allwho were privilegedenoughto attend. unit. The Digable Planets, while fronted
Spearhead, a very impressivegroup by the famous three, owe much of their
of musicians of the same genre, opened stage success to the efforts of theirmusifor theplanets and got the crowdready to cians in thebackground. Jazzy Joycecould
groove with Doodlebug, Ladybug, and definitelyhold her own on the turntables,
Butterfly. DJ Jazzy Joyce prepped the and thePresidentofFunk was a masterat
thekeyboards. Everyone was showcased,
crowd to welcome the funk while introand the crowd never got the feeiing that
ducing the rest of the band. Horns, saxophones, keyboards, drums, and guitars the musicians were just another backup
were all a part of the act that formed a band.
The show was deliriously laid back,
cohesive unit and backed up the planets
,
beautifully.
and the audience was definitely feeling
They blew out, performing a track the grooveand expressedthat when they
from theirnew CD, Blowout Comb, called cheered the Planets back on stage for an
"Creamy Spies." The opening few bars encore. They really are a joy to watch,
sounded like an soundtrackfrom a 1970s andanyone,whetheryou are a fan of hippolice movieand set the tone masterfully. hop, rap, acid-jazz, or funk should catch
a show whenever possible, because this
They also performed "We live in Brooklyn" from their most recent release, but group truly has universal appeal.

By ANNE MARIE BORREGO
Heights Assistant Review Editor
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New releases confront women's issues month
Continued from page 36

female musicians. The artists who chose
to contribute material for the album are
some of the industry's most successful as
well as being examplesof female strength
and maturity. The presence of Aretha
Franklin and Tina Turner, who are both
survivors of tough life experiences, give
the album an air of sincerity and class.
This image is slightly tarnished by the
appearance of former Christian singer
Amy Grant and the clubby Cathy Dennis
whose saccharine sweetness often seems
contrived and unrealistic.
Other notable artists featured are
Carly Simon, whose contribution perfectly coincides with the start of her first
concert tour in years. Grammy winners
Sheryl Crow and Melissa Etheridge also
contribute fine tracks. Ethreridge deviates from her style with the soothing
"Dance Without Sleeping."
Credit is dueto albumproducer Mark
J. Fine who was thinking quite logically
when he arranged the album tracks. Annie
Lennox's, "Why" which addresses the
futile search for the unanswerable and the
unexplainable,opens the album. The song
echoes the desperatepleas of "Why me?"
which one may make when learning her
body is ridden with a disease such as
breast cancer. Fine has the album end

****PJ Harvey To Bring You My Love
(Island)
PJ Harvey's latest release, To Bring
You My Love, is a report on the longings
of the soul as they relate to love. She has
created an album which centers on the
slippery topic, and from the opening guitar chord, she breathes passion and desire
into the music.
The first song, "To Bring You My
Love," begins with a slow, haunting guitar and soft percussion With the opening
lines of the CD. Harvey has come into her
own, and she knows it. She sings with
confidence, even when she whispers, but
she also sings with desperation.
This album shows some changes in
the style of the singer. She makes references to motherhoodon thesongs "C mon

Billy," "Down By the Water," and"I Think
I'm a Mother." This proves a stark contradiction to the PJ Harvey that brought us
the album Rid of Me. She seems to have
learned some hard lessonsand sings more
like the manipulated than the manipulator on "Send His Love to Me."
Her songs are powerful in and of
themselves,but unstoppable as a collection, and her voice is not buried in guitar
noise as it has been in the past. Harvey
has found love,but she has done it in an

with the crescendoing, feel-good energy
visible in "The Best," one of Turner's
gems. This arrangement makes the album
seem to be a journey through the ups and
downs in life, but fittingly ends on a high
note signifying the brilliant gift of life
and the need to always hold on to hope.
Womenfor Women is probably best
categorized on the adult contemporary,
VHI side, but this does not mean that the
album lacks hipness, only that most college students may not be ready to add this

intense and hard core way.
As for the music, it is tight and originaland does not act as a shieldfor Harvey
like it used to when she was not as confident with her voice(which has improved),
and it seems to fit the lyrics perfectly as it
is equally eerie, intense, and passionate.
In short. To Bring You My Love is an
excellent album. It is intense and almost
too private, like reading someone's diary
and takesa listenerthrough Harvey's own
version of hell. For fans, this is a must

industry rarely concerns itself with
women's issues. Women For Women is a
Stephen Valentine welcome relief from this trend. Women
for Women is the first industry release
targeted at raising awareness and funds
***Various Artists WOMEN FOR for the assault on a serious and timely
women's issue, breast cancer.
WOMEN (Mercury)
Women for Women is a compilation
Being a male dominated field both
artistically and corporately, the music of previously released tracks from 14

Sweeney
Fhomealk andseem
at
in

Roommates

P.J. Harvey brings her love with latest release.
have and is a wise investment for anyone
looking for some substance in music.
?

By CHRISTY APPLEBY
Heights Staff Writer

and D. B. Sweeney as his grandson,
Michael. Roommates covers 30 years in
the life of Michael and Rocky. The movie
ROOMMATES: A new film directed by is certainly not the most politically corPeter Yates. Starring D.B. Sweeney, Perect look at the life of a Polish immigrant
ter Falk, and JulianneMoore.
and his grandson, but Roommates will
definitely make you laugh and cry at the
Roommates is a quirky, sentimental unique bond that develops between the
film thatshould not be missed. The movie two characters.
When Michael's mother dies, the six
features Peter Falk (best known for
Columbo) as the irreverent senior, Rocky, year old is left as an orphan. The family

Video Pick of the Week

CD

to

their collection just yet.
Amanda J. Voetsch
?

often utters, arid that single statement
sums up the relationship and the bond
between Michael and Rocky.
The three main characters of Rocky,
Michael and Beth are portrayed with treteaches him about life. The story jumps to mendous depth and heart, respectively,
Michael as a young doctor returning the by Falk, Sweeney,and Moore.While Falk
favor when Rocky's home is condemned. is a staple of American television, both
Out of a sense of love and gratitude, Sweeney and Moore are rising stars.
Michael takes theolder man into his baseJulianne Moore is one of the 10 hot new
ment apartment. Conflicts ensue when celebrities, according to the April issue of
Michael and Rocky must adjust to living Vanity Fair, and her small role as Beth,
in small quarters together, and fireworks Michael's girlfriend, reveals a great deal
explode when Rocky disapproves of of potential forfuture stardom.The chemMichael's new girlfriend,Beth (Julianne istry between all three of these characters
Moore). Both characters must learn how is a credit to the film and makes what
to compromise and to express their devocould have been another boring and sention for one another. "Family takes care timental flick, instead a remarkable look
of family" is the line that Rocky most at the strength of familial bonds.
decides that the young child should be

sent to a orphanage, but the 75-year old
Rocky refuses to give up on the child.
Against the wishes of the family, Rocky
takes his grandson into his home and

Shallow Grave finds depth
By BRIAN J. DIMATTIA
Heights Staff

prising, but which are well detailed.Ewan
McGregor goes from a quiet, proper accountant to

SHALLOW GRAVE: A new British film
directed by Danny Boyle. Starirng Kerry
Fox, Christopher Eccleston and Ewan
McGregor.

One of the highest-grossing films of all time, The Lion
King attempts to conquer the video industry. The
animated film, a coming-of age story of a lion who
finds hiskingdom, features the voices of JeremyIrons,
Whoopi Goldberg and Jonathan Taylor Thomas, as
well as an Osacr-nominated soundtrack. The Lion
King is just the latest product of the recent Disney
revival in animated films, a group which includes The
Little Mermaid, Aladdin and Beauty and the Beast.

For several reasons, it is a very good
thing that Shallow Grave is in theaters
right now. For one thing, it seems that the
British may have actually learned how to
make film noir! After years of fumbling
attempts, we have a great, well textured,
well written, dark mystery that was shot
in Glasgow, Scotland.
"Shallow Grave" shows how the relationship of three roommates can be
strained by murder and large amounts of
money. Certainly, this kind of topic has
been done before, but rarely has it been
done this well.
Hugo, a fourth roommate, dies mysteriously one day, leaving behind his
corpse and a rather large suitcase full of
money. The other three react in different
ways, none of which are especially sur-

a violent, mastermind ma-

nipulator. Kerry Fox alters her character

of a practical doctor and becomes a desperate, woman, trying to survive the predicament that she has brought on herself.
And Christopher Eccleston falls apart as
his savvy journalist is overtaken by people
who are simply smarter than him.
The overall plot is mostly guessable
by fans of the genre, but the ending does
contain surprises. And the waythey get to
the ending, as with all truly great film
noir. is the best part. The cinematography
is stunning. The use of light is breathtaking in the scene where McGregor makes
holes in the floor of the loft. The individual tight shots and close-ups are intriguing, and, when McGregor catches
Eccleston coming down from the loft
where the money is hidden, a scene is
conceived in which the visuals are nothing short of astounding.
ShallowGrave deserves high recognition and praise, and is a must-see for
any true moviefan.
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Outbreak discovers comic relief in epidemic
By JORGE RIBAS
Heights staff

Outbreak : A new film starring Dustin

Hoffman, Morgan Freeman, Rene Russo,
Donald Sutherland and Cuba Gooding Jr.
and directed by Wolfgang Peterson.

Imagine this: you've just been sent
to investigate a deadly, previously unknown virus in an isolated African village only to discover that the disease has
already killed all of the town's inhabitants. Then, you return home to learn that
this lethal bug may have followed you
back. Faced with very little time, you
must somehow prevent an epidemic of
disastrous proportions, find a cure, and
fend off attacks by your own military.
Looks pretty grim, doesn't it? Well, this

is the situation that Dustin Hoffman encounters in the new thriller. Outbreak.
Directed by Wolfgang Peterson, this
movie explores the very real possibility
of a major plague sweeping across the
United States. Based on such true life
situations such as the Ebola virus of the
early 1980's and the flu epidemic of the
19205,Peterson succeeds in showing the
frightening scenario if an outbreak actually occurred in the present day.
The movie follows the heroics of
army disease specialists Dr. Sam Daniels
(Dustin Hoffman) and Dr. Roberta Keough
(Rene Russo) in their attempt to save the

residents ofCedarCreek. Californiawhile
they try to keep the disease from spreading to the rest of the country. Brought to
the United States by an infected monkey,
"Motaba" is most lethal virus that anyone
has ever seen. Daniels, along with rookie
Major Salt (Cuba Gooding Jr.), must
somehow manage to track down the mon-

Dustin Hoffman (right) and Rene Russo attempt to save a town from disaster while working through their failed
marriage in Outbreak. This medical thriller also stars Cuba Gooding, Jr., Patrick Dempsey and Donald Sutherland.
key in order to extract the antibiotic from
it. The search for the location of ihe monkey takes them all over, from the California woodlandsto the Pacific Ocean. Combined with this guessing game, Daniels
must also deal with a military that seems
to be hiding the truth. And while Daniels
continuously defies the military, Gen.
Billy Ford (Morgan Freeman) is forced to
make a decision between duty and conscience. In the end, Daniels must face
Ford and make a plea to save America
from destroying itself.
Through the use of intense conflicts.

an intriguing plot, and great acting, Mr.

Peterson successfully attracts the attention of the audience. Perhaps the most
terrifying shots are thoseof the overflowing hospital rooms or the scenes in which
the panic-stricken residents of Cedar
Creek attempt to flee the quarantined
town. The fear in their faces is clearly
evident, despite orders from army officers to "remain calm." Hoffman plays his
character almost perfectly, especially for
someonewho is not usually cast in action
roles. His sincerity is key to maintaining
the severity of this subject. Donald

Sutherland shines as GeneralMcClintock,
the only real villain in this movie, that is.
besides the Motabavirus. Throughout the
movie, Mr. Peterson uses humor to provide some comic relief to the most stressful situations, and while that works well
at some points, there are a few times
where it seems quite absurd.
Outbreak is engaging simply because, while the story may be fictional,
the idea is not. The combination of suspense and action will leave you on the
edge of your seat, but it is the realist
story-line that will really terrify you.

Once Were Warriors searches for lost culture
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Heights Review Editor

lasts only for a few seconds on a tourist
billboard located somewhere in innercity Auckland. The camera pans back
from the advertisement to reveal all the
elements of poverty and urban decay,
immediatelyshattering thetravelbrochure
fantasy. In director Lee Tamahori's vision, this is the real world of New
?

ONCE WERE WARRIORS: A new film
directed by Lee Tamahori. Starring Rena
Owen, Temuera Morrison, Anita KerrBell and Taungaroa Emile.
Picture New Zealand and a few descriptionsprobably come to mind beautiful, exotic and unmarred by modern
?

,

destruction.But in the New Zealand film
Once Were Warriors this ideal image

Zealanders, particularly the country's

native Maoris.
His film Once Were Warriors has
received international acclaim for its brutally honest portrayal of a Maori family,

whose lives are anything but picture perbe physically threatened,Tamahori seems
fect. The story revolves around Beth (Rena to argue, but they are becoming increasOwen), a battered mother of four who ingly divorced from theircultureand spiristill loves her husband. But Beth pays a tual roots.
high price for commitment. While her
The central characters, played by
husband Jake (Temuera Morrison) might Rena Owen and Temuera Morrison, give
still possess a certain roguish charm, he is the foundation to the film's bold style.
an unemployed alcoholic who expresses Their performances prevent the film from
his frustration by beating her. Domestic slipping into melodrama for most of the
problems and economic despair combine play. Owen allows the audience to feel
to threaten the family, particularly the
her predicament and understand why she
children. In this dark, post-modern hell, feels compelled to stay. However, the
there shines only one ray of hope, in the audience becomes angry when she fails
formof Grace, the eldestdaughter. Grace to leave. Morrison has a more difficult
embodies the dreams and sensitivity role
the thankless task of being comwhich her motheronce had before surrenpletely contemptible. Flashing his charm
dering to theiralmost hopeless existence. occasionally, Morrison hints thathe could
But eventually she too becomes subject redeem himself, but always returns to his
to the negative forces that surround her. brutish instincts. These actors overpower
As Beth suffers more beatings and her
the rest of the cast, whose performances
children become more susceptible to the seem amateurish and falter at the wrong
external violence, the story reaches depths moments. To make matters worse, their
of unspeakable despair.
thick New Zealand accents make the dialogue difficult to understand at times, at
Tamahori's raw visual style and appeal to emotions give Once Were Warleast for foreign audiences.
Flaws aside. Once Were Warriors is
riors its powerful impact. The film is
bleak, sickening, unnerving, and at times, a surprisingly bold and self-assured stateunwatchable. The scenes of domestic ment made by first-time director Lee
abuse are so graphic that they surpass Tamahori. His style, though uneven and
even Hollywood's most violent action with its fairshareofrough edges,exhibits
films. At some points, the film seems a remarkable ability to appeal to audience
somewhat exploitative in its treatment of emotions. Hollywood has wasted no time
in seizing upon the talents of this new
the female characters. But unlike standard Hollywood fare, Tamahori does not director. And it is not difficult to see why
seek to glorify the film's violence
he
Tamahori's Warriors is both a conmerely places it within the context of an demnation of misdirected people and a
endangered people. The Maoris may not tribute to awomanrediscovering her roots.
?

Gasson provides good Acoustics
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Heights Review Editor
Last Saturday,theBC Acoustics came
through in theclutch and provided a great
night of entertainment for everyone left
out of Middlemarch Madness. The BC
musical group hosted "Acappellooza,"
an a cappella songfest for a packed and
enthusiastic crowd in Gasson 100. The
festival also included a cappella groups
from Harvard-Radcliffe as well as two
participants hailing from the Baltimore
area, Loyola University and Johns
Hopkins.
The Acoustics opened the nearly
three-hour performance with an introduction combining bits fromC + C Music
Factory and songs like "Me So Horny."
Their energetic stage presence and ability
to combine random bits of humor with
their harmonizing coaxed the audience
into an enthusiastic mood immediately.
Ending their opening set with an excellent version of Men at Work's "Down
Under," theAcoustics set the tone for the
remainder of the evening.
The visiting groups that followed
brought with them contrasting styles and
songs. The ail-female Radcliffe Pitches
represented a more old fashioned approach to performing, but combinedolder
numbers with more moderntunes. Decked
out in semi-formal attire, the Pitches began with old Jazz songs like "Is You Is,"
and progressed to a powerful rendition of
"Winter," by Tori Amos, which was the
best performance of their set, if not of the
songfest. The Loyola Chimes, by con-

trast,

was an all-male group adopting a

slightly more casual look, in shorts and

button-down shirts. They opened with a
great deal of momentum, singing Peter
Gabriel's "Salsbury Hill," but began to
lose steam as their set progressed. They
were ab|e to redeem themselves somewhat with a humorous (though not technically great) performance of R.E.M.'s
"Stand."
But the most impressive guest performers wereThe Octopodes fromJohns
Hopkins University. After an unpromising start, the Octopodes switched gears
and distinguished themselvesby singing
a number of modern hits, including the
quietly beautiful "All I Want is You" by
U2 and the Gin Blossoms' "Found Out
About You," boasting a very strong male
lead vocal. But the highlight of their set
was undoubtedly "Zombie" by the Cranberries. The highly charged songfeatured
a wonderful female lead whose intensity
could only be matched by Delores
O'Riordan herself.
After the visiting groups had finished their sets, the Acoustics bounced
on-stage with evenmore energy than before. They closed the evening with some
of the best performances of the show,
including "Lean on Me" and R.E.Ms
"Night swimming." For their final encore, theAcoustics charmed the audience
with a strong renditionof "In YourRoom,"
by the Bangles. The solid chemistry and
multi-layered performances of theAcoustics, as well as those of their guests, provided a great on-campus alternative for
weekend entertainment.
,-t
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Review meetings
spm in the Nest
New writers are
always welcome.
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Oscar nominations range from popular to obscure
Continued from page 35
tors (maybe

even surprising candidate Nigel Hawthorne) will
overcome these odds and claim
the prize.
Likewise, a strong favorite
does not emerge from the best
actress category. Jodie Foster
faces a similar predicament as
she has already won
Hanks
too many Oscars in too few years.
Her chances are also complicated
by the fact that her film Nell has
not received much favorable
criticism. Susan Sarandon, like
Morgan Freeman, should have
gotten one of these things a long
?

time ago, but has been consistently underrated by the industry. Jessica Lange could possibly have a chance, as do Winona
Ryder and Miranda Richardson,
but none of the three are supported by overwhelmingly popular films.
The nominations for best
supporting actor and actress
could also produce some good
races. For best supporting actor.
either Martin Landau or Paul
Scofield could succeed in a category that often rewards older,
more respected actors (like Jack
Palance in City Slickers ).
Samuel Jackson most deserves

the award for his inspired performance in Pulp Fiction, but
Gary Sinise will most likely capture the prize for his role as Gump
's Lieutenant Dan. The best supporting actress category is less
certain. Woody Allen's Bullets
Over Broadway boasts two
nominations for Dianne Wiest
and JenniferTilly, but theirvotes
are li-kely to be split among fans
of the film. UmaThurman is the
other big name in the category,
and couldprosper from the overall Pulp Fiction craze.
But despitethis year's number of good races, the Awards
will undoubtedly sufferfrom the

Youth
Kirn Toney
Arizona State University
Two Time 1500 Meter
PAC 10 Champion
Kirn's wearing the
Champion Tone-On-Tone
Jersey Tee Shirt. It's
made of 100% super heavyweight cotton. It comes
in over a dozen colors with
a matching color logo
across the chest. And it
has a full athletic cut.
But as you can see, Kirn

Volunteers
Wanted
Programs for the Boston
Neighborhood Center in
the making, have any
ideas? If interested in
volunteering in the
Boston neighborhoods
or helping design new
programs,Call Sue at
x7849

exclusion of several smaller

& Me and The Thin Blue Line, to
name two), as well as honest
portrayals of inner-city 1ife, most
memorably Spike Lee's Do The

films, most notably Hoop
Dreams. This exhaustive and
touching documentary about two
inner-city boys topped many critics' lists for best film of the year,
not to mention best documentary. Unfortunately, the film was
not included in either of these
two Oscar categories. "We
looked at 64 movies this year,"

selection committee vice-chairman Walter Shenson told USA
Today. "We thought there were
five better films than Hoop
Dreams." But the Academy has
been notorious for its negligence
of good documentaries (Roger

Right Thing.
The Academy Awards
should be commended for their
growing acceptance of a more
diverse film industry. However,
the Oscars still have a long way
to go. If the Academy still wants
to distinguish themselves from
the glut ofawardsshows and not
degenerate into a popularity contest, they need to make bolder
selections. In the meantime, look
for Gump at the finish line on

March 27.

Interested in Book Publishing ?
On Wednesday March 22, a representative
from The Denver Publishing Institute will be

conducting an information session about
their summer program.
The session & interviews will be held at
s:oopm at O'Neil Library. Contact Marie
Geary at the Career Center Office with
questions or call Deborah Parrott directly at
(617)224-1100.

Brand new ,2,3,4,+5 Bedroom condominium featuring
fireplace, sanded gleaming
floors, huge foyers, walk-in
closets, European gourmet

styleeat-in kitchens, pantries,
giganticrooms, goodto double
up, laundry facilities, parking
available, on site management,
great security $875 and up.
Exclusive 1 and 2 bedroom
condominiums equippedwith

European eat-in kitchens,
security alarms, oak floors,

many closets, huge decks, on
site management, laundry
facilities,parking $600-$950.

Summeri^^^
H[a

Make it the Best

Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,
thefinest seasiderestaurant on Cape Cod.
We currently have outstanding opportunities
for talented individuals to joinour team,
Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-1000
to arrange an interview. Interviews are being held i
March 20th thru April Ist.
?

Dining Room Supervisors

?

Dining

Room/Cocktail

V-i

\
\

s-^/~^~sZi

r

I fVij SW^*rvJ*C^\r ~\

ALSO MANY OTHER
EXCLUSIVELISTINGS!!
CALL (508) 922-1073
Snow InnRoad ? Harwich Port, MA 02646

\u25a0

?

508-432-1000

For a free copy of the Summer Session '95

catalog, call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708-491-5250), fax your request to 708-491-3660,

e-mail yourrequest to summer9s@nwu.edu, or
mail this coupon to Summer Session '95, 2115
North Campus Drive, Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois

60208-2650.
Send the catalog to Omy home Omy school.

Name
School Address
City

State

Zip

State

Zip

Home Address
City

Northwestern is an equalopportunity,affirmative action educator and
employer.
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NEEDS YOU!
Sales rep for B.C.

I1

Bandannas wanted.

$?*

Flexible hours.

FAX RESUME TO:
(606) 578-0097
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?
?
?
? ?J

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
EXAMINATION
Language Proficiency Examinations in
FRENCH, Spanish, ITALIAN and LATIN will
be given Thursday, March 23 at 4:30P.M. All
A&S STUDENTS wishing to take the test must
sign up in GASSON HALL 104.
All CSOM STUDENTS must sign up in THE
UNDERGRAGUATE DEANS OFFICE,
FULTON HALL.
The Language Proficiency Exams will take 1
hour. Students must bring a picture ID. No
student will be admitted once an exam has
begun.

SESSION
University at Stony Brook
# 240 courses in 40 subjects
# Day and evening classes

# Low NYS tuition
# Register by mail, fax, phone or in person
# Live on campus or commute
# Two terms: May22-July7; July 10-Aug.lB
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Slreet7Box~No:
City"

State

Telephone

AreTonntefest

School currently attending

Anticipated yeafof graduation

Summer Session Office
University at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3730
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Name two
things that
are green.
,
vnn
,~.
up someextra /-acu
lUI can picki
CASH and positively
affectthe ecosys\u25a0?

tembyparticipatinginoneorseveralenvironmentalprojectstakingplace

on various Saturdays this spring.

Working with our high growth firm, you benefit from:
\u2666 hands-on experiencein the
environmental industry
\u2666 the fulfillment
of contributing to a greenerenvironment
\u2666

$10/hour

We'll even show you how to make it look impressiveon yourresume.
A brief training session on April 1 is mandatory. Call us immediately to
register. Note that some heavylifting and agility is required.

800 966-9282
628-8098

Zip

«PstateSTONYBROOK
of new
?~

university

york

An AA/EO educator and employer

fMMiMSEEmWMMMMMSMMSI
There's a world
beyond your campus
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* Farn aca deimc credits while taking classes
m Italian or in English at the U. Center

S.

or at the University of Florence
w^e living with Italian
* SCOVer
hosts and travelling

...

' Finandal aid aVaUable
3
'pVIvfA
ll"l'r<*'ri#"*#
CAIVxC,
Xl.Cl.jr
' T'f'Jil'V
Call now for more information.
SU also has Centers in Spain, Prance,
England, and Zimbabwe.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division

Triumvirate Environmental. Inc.

call 24 hours (516) 632-7070

Please send me the 1995Summer Session Bulletin:

of International Programs Abroad »119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472 ? 315-443-3471 ? DlPA@Suadmin.syr.edu
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Police Blotter
ported to St. Elizabeth's for

Sunday. February 26, 1995

treatment.

12:01 a.m.
Officer files a
report on a student transported
to St. Elizabeth's for a possible
broken hand caused by the subject punching a wall.
1:30 a.m. Officer responds to
HillsidesDfora very loud party
which wasdisrupting headquarters. Officer speaks to residents
who agree to quiet down. No
further problems were reported.
Monday, February 27. 1995

Wednesday, March 1,

5:02 p.m.
port on a

1995

Officer files a restudent harassing her
?

roommates.

5:02 p.m.
Officer files a report on a larceny from a residency hall.
5:42 p.m.
Officer responds
to the new dining hall on a report that an employee had received a laceration to his right
index finger. Officer transports
the victim to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital for treatment.
8:02 p.m.
Officer responds
to Fitzpatrick on a report that a
female student has taken an
overdose of medicine. First aid
is givenand the student is transported to the hospital for treat?

?

7:49 a.m.
BC Police hear
over the Building and Grounds
radio that the sprinkler systems
in the new warehouse have gone
off and they are calling for a
plumber. BC Police thenreceive
a call from the alarm company
who say that they have received
the fire alarm for the area and ment.
that they are contacting the New8:31 p.m.
Officer responds
ton Fire Department. Officers to the new dining hall on a rerespond and are informed that a port that a female employee had
coffee pot was left on, caught injured her arm. Upon arrival
fire and set off the alarm. The the victim refuses medical atdamage on the scenewas phototention. The victim signed a
medical release form.
graphed.
11:34 p.m.
10:02 p.m. ?' BC Police reSafety officer
ceive a call from a student who shuts down a lab in Merkert due
requests an officer to come to to an unknownodor in the lab. It
her room to evaluate a roomis unknown if there was a spill
mate who is vomiting blood.
or whr* chemicals are involved.
Officer/EMT respond and The shut down is just a precauevaluate. The student is transtion.
?

As a result the male Date Of Thursday, March 6, 1995
Birth 7-8-58 is arrested and
A nurse from the charged with trespassing on 4:36 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
Officer responds
clinic requests an officer from Bosnn College. He is taken to to the first floor lounge of
BCPD, booked and then transLoyola on a larceny report. An
the sexual assault unit to contact her. A student may have ported to Boston Police Depart : RA reports aTV was stolenfrom
been assaulted off campus in ment section 14tobe held pendthe lounge. Detectives arecalled
in to process the crime scene.
ing bail.
another jurisdiction. Officer responds and assists in the inves11:05 p.m. Officer finds fight Report to be filed.
in progress in the lot at Conte
10:17 p.m. Four females attigation.
reports
5:59 p.m. BC student
Forum's north side. Fight is bro- tending the MIA A Hockey Touran unknown person keyed her ken up and it is found that the nament cause a problem. After
vehicle in the Commonwealth fight was between members of attempts were made to resolve
the two high schools playing at
problem but were unsuccessful
Avenue Garage.
the hockey tournament in Conte. and all four were removed.
20 bottles of beer were also conFriday, March 3, 1995
fiscated.
Friday. March 7, 1995 .
1:40 a.m.
Officer observes
two suspicious males in a ve12:10 a.m. Hall directorcalls
Wednesday, March 5, 1995
hicle parked in the Edmonds lot.
control reporting that graffiti has
Males are unable to explain why 8:45 p.m. Sergeant checks an beenwrittenon papers that were
they are on campus. A check for offcampus apartment on a radio placed on several doors in the
area. Detective is notified and
wants and warrant returns negareport from Boston Police Detive on both individuals and the partment. He sees a suspect vethe AOC is beeped. Several
two males are escortedoff-camhicle and with the assistance of items of evidence were recovthe Newton Police Department ered for processing. The graffiti
pus with trespass warnings.
10:20 a.m.
An incident reseemed to be focused on both
stops the vehicle on Commonport was filed on several broken wealth Avenue past Centre religious groupsand race.
windowsfound in the basement Street. The operator was arrested 11:35 a.m. Detective takes a
of Williams Hall.
for drug violationand failure to report of harassing phone calls.
3:55 p.m.
The calleris upset with the UniDetective files a stop for the Boston Police.
report from a student concern9:45 p.m.
Sergeant makes a versity over Mrs. Thatcher.
ing an on going harassment check of the Keyes North/South
problem with a non-BC person. dorms on Newton Campus that
has been vandalized. An unTuesday, March 4, 1995
known person has drawn graffiti over the walls. The graffiti
United Wfay
9:35 p.m. Subject previously is pentagrams and the word 'SaSomething to feel good about.
sent on his way via taxi returns.
tan.'
?

?

?

Thursday. March 2. 1995
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Location, Location, Location

GREENLINE REALTY
(NEXT TO CITYSIDE)

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING SPECIALISTS
SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!!
ALL SIZES BEST SELECTION & PRICES
DISCOUNTED FEES

NEW LISTINGS DAILY
TELL US WHAT-U-NEED
WALK-IN OR CALL

GREENLINE REALTY
1956 BEACON ST

731-5434

March 20,1995
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Considering
Soft Contact Lenses ?
Call:

y* \

/

254-2020

Technology has made soft contact
lenses easier to wear and maintain.

/

nightmare is over.
x nationalDuckman
returns,

\J
/C

Contacts that change eye color
* Soft
Soft
Contacts for astigmatism
* Simplified
one bottle care solutions
* Planned replacement
or disposable
*
* Great for sports
* Replacement of current soft lenses

with all new episodes.

Brighton Optical
(Across from St. Elizabeth's Hospital)

246 Washington Street

Brighton
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From the original animators of We limpsons.
Featuring the voices of Jason Alexander,
Nancy Travis, Tim Curry and
Dweezil Zappa. With music by Frank Zappa.
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NETWORK

You'll benefitfrom
?

?

our distinguished faculty

* morning, midday, afternoon, and
evening classes

uSIIdI/Zo/'/uDt

over400 course sections
* our convenientBoston Harbor location

or send orfax this coupon to
UMass Boston Summer Sessions

starting May 30, July 5,
* sessions
and July 17

?

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

SUMMEI
W"- SESSIONS'9S

Fax 617 287-7922

GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
DAY and EVENING CLASSES

iff;

2J
RJT
%TJLif

Name

SESSION I

SESSION D

Wednesday, May 31
to Wednesday, June 28

to Monday, July 31

,Z,~f*

Wednesday, May 31
to Monday, July 31

1i
]

CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION
until the day before each session begins. REGISTER NOW!

m;/7nTßg^^yCT],;;
! !^r^[M^^^ulil^m;»
For Summer Bulletin, write:

;^;^,»?

f^rr^rT

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

An Equal Opportunity University

1

1

Or. if you prefer, call:
\^*T W%OJ 9\u25a0 Jr

PA 19085-1696

I

Please mail me a current Summer Bulletin

I

Name

I

Address

I

C<ty/State/Zip

_'-'*'''-;

'

\u25a0'
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Susan Seed Schroedor
Boston University School of
Engineering

will meet with all
students interested in
Engineering

i
9c ?

|

I;'

a

. j I|

HHTWH BRaHa^HH

Friday, march 24
1:30 PM
in Gasson 105

["VILLANOVA UNMErtsiTY~ Turner Sessions Office
Villanova,
I

and costs you can afford.

Interested in Engineering?

EVENING SESSION

Friday, June 30

City.state.zip

J\

fflLl^lLlMtl,,\u25a0rn^LUll^^^^^wA^^""^""'"BS^^f^'^»»ftt,?.,,\u25a0?,,?,

?

Street address

BUSINESS COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NATURAL SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS SOCIAL SCIENCES
COUNSELING EDUCATION
THE ARTS HUMANITIES
NURSING LANGUAGES

. .

.n.aiLphone.fax.orwa.K-inregistration

i
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The Classifieds
with occasional evenings/weekends. Must
be non-smoker and have own car. No

Good Kids! Good Pay! Baby-sitter
needed for Wed. afternoons. Must have
car. Call Sharon 964-3113.

housekeeping. Competitive salary. Call
Debra after 7 P.M. at 964-1869. References required.
Hoom in excnange tor cnna care ana
housekeeping with option for additional
hours. Reliable, enthusiastic, patient, neat
student for 8 year old boy and 4 year old
girl in WabanhomenearGreenline.Prefer
own car. Non-smoker, references required.
Must be available Mon-Friday 7 to 9 A.M.
Weekend hoursand 1 week day evening.
Minimal 14 month contract. Call Jan 965-

seekingexperiencedBAbY-sn i tutor

2 year old on Tuesdays from 10-4. Please
call 964-6615.
unestnut him tamny needs occasional
Child Care- afternoons and evenings. 5-10 hrs. a week. Distance from campus.
Call Cindy 731-5382.
Baby-sitter wanted two days, flexible
hours, T, W or Thursday. 2 children 3 1/2
and 1 1/2. Car necessary Call 964-8344.
seekingexperiencedDaDy-sitterrortwo-

year old on Tuesdays from 10-4. Please
call 964-6615.
CHILL) CAHt: Looking tor expenencea
person to care for our five month old baby

-7446.

(jneenui,rjrignt oaoy-smer needed tor

now and summer, for active 8 yr. old boy
in leg cast, 4 yr. old girl in Newton. Prefer
own car. but also near D-lineT-stop. Availability mid to late afternoons and evenings, weekends, and Tuesday mornings.
Referencesrequired. Must be here through
August. Call 965-7446.
F-'HtE HUOM AND BUAHO in exchange
for 15/20 hours of baby-sitting/household
help in homes convenient to Boston College. Call277-6420.The Student Housing

girl.ThreedaysaweekBA.M.-6P.M.We

live on the Green Line near BC. Nonsmokerand references required. Formore
informationplease call Lisa or Paul at 789-4189.
SummerLive-in cnuacare tor 3 children
(5,7,9) at ocean front home. 25 minutes
from Boston. 30-40 hours a week. June-

September. (617) 581-3859.
Professional in Newton seeks warm
andloving person toprovide after-school
care for two children ages 8 and 10, Monday through Friday, 3 P.M. to 6:30 P.M.

Exchange.

Part-time Daoy-sitter- late afternoons
10-20 hrs. per week. Must have own car,

969-5812.

Have the winter blues got you?

/'I I'\\ s G:
'nl
/i

Garber Travel has the answer!
The lowest prices
anywhere, anytime,
guaranteed.
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Let our
travel
professionals
treatyou to the
rest
relaxation
you deserve!

I

Go ahead,
take the plunge!

BABY-SITTERS NEEDED: Mondays,
Fridays (9-5) + Thursday PM (1-5). From
now thru graduation. In our home, 5 mins
from campus. Call Sarah, 964-9775.

Baby-sitter needed tor spring, summer
and/or fall to take care of 3 year old boy

and 8 week old girl. Occasional evenings,
weekend days. Experience and excellent
references required. Salary competitive.
965-3389

BABY-SI 11EH WANTED- luesdaysand
Thursdays, 1 P.M. 6 P.M. Creative, energetic,playful, and experiencedbaby-sitter
wanted for 8 year old boy. Call 244-5757

-

evenings.

Newton- cnno care needed tor a month
old in our home. One day a week, 8 A.M.
4:30 P.M. Non-smoker. 527-5954 (perhaps 2 days).
BaDy-sitter needed tor two cute and tun
little girls; ages three and five. In Newton
off route nine. Non-smoker, fun and silly
sitterwith acar. Please call Andrea. Leave
a message. 332-9477.
CHILD (?AHE POSIIION available now
(March, 95): 2 children; flexible hours; 3
days a week from Noonto 5 till end of May,
then 3 days 9-5 for the Summer; more
hours if you want them; 1/2 mile from BC;
must have car and know how to swim.
Please call Elm Graydon, 964-0184.
warm, cniid-ioving, tiexioiev uoes tnis
describe you? We need 15 hours (afternoons), carpools and errands, inexcnange
for room and board. We offer a private
room & bath on separate floor w/ telephone and use ofthe familykitchen. We re
easy to work for and minutes from BC
Campus. Must have car, references, and
experience w/children! 969-5653
Baoy-sitter wanted tor girl, age 2.. walk
from Newton Campus. Mid-May to midAugust. Tv & Th 12:30 4:30 P.M., some
Fridays 2:30 5:30, some weekends. No
smoking. Experience required. $6/hr.

-

-

-

Debbie 332-1045 (Iv message).

March 20,1995 The HEIGHTS
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average $3,500+ bonuses. Contact: Ron
Marchiani at 800-466-2221.

STSU weekly possiDie mailing our
circulars. No experience required. Begin
now. For info call 202-298-8952.
National Publisher seeks 5 Key individualsto market advertising for powerful

publication. PT springs FT summer. Reps
average$3,500+ bonuses. Contact: Ron
Marchiani at 800-466-2221.

EXTRA INCOME FOH 95- barn S5OO-

-$lOOO weekly stuffing envelopes. For details- RUSh $1 with SASE to: GROUP
FIVE, 57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307, Dover, DE 19901.

COMMUNICAIION / JOURNALISM /
FILM MAJORS- National video company
seeksenthusiastic, hard-working, individuals to shoot summer camp videos. Like
kids? Like the outdoors? Want hands on
experience? CallCAMPTV 800/284-8437.
BUSINESSOPPOHTUNITIES. barn $500
ormore weeklystuffing envelopesathome.
Send long SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. W34, P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
ATTENTION SIUUENTS! barn extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to
Homemailing Program, 1228 Westloop
#174, Manhattan KS 66502. Start immediately!

Summer opportunity- Locnean camp
for Girls seeks kind, enthusiastic female
staff with strong activity skills in gymnastics, tennis, watersports (WSI certified),
studio & performing arts, field sports, Englishriding, hiking. Outstanding facilities,
magnificent Vermont setting, 20 minutes
from Dartmouth College. Positive attitude
required; prior excellence isnot! Mid-June
through Mid-August. Contact: Rich
Maxson, Box 500, Post Mills, VT05058; 1
800-235-6659.
HESOH'I JOBS- barn to $l2Vhr. + tips.
Theme parks,Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-

-

-632-0150 ext. R50383.

INIEHNA lIUNAL EMPLOYMENT- barn
up to $25-$45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or
S. Korea. Noteachingbackground or Asian
languages required. For info, call: (206)
632-1146 ext. J50382.
Attention: tarn Money Heading Books!
Up to $500 weekly. Choose subject matter. For more details call: 1-(206)-362-4304 ext E7382.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- 1 ravel theworld
while earning an excellent income in the
Cruise Ship & Land Tour Industry. Seasonal & full-time employment available.
No exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206-

National Publisher Seeks 5 Key Individuals to market advertising for powerful
publication. PT springs FT Summer. Reps
?????
i »^^?ui
"
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\u25a0mil

Law Offices of

GILBERT R, HOY, JR.
(617) 277*6767

.

767Beacon Street, Newton Center ? 1406Beacon Street, Brookline
965-2100
734-2100

General Practice of Law
850 Boylston Street, Suite3l6A
CHESTNUtHiIL, MA 02167

634-0468 ext. C50383.

All ENI lON SENIOHS-Have you painted
houses during your summers? Combine
yourpainting background withyourdesire

to gain managementexperience. We are
seeking Project Managers tomanage large
commercial projects: 10-12 people and
project finances. Competitive salary and
strong promotionpotential. Sendresumes
to: Prime Touch Painters, 55 Chapel St., 0
/ month. National Health Oriented Company has openings available in Marketing,
Newton, MA 02158 or fax to (617) 964-8095.

SUMMEH JOB /INT EHNSHIPS- 51S00 /
month. National Health Oriented Company has openings available in Marketing,
Advertising and Display for college students. Can earn $300and upper week. All

majors considered, training provided, no
experience necessary. ($l2OO a month
based on display set ups). For interview

call (617) 891-1233.
sun the internet ana get paid! Kart-time
job opportunities available now that pay
verywell and are flexible to fit your schedule. Excellent communication and interpersonal skills required. PC and Internet
experience desirable. Women and men of
all majors please contact Brian at Allura
Inc.: Send e-mail to Allurabjl@aol.comor,
call (617) 742-4043, weekdays 9-5.

..

WHO SAYS THERE S NOTHING LEFT!
Its March 20 and we still have plenty of
GREATAPARTMENTS for next September. All sizes and price ranges. DISCOUNTED FEES!.
DISCOUNTED
FEES! See why we re B.C. S #1 apartment source, year afteryear. AT HOME
REALTY 738-1820.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBER 1995 APARMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE NOW TO BE SEEN AND

PREVIEWED!! GREAT PLACES REALTY HAS MANY GREATPLACES FOR
ALL YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
NEEDS! GREAT PLACES HAS THE
MOST LISTINGS AND THE BEST
EXCLUSIVES! GREAT PLACES REALTY TENTS GREAT HOUSES, GREAT
APARTMENTS, AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS! CALL US NOW FOR BEST
SELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 1995
LISTINGS. GREAT PLACES REALTY
RENTS GREAT PLACES!!!
TWELVE BED- Great value for the dollar!
Walk to BC shuttle at Chansky sfrom this
12-bed, 3 kitchens, 3 living rooms, 3bathrooms, porches, plenty of parking great
location. $375+ per person. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TEN BED- MIT would certainly love to call
this house a frat oops a home. Old world
charm and huge rooms for study groups.
Comm. Aye. location and shuttle bus one
block away. $415+ per person. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TEN BED- Great house located near Bluestone Bistro - walk to BC shuttle and T
Great condition - available for good tenants. Two new kitchens, 4 bathrooms, 2 \u25a0
living rooms, hardwood floors and carpet,
parking. $425+ each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINEBED- Located near Chansky s in a

,

two family brownstone in quiet neighborhood. Hardwood floors, 2modern baths, 2
modern kitchens, Jacuzzis, parking $400-$450 each. GREAT PLACES RENTS

September Apartments Rentals
No fee - Save money by renting from
owner-available September Ist, 1995-one
and two bedroom apartments. 8 minute
walk to Boston College-free shuttle
bus to campus one stop on the "B" line,
opposite 2000 Comm Aye.-laundry
facilities, cable ready building,
parking available. All Boston College
students live in this safe, secure building.
$650--$1240 includes heat & hot water
?Call owner (617) 593-4597?N0 fee.
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3nd so it mas said
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W Irish from Conquering \u25a0
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the Ojorld

GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

REALTY 964-8900
NINE BED- Great location near Cityside
lots of bedrooms, hardwood floors, large
ultra modern eat-in-kitchens, dw/disp,
Cityside living in the Circle! $385+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
EIGHT BED- Walk to BC Big apartments
in a 2 family house. El cheapo per person
$300+ each. With this deal of a house
there will be plenty of $$$ left over for the

-

meal plan!! GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES
REALTY 964-8900
EIGHT BED- A brisk walk to BC and the
South shuttle for those athletic types! Like

-

a fraternity although wall bashers are
stronglydiscouraged-s3oo+each. GREAT

PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SEVEN BED- Great house for great tenoff Sutherland Road in quiet neighborhood, beautiful floors, three renovated
bathrooms, two kitchens, parking, laundry, $425-5475 each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
Wonderfully
ants,

SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE! v
OIA
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ning skylighted loftduplex in pristine house
off 1700 block Comm. Aye. designer
kitchen and two baths, living room, dining
room, fireplace,yard, parking, laundry and
much more! High on the hill, just like a
Swisschalet! Guaranteed to please Mom
and Dad. $475+ each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT

PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED- Live in luxury! This house is off
the 1600 block of Commonwealth Aye,
wall to wall carpet, two modern kitchens,
three baths, washer/dryer in the apartment, central a/c, parking $400-$475 each.
Only for the Discriminating!! GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED- A stone s throw from a slice of
pizza at Bluestone Bistro. Renovated and
new, this brick townhouse is justwhat the
doctor ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet,
two kitchens, three baths, parking, 5425-$475 each. GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

piauc,igui iuiy,pair\u ly.

GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES
REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED- Come on down! to Cityside!

Great apartment in brownstone in a great
location. Steps from Mary Ann sand the
Circle. Great kitchen with exposed brick!
$400+ each. GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Off Comm.
Aye, beautiful house, alarmed, newfloors,
beautifully modernkitchen and bath, laun-

PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Single family
attached townhouse, two floors, 2 beautiful baths, all white modern kitchen, cathedral ceilings, fireplace central a/c, laundry,
parking, take the T or drive to BC $500+
each. Beautiful space. GREAT PLACES

dry, verysunny, porch, parking, exquisite
$2300 GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
FOUR BED- Lovely condominium in

house. Beautiful floors, ultra modern
kitchen and bath, pristine condition, laundry, parking walk to shuttle at Chansky s,
$400+ each. GREAT PLACES RENTS

GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

REALTY 964-8900

FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Huge Victorian condominium on 1600block of Comm.
Aye., large living room, modern kitchen
withdw/disp, hardwood floors, great building, parking, $410+ each. GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

FOUR BED- Near Sutherland Road, four
beds, living room, eat-in-kitchen, modern
bath, all student building $2000-$2200+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900

FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE!! OffChiswick
Road, Large and spacious, modernkitchen
and 2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo,
areat steal of a deal, SlBOO-S2OOO. GREAT

ny::

ut»cncnanuvi

I
I

atBC

INFO TABLE:

RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT

PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVEBED-1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amounts of
space, like having your own house, parking etc, $2300 GREAT PLACES RENTS

REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Five minute walk
to BC main Gates. Located in the heart of
Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2 family, huge modern kitchen, 2 baths, fireplace, laundry,parking.Quiettenants only!!

Peace Corps

H&

$425-$475 each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! turn of the century Edwardian manor house, Ballrooms,
2 designer baths, 20 ft ceilings, European
kitchen with balcony, fireplace, skylighted
loft bedroom w/spiral staircase, quiet tenants only!! $2850 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Best location!!
Beacon Street at Cleveland Circle, 5 bed
11/2baths, modern kitchen, laundry, hardwood floors. $425-$475 each. GREAT

graduate school, how
do you plan to pay for H?

I

Thur.., March 23
9:00 am 4:00 pm
McElroy Lounge

-

Ask us.

INFO MEETINGS: Thur., March 23
7:00 pm
O'Neill Library, Room 253

I
.B|

Friday, March 24
9:00 4:00
Career Center
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LOVE TO DANCE?
WANT TO DANCE?

\u25a0> \u25a0
B
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Looking for willing dancers (males &
females, no experience necessary)
interested in dance classes and optional
performance opportunity
For more info, call 782-8388
QB3
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where you curiv
i
bank,
rently
you can count
on (litibank, the nations
number one originator of
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For Medical Students
,
(pursuing allopathicand
osteopathicmedicine) ihe
ww

~

? FREE Walk-In Pregnancy Testing ?
GYN Exams ? STD Testing ? Birth Control
Confidential Services ? Counseling
Evening & Saturday Appointments

.

Get Acquainted Special
'm?ieie GY"N rx.ir".
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Stafford Loans
Citibank MedicalAssist Loan
(for students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)
D Citibank MBAASSiSt Loan
(for business Students)
D Citibank GradAssist Loan
(for graduate students)

Address

.

ci
State

Telephone

fast approvals,

'

call 1-800-692-8200,
256.
and ask for Operator
r

.
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Mail this coupon to:
Citibank Student Loans
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
Citibank (New York SUIe)
255

I

_

a

Student's Social Security #

|

tharbcucrsemre.litmrt 10fill Willi Social Srcurily Numberabove)

Student is currently in

D College

Year of Graduation

\u25a1 Graduate School

Field of Study

Are you a previous student loan borrower?

\u25a1 Yes

DNo

Or for faster service,
call 1-800-692-8200,

£,»

Uperaior ZOO.

|

I

Name of College/Graduate School

I'..':::
associates JI

.

\u25a1 All Federal

Name of student

'

For more information
and an application for a
Citibank Graduate Loan,

r-.-K at, at
TheCitiMß
A Loan
Program offers Federal
Stafford Loans and our
exclusiveMBAAssist Loan.

¥©S!
I want more information
and an application for the following
Citibank GraduateLoans:

'

low interest rates,

and one toll-free number
to call for answers to all
your questions.
n

-n.

I

easy repayment,
r

\u25a0

n
CitiMedical1TLoan Program
offers Federal Stafford
Loans and our exclusive
MedicalAssist Loan.

°

Grad-

.no application fees,

_-_.

associates U-

I

B\

m
MBA e4
Students
For

H REPRQ
731-0060

B\

t ie Citibank

your education.

I NEW DANCE PROGRAM AT BC I

Get Acquainted With Us
Before You Get Acquainted
With Each Other.
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For Graduate Students
(pursuing all types ofadvanced
degrees such as law, engineering
nursing, etc.) The CitiGraduate Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford Loans
and our exclusive GradAssist Loan.

%m

INTERVIEWS:

I
I

-

The Heights
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PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED- Near Cityside Restaurant,
hardwood floors, modern kitchen modernbath, great location, parking available,
$2300 GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED- Walk to Chansky s, cheap
steal of a deal! Newly renovated, huge
apartments, two baths, parking, all student building! $1550 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Very cute,
very modern and verysunny condo near
Bluestone Bistro, top floor, parking, laundry, $1400-$l6OO GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED- EXCLUSIVE!! Designerliving in charmingBack Baystyletownhouse,

,

A

HOSTELLING
INTERNATIONAL\u25a0

Europe Cheap
Hostelling International
Specializing in affordable student travel
6,000 hw.els worldwide $9/night aye
Etyail passes ysued on-the-spot
Student/?acuity rate flights
International student/teacher IDcards
Low prices on books, packs, travel gear
The Travel Center
1020 Comni Aye, Boston
24-hr info 731-5430
Start planning your trip today!
Call or stop by for your freeinfo pack
Mention this ad to get budget travel tips

on BC shuttle and T. exposed brick, 2
baths, Gourmet designer kitchen, yard
with a patio, garage, living room, dining
room, fireplaces, very cozy and unique!
$2800GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED- EXCLUSIVE! Extraordinary, unique, sumptuous and luxurious,
two apartments available in Cleveland
Circle mini mansion. Architectural Digest
living in the most luxurious apartments
anywhere! Beautiful and exquisite details.
Only for the connoisseur! Great location.
Cleveland Circle,! $475-5550 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BEDS- Huge Victorian condo in
popularstudentbuildingsnear Chansky s,
biggest living rooms anywhere, alarmed,
modern kitchen and bath, hardwood floors,
deeded parking, a deal! $375+ $450+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED-EXCLUSIVE! Top floor of
house near Greycliff dorm, large living
room, dining room, eat-in-kitchen-porch,
laundry,parkinggoodtenantsonly!Sl6oo-1800 GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED- EXCLUSIVE! Great apartment in 2000 block Comm. Aye! Modern
kitchen and bath, top floor, elevator building, $1675 GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES
REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED- Great apartment in condo
building near Greycliff dorm, modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, porch,
and laundry. Walk to school! $1650.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED- EXCLUSIVE! Top floor in
elevator building near South Street, modern kitchen and bath, hardwood floors,
sunny, laundry, $1675 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED- Dynamite three bed near
2000 block of Comm Aye, great kitchen

-

with Washer / dryer, hardwood floors,
good size rooms, perfect for four. $1675
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED- EXCLUSIVE! Near Bluestone Bistro, on Chiswick Road Ultra
luxurious condo new wall towall, beautiful kitchen with ceramic tile floor and
washer/dryer, beautiful new bathrooms,
a/c, parking, $1900 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED- EXCLUSIVE! On Chiswick
Road, in brownstone, pristine condition,
great kitchen and bath, porch and sunroom, parking, quiet tenants only. $395-$450 GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED- Ultra Luxury living in contemporary townhouse style apartments.
For the discriminating palate only! Located off the 1600 block of Comm. Aye,
These duplexesoffer the Best ofall modern amenities, wall to wall, central a/c
fireplaces Jacuzzis, garage parking.
$1800-$2OOO Quiet and serious tenants
only. GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BEDS- Off Lake St, Near Chandler Pond, luxury condominiums modern
kitchen. Two baths, parking, central a/c,
parking, pool, $1400-$l5OO GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BEDS- Popular Circle location.
Look at Mary Ann sand the Marathon
fromyourwindows, 11/2baths, allstudent
buildings, $1400 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BEDS- For those on a budget,
these apartment offer the best value for
the money. Near Chansky s, all renovated,
hardwood floors, all student buildings,
parking available. Cheap, cheap, cheap.
$1195 GREATPLACES RENTSGREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BEDS- EXCLUSIVE! Adorable
condo at 1754 Comm. Aye, dynamite
Kitchen and bath, hardwood floors and

,

,

,

carpet, quiet building, laundry, good tenants only $ 1 125GREAT PLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

REALTY 964-8900
THREE BEDS- EXCLUSIVE! Great condo
within walking distance to BC. Cozy and
comfortable, perfect for three! $1100
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED- Great condo on Sutherland
Road in immaculate condition, recently
renovated, all modern amenities, separate entrance. $1300 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWO BED- EXCLUSIVE! Totally renovated condominium in luxury building in
Cleveland Circle, elevator building, great
views, watch the action at Cityside from
this condo- perfect for 4! $1400 GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWO BEDS-Ultra luxury living in contemporary townhouse style apartments. For
the discriminating palate only. Located off
the 1600 block of Comm. Aye, these duplexes offer the Best of all modernamenities,garage parking $1350-$1575 Quiet
and responsible lenants only' GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWO BEDS- Walk to BC! Elevator building live-in-superintendent, eat-in kitchens, perfectforthree tofour, $1250GREAT
PLACES RENTS GREAT PLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWO BEDS- Cleveland Circle location, all
BC building on shuttle + T, near Mary
Ann s $1400 GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES
REALTY 964-8900
TWO BEDS- Near BC all student building,
huge and spacious apartments, large
modern eat-in-kitchens, hardwood floors,
perfect sizefor three to four people! Awesome location! $1250 GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREAT PLACES. GREAT
PLACES REALTY 964-8900
ONE BED- EXCLUSIVE! 1999 comm
Aye!! Completely renovated, beautiful
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, sunny,
$950 OOfortwo! GREATPLACESRENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES

,

.

Whoever Said

"the best things in life are free"
probably had a trust fund.

THE HEIGHTS

REALTY 964-8900
ONE BED- EXCLUSIVE! Beautiful condo
in Gothic style building on Comm Aye
near South St. New hardwood floors
throughout, very bright and sunny, overlooks pool, laundry in building, very quiet
building, for quiet tenants only! 5950.00
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES. GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BEDS- In all locations, Cleveland
Circle, 2000 block of Comm. Aye, prices
varyfrom $675+for oneperson and $800+
for two people GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES. GREAT PLACES
REALTY 964-8900
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF OUR
RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1995 CALL US NOW FOR THE
BEST OF WHAT S LEFT FOR YOUR
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREAT HOUSES, APARTMENTS,AND
CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE COMPETITION IMITATES GREAT PLACES !! WE
HAVE THE LARGEST BC STAFF AND
OFFER PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLESERVICE. CALL US TODAY!! WE
ARE LOCATED TWO BLOCKS WEST
OF BC MAIN GATES, ATTHE CORNER
OF MANET ROAD AND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREATPLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
CHESTNUT HILL

(617)964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900 September 95 Apartments

Best Selection&Best Prices
Discounted Fees
GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434
Next to Cityside Restaurant Cleveland
Circie. We have many joining apts in
houses and Buildings Greatfor big groups.
6 BED CLEV. CIRCLE + BEACON ST.
Hardwood floors, near T+ shops, eat-inkitchen. 52500.00 GREENLINEREALTY
731-5434
5 BED STRATHMORE RD. (Clev Circle)

perfectS2SOOGREENLINEREALTY73I-

-5434
5 BED CUMMINGS RD. cheap, htd, +
large $1700 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
5 BED NEAR MARY ANN S Huge clean
Apt., Hardwood floors, Eat-in-Kitchen, 11/
2 baths. $2300 GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434
5 BED MODERNKITCHEN Dishwasher,
disposal, spacious Living room fireplace,
parking. $2400.00GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434
5 BED DUPLEX IN HOUSE modern
kitchen 1 1/2 bath, fireplace, living room,
dining room, porch, parking, $1800
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
5 BED EXCLUSIVE GIGANTIC HOUSE
good for a quiet group of six, 2 1/2 baths,
largeandspaciousrooms, parking, $2500.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED NICE CHARMING HOUSE good
for quiet students $350/person.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED NEAR BLUESTONE BISTRO.
Modern Eat-in-Kitchen w/dish +disp., 1
car parking $1450.00 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED GORGEOUS HOUSE for serious
+ students, near campus, modern appliances, storage, $1400.00 GREENLINE
REALTY 731-5434
4 BED CLEVELAND CIRCLE Gigantic +
clean, near shops and T. Sutherland Rd.
$2200.00 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED CLARIDGE HOUSE- many units
available Humongous living room, and
spacious Bedrooms, modern Kitchens and
baths, ranging from $1750 to $2200. Call
Today!! GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
4BED FEATURING MODERNKITCHEN
AND BATHS, Hardwood floors, near

WANTED:
OUTSTANDING STAFFFOR AN
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER CAMP...
One of Pennsylvania's premier resident

camps invites you tospend thesummer of
your life in the Pocono Mountains.
We are seekingdedicated individuals as
cabin counselors and specialists:
*Computers
\u2666All Sports
*Lakefront Boating St. *Photography
\u2666Swimming Instruction
*Drama
Accepting applications for all positions
PC)

CAMPAKIBA
Box 840,Bala cynwood, PA
19004
610-660-9555

SHIPPING
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-you A/yam to be
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Low cost
domestic and
international
shipping rates
and service,
call
TEL 800-752-6773
FAX:SOB-664-3722
E-mail address.
cargo@delphi.com

©

AIR FREIGHT
VALET, INC.
Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S

March 20,1995
water included. $625/negotiable. Call 739-7049.

ave-i- Chansky s, On Shuttle.
$1500 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED IN HOUSE SUTHERLAND (clev.
cir) GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED CLARIGDGE HOUSE

Comm.

ROOMMATfeS WANI LL>: Female graduate students, nonsmoking,for 3-bedroom
Cleveland Circle apartment. Rent $375
includes heat, water. Three minutes from
BC. Call Susan 731-1676.
SUBLET WANTED- Professional nonsmoking male seeks situation or apartment share preferably from May-Septem-

Comm) 1800+ Spacious +
heated GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
STAYFOR THE SUMMER 4 bed in Beau(1600)Block

tiful House all utilities inc. GREENLINE
REALTY 731-5434
3 BED EXCLUSIVE BC BUILDING, 1 1/
2 Baths, stepsto Mary Ann s, Cityside and
BCShuttle. $1350 GREENLINE REALTY

787-0763.
1394 JEEP WHANOLfcH- ij Wht w/blk
softtop. 5-spd. New CD player. Well maint
4WD. Exc. cond. Asking $11,500. Call
Christopher @ 508-842-4511.
FOR BALE- 1990 Jeep Wrangler, three
tops- hard, soft, bikini, air conditioning

RESERVOIR PLACE

Clevland Circle

INBIANI CASH hOH YOUH CAH OR
TRUCK, Foreign or Domestic. 617-783-3433 (1 to 6 P.M.). Ernie Motor Sales, 269

Western Avenue, Allston (Brighton), Mass.
Anorexia study:I he neuroendocrine unit
at Mass. General Hospital seeks women
with anorexia nervosa for a study of hormone to preventbone loss (osteoporosis).
Thereis astipend of$450. Contact Kristen
Lee at 724-2826
Attention graduates! Beat tne competition! Prepare now for the upcoming job
search. InterviewstheWinningWay tackles all of the touoh topics including salary

pull-out stereo, great condition, 5-speed,
four new tires, $9995, call 965-7060.
LED ZEPPLIN!2fix, 4th row Promenade
for April 9th unleaded concert at Boston
Garden. Chance of a lifetime Best offer.
Call Marci @ x5822.

TOWN ESTATES 3bed pool, parking
(2), htdsl4oo+many more. ..GREENLINE

2+3 Beds 1300-1500 hd with pool + laundry GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BED 1800 Comm aye. $1800 htd.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BED 2000 block Comm $1100 htd
2 BED CLEVELAND CIRCLE 6 units
Availablein same Building each Apt. Good
For 4 Students. Spacious, sunny lots of
closets $1200 GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434
2 BED RESERVOIR PLACE, pool, dishwasher/disposal, wallto wall carpet. $1 250
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BED HOUSE, warm +cozy. modern
kitchen + bath, porch, 2 car pkg, $1000
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BED MANY APTS AVAILABLE. New
campus prices vary, tell uswhat you need.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
STUDIO AND 1 BEDROOM on T, shuttle
+close to campus, prices vary, call today.
MANY MORE AVAILABLE

we are interested in buying second
hand clothes! What we are looking for
are: Old model jeansandjacketsof LEVI S,
LEE, Wrangler. Jackets and shirts of 50 s
and 60 s MA-1, B-3. A-2 ... of US Air
Horse Flying Jackets. School, college
goodsas if sweat shirts and jackets,mainly,
v neck sweaters and cardigans. Used out
door shirts of Pendleton, Wool Rich and
L.L Bean. Used eastern shirts. Used shirts
of Ralph Lauren. H BerC Jeans of LEVI S,
in particular, 501,501 XX, 502 with a capital letter E. If you have any questions, give
us a call! Kiyoe Yoshihara 227-0521

Computers Modem for sale!!! MACLC
114/80; Extended keyboard & mouse; 12
High resolution color monitor; MO 2400
Modem. $600 negotiable. Call Ingrid at

731-5434
3 BED TOWNHOUSE CONDO, Wall to
Wall carpet, a/c, pool, parking $1450
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BED IMMACULATE + GLEAMING
modern units, Jacuzzi, Garage parking.
$1800 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434

prime location great building htd. $1200-1350 GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434

(617)558-3377

ber. Negotiable, (914) 739-8235, Brian.

731-5434
3 BED SUTHERLAND RD. Wall to wall
carpet. Nr. shuttle and shops. $1500.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDSUNNY, CLEAN, GREAT VIEWS,
modern kitchen + bath, pool, dishwasher
+ disposal. $1500 GREENLINE REALTY

REALTY 731-5434
3+2 BEDS CITYSIDE ATTHE CIRCLE

Mathematics, Statistics, Economics
and Computersupport atNewton Education Team. Located above Shawmut Bank,
Newton Center. For more info, please call

FOR BALE: 1984 BMW good cond.
sunroof. $2000 obo. Call Catherine 965-.5266 MUST SELL.

,

_

.

negotiation.The InterviewOrganizer isa
take-along referenceguide you won t want
to be without. Order your complete and
concise interview manuals now. Interviews the Winning Way just $12.95.
InterviewOrganizer just$7.95.. or both
for $16.95. Please add $3for shippingand
handling De-Mar Enterprises, 4521
Winnetka Aye. N. #108, Minneapolis,

MN 55428.
uu bUHUCh- si 69 anytime! Canb/Mex
$189 r/t "FREE Brochure" AIRHITCH
212-864-2000.
interested intne Bluesy uniquePosition
allows you to experience the blues scene
and work right atyour own school. Opportunity knocks, call David Fortune @ 491-2100. Helpever- hurt ever House of Blues.

SOOHbt!, POINIB,
SPREADS AND MUCH MORE!! 1 1-900-526-7000 EXT. 1190, $2.99 PER MIN.,
MUST BE 18YRS., PROCALLCO. (602)
bPUKIb HJNII!

954-7420.

BOOKKEEPING/ACCOUNTING
Part time student hours. Boston office on T.
No experience necessary. Must know PC
spreadsheet, bookkeeping or accounting
software. We will train you if 37cm are PC
experienced. Good resume builder. Salary
depends on experience. Must be dependable.
Job can continue throughout the year. Call
M-F: 10-4 at 723-7747. Or send resume to
Suite 360, 15 Court Square, Boston, MA

47
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ARE YOU the son/daughter of BC faculty/
administrator? ARE YOU interested in
FREE law/business school in CALIFORNIA? Call eves (603) 448-8294.
L.UUL JUBS tmpioymentUuide tarn
$2000-$6OOO a month + free travel. Jobs
on Cruise ships, Alaskan fisheries, Club
Mcd, Ski resorts, White water rafting,
Disney, National Parks and USforest service Guaranteed success. 617-334-4096
liuitar / Bass Lessons- Any style! Full
time professional with B.M. Berkeley, M.M.
New England Conservatory. Lots of funplay the music you love! Jay 232-8767.
Become a Certified Bartender in justsix
weeks. University Bartending offers full
certification to BC. students. Final spring
class starts Sta., March 25. Call 969-5633
for more info.
LUSb wtIUH 1-1 lost \>'A lbs., went from
size9lo3mB weeks, without diets / drugs
/exercise. All-natural products, easy, guaranteed! Kelly, 1-800-209-2150.
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02108-2503.

Walk-ins Welcome

Greenline Realty
1956 Beacon St.
Brookline. MA.
(next to Cityside Restaurant)
731-5434
Cheap Apartments From $320 & UpClean, large, bright. Nearcollege. S-1-2-3-4-5 bdrms. Call Twin Realty 232-0963.

APARTMENTS o>f CAMPUS SepT
Aparts. are in! great locations all sizes!
1625-1800 Comm. 1945-2035 Comm.
Sutherland Rd., Cleveland Circle, 1900 s
Beacon, Foster St. Chiswick, South St.,
Claridge House And Many others. Call
ALL-BRIGHT REALTY, 1247Commonwealth Aye. 783-9151

Mil

:l

meals a week in exchange for 15hrs/wk
Mother s Helper. Call 965-2636.
studio availabletor mid-May sublet, uorner of Strathmore and Commonwealth
Aye. D/D. W/D in building, heat and hot

/^©

M

53?

%

Brignton, on comm. Aye., strathmore
Rd., avail. 9/1, Large, 2 bed, h/w, Lndry
$950 Owner 232-3658. NO FEE.
Brignton: Next to bu, Chandler Pond
modern 2 bed 3rd floor dishw/disp.,balcony, parking avail. 6/1 or9/1 $975. Owner
232-3658. NO FEE
Private Hoom & Bath verynear BC + 10
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2002 Things

do on a Date"
Great Ideas..Fun Things
$ 4.95 for book + 1.05 s / h

TO: Sunwest, 566 Wash. St. # 55
Weymouth, MA 02188

I Eppys^i?!

SF.I'TKMHK.K
APARTMF.NTSI
B.C. BARGAINS. HIIKKV!

-

STUDIOS
-in house, furnished, mcl. ulil.
walking distance lit BC $450
ONE BEDS
Reservoir. T. Laundry, mcl. ulil. Park-

relief from the
For fastrecommend
designed

nagging

ing-$BOO
-one tied split for 2, heal. lu>( wtr-5650
-one tied. Wall lo Wall, large L. room.

closets $595
TWO BEDS
-two beds for Uiree $1050
-two beds, $825, heat included,
-two bed, ullra mod., gleaning hajdwood. parking, HOTTUBI! $1250
-Total lux. liighrise. views, security,
indoor, park, pool liealdiclub $1595
THREE BEDS
-in house, 3 bed, Shullle bus, F/place,
porch $1500
-three bed, parking available.. Mini.
Kilcll, $700.
-three beds, spacious. WONT LAST,
$1175
FOUR BEDS
-ACT NOW!! LARGE four beds, lis
a BC DEAL, only $300 each. $1200
mcl. heal
-COMM AYE. T. SUNNY.
SPACIOUS, 4 BED $1700.
FIVE BEDS
too floor, 5 beds, 2 baths, parking,
huge L. room, mod kilcll $2000
-GORGEOUS 5 BED, TOP FLOOR,
EURO KITCHEN. T, 2 BATH,
LOADED WITH CHARM $2350.

-

ache of taxes,

TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are
tax-deferred annuities
to help build
additional assets money that can help make the
difference between living and living well after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deductedfrom
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That c in make a big difference in how
painful your tax bill is every year.
we

?

As the nation's largest retirement system, -we
offer a wide range of allocation choices ?from
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity,
What's more, our expenses are very low," which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes,
Call today ?it couldn't hurt.

linsuring the ruture

for those who shapeiits".s"
\

\

'Slaniari c> Prwr'j lri.mnincr Rating Aiialt/jii, 1994; Lipper Analytical Services. Inc.. Upptr-Dirrctnrj'Analytical Data, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc For more complete inlormation. including charges and expenses.
call 1800-842-2733,
5509 lor a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carelully beforey6u invest or send money.
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Casting gift to BC- a
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Student Center.
Our contribution to the future,
because the, future is ours to
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education wilt Cost
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11 \u25a0" \ ' forever, but our time here
wilt not,
I\ \
So Cet's pull together to give a
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y£S, 1 will pLectge $19.95 a year /or 2 years
starting nay, 1996.
y£S, X tfUX pCedye trie amount
NO, 1 do not ivisPt to ptectae.

of my choice.

Name
"Permanent Address
Drop

0// Boxes wilt be in O'NeilX, TtcEtroy, Lyons,

ancC Jtu&enstein.

